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Summary

Mosquitoes pose a major threat to human health as they spread many deadly diseases like
malaria, dengue, chikungunya, filariasis, Japanese encephalitis and Zika. Identification
and use of novel molecular tools are essential to combat the spread of vector borne diseases.
Genome editing tools have been used for the precise alterations of the gene of interest for
producing the desirable trait in mosquitoes. Deletion of functional genes or insertion of toxic
genes in vector mosquitoes will produce either knock-out or knock-in mutants that will check
the spread of vector-borne diseases. Presently, three types of genome editing tools viz., zinc
finger nuclease (ZFN), transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALEN) and clustered
regulatory interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR) and CRISPR associated protein
9 (Cas9) are widely used for the editing of the genomes of diverse organisms. These tools are
also applied in vector mosquitoes to control the spread of vector-borne diseases. A few studies
have been carried out on genome editing to control the diseases spread by vector mosquitoes
and more studies need to be performed with the utilization of more recently invented tools
like CRISPR/Cas9 to combat the spread of deadly diseases by vector mosquitoes. The high
specificity and flexibility of CRISPR/Cas9 system may offer possibilities for novel genome
editing for the control of important diseases spread by vector mosquitoes. In this review, we
present the current status of genome editing research on vector mosquitoes and also discuss
the future applications of vector mosquito genome editing to control the spread of vectorborne diseases.
Keywords: Gene alteration, mosquito borne disease control, zinc finger nuclease (ZFN),
transcription activator-like effector nuclease (TALEN), clustered regulatory interspaced short
palindromic repeats (CRISPR)/CRISPR associated protein 9 (Cas9)

1. Introduction
Mosquitoes are arthropod vectors responsible for the
transmission of several disease causing pathogens.
Dengue, chikungunya, malaria, filariasis and Japanese
encephalitis are the major mosquito borne diseases
Released online in J-STAGE as advance publication December
18, 2016.
*Address correspondence to:
Dr. Savarimuthu Ignacimuthu, Division of Vector Control,
Entomology Research Institute, Loyola College, Chennai600034, Tamil Nadu, India.
E-mail: eriloyola@hotmail.com

responsible for thousands of deaths each year (1,2).
A recent outbreak of Zika is also caused by a vector
mosquito Aedes aegypti. The World Health Organization
declared a Public Health Emergency of International
Concern due the outbreak of Zika in South America (3).
So mosquitoes pose a great threat to public health and
affect the economy of several countries. For the past
several decades, synthetic insecticides were being used
to control vector mosquitoes. Unfortunately, synthetic
insecticides cause environmental pollution and kill
many beneficial insects (4,5). Further, continuous use of
synthetic insecticide has also resulted in the development
of resistance in vector mosquitoes (6).
Recent advances in the field of genetic technologies
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have strengthened our understanding on creation of antipathogenic mosquito strains (7-10), sterile mosquito
strains (11,12) and genetically modified strains (13-15).
Especially the discovery of modern genome editing
technologies provide many opportunities to edit new
target genes, to analyze the functions of target genes
more accurately and to modify the expression levels of
target genes (upregulation or downregulation). As per
Criscione et al., 12 different classes of genetic-based
technologies have been used as functional genomic
tools for the control of insect vectors (16). Genome
editing technology is one among them and it has been
emerging as a powerful tool that can alter the genome
more precisely.
Three types of genome editing tools are widely used
for engineering the genomes of diverse species including
vector mosquitoes. These are zinc finger nuclease (ZFN),
transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALEN)
and clustered regulatory interspaced short palindromic
repeats (CRISPR) and CRISPR associated protein 9
(Cas9). The ZFN based genome editing technique was
initially applied in Drosophila melanogaster (17,18).
This approach stimulated diverse ideas to carry out
modifications in the genome of any insect. Following
this, researchers have reported the successful application
of ZFN and TALEN based genome editing technology
in plants (19-22) and other animals (23,24). However
after the discovery of CRISPR/Cas9 in 2012 (25), many
researchers have successfully applied this technique
to diverse organisms including mosquitoes and cell
lines for precise genome editing. These genome editing
technologies enable the alteration of target genes
in insect pest, particularly useful for the control of
vector-borne diseases caused by mosquitoes. Although
excellent reviews are available on mosquito genome
editing with these techniques (26-32), we present
the recent application of these techniques in vector
mosquito gene manipulation for the control mosquito
borne diseases especially by CRISPR/Cas9, off-target
effects of these tools, ethical issues and current problems
in application of genome editing techniques in vector
mosquitoes.
2. Major genome editing tools
Three major genome editing tools are currently applied
for target specific alteration of genomes of diverse
organisms. These are ZFN, TALEN and CRISPR/
Cas9, although other techniques like meganucleasemediated genome editing are proposed. ZFNs are one
of the genome editing tools developed initially which
was based on the specificity of DNA binding protein
ZFN. ZFN is a target-specific endonuclease designed
to bind and cleave DNA at desired positions of the
genome. ZFN consists of DNA binding domain with
zinc finger which recognizes the specific sequence on
the genome and nuclease domain made up of FolkI

enzyme which cleaves the specific site of DNA. DNAbinding domains of individual ZFNs typically contain
three to six individual zinc finger repeats and each
finger can recognize 3 base pairs. Through this strategy
it is possible for ZFN to induce double-stranded breaks
(DSB) at a specific region on the genome and with the
help of endogenous DNA repair this technique was
used by several groups to accurately alter the genome
sequence of higher organisms (33-36). TALEN based
genome editing is easy to engineer compared to ZFN
and it is also more specific to target sequence (37). DNA
binding domain of TALEN contains a highly conserved
repeat of 33-34 amino acid sequence with difference at
12th and 13th amino acids. These two positions are highly
variable and show a strong correlation with specific
nucleotide recognition in the genome. This relationship
between amino acid sequence and DNA recognition
enabled the engineering of specific DNA-binding
domains. DNA binding domain is fused with the FokI
nuclease enzyme which confers extreme site specificity
and has expanded the possibility of specific editing in a
number of genomes (38,39).
CRISPR/Cas9 is a RNA-guided endonuclease
technology that has been considered as a highly
versatile tool for making breaks in the genomes of
bacteria, yeast, plants and animals. CRISPR/Cas9
is the latest addition in the genome editing tool
box. Compared to ZFN and TALEN, the creation of
CRISPR/Cas9 constructs is several times easier and
it is also more convenient to handle. CRISPR/Cas9
was found to function as an acquired immune system
against viruses and phages through CRISPR RNA
(crRNA)-guided DNA binding and Cas9 nucleasesmediated DNA breakage in bacteria and archaea (40).
In genome editing, CRISPR/Cas9 works with the help
of the single guide RNA (sgRNA) which recognises
the target sequence (protospacer) in the genome of host
organism through complementary base pairing (25).
Then the Cas9 nuclease specifically makes a doublestranded break (DSB) at a region near to the PAM
(Protospacer Adjacent Motif) sequence. The invention
of sgRNAs was the major breakthrough in this field
which was initially used along with Cas9 to create
breaks in various DNA sites in vitro (25). Following
this, several papers have been published utilizing this
technology for precise genome engineering in cell lines
and in diverse organisms (reviewed in 41-43).
3. Application of genome editing in vector mosquitoes
The invention and rapid development of tools like
CRISPR/Cas9 have significantly expanded the scope of
genome editing research that can be achieved in a broad
range of organisms including vector mosquitoes. Further,
the well established procedures are additional advantages
which increase our ability to work on manipulation of
mosquito genome. As per Franz et al. genome editing
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Table 1. Details on various genome editing studies undertaken in mosquitoes using ZFN, TALEN and CRIPR/Cas9 systems
Mosquito
species
Ae. aegypti
Ae. aegypti
Ae. aegypti
Ae. aegypti
An. gambiae
Ae. aegypti
Ae. aegypti
Ae. aegypti
Ae. aegypti
Ae. aegypti
An. stephensi
An. gambiae
An. gambiae

Genome
editing tool

Targeted genes

ZFN
ZFN
ZFN
TALEN
TALEN
CRISPR/Cas9
CRISPR/Cas9
CRISPR/Cas9
TALEN
CRISPR/Cas9
CRISPR/Cas9
CRISPR/Cas9
CRISPR/Cas9

AaegGr3
Orco
npylr1
Kmo
TEP1
ECFP
Nix
Aaeg-wtrw
dcr2 and ago2
Kmo, loqs, r2d2, ku70, lig4 and nix genes
M1C3 and m2A10
AGAP005958, AGAP007280 and AGAP011377
X-linked rDNA sequence

Application

Ref.

Disruption of sensory pathways-dengue control
Disruption of odorant receptor pathways-dengue control
Disruption of blood feeding behavior-dengue control
Lack of eye pigmentation-dengue control
Immune pathways-malaria control
Functional genomics
Conversion of females into harmless males
Site-specific mutations
Transgenic strains and gene drive
Transgenic strains and gene drive
P. falciparum resistance strains - malaria control
An. gambiae population suppression - malaria control
Sex-distortion in An. gambiae - malaria control

2014 (61)
2013 (14)
2013 (60)
2013 (13)
2013 (15)
2015 (65)
2015 (66)
2015 (63)
2015 (64)
2015 (64)
2015 (67)
2016 (68)
2016 (69)

Abbreviations of genes: AaegGr3: Ae. aegypti gustatory receptors, orco: odorant receptor coreceptor, npylr1: neuropeptide Y-like receptors 1, kmo:
kynurenine 3-monoxygenase, TEP1: thioester-containing protein, ECFP: enhanced cyan fluorescent protein, Nix: male-determining factor gene,
Aaeg-wtrw: Ae. aegypti water witch locus, dcr2: dicer2, ago2: argonaute2, loqs: loquacious, r2d2: r2d2 protein, ku70: ku heterodimer protein gene,
lig4: ligase4, m1C3 and m2A10: antiparasite effector genes, AGAP005958, AGAP007280 and AGAP011377: An. gambiae female-fertility genes. In
all these methods, the constructs were delivered through embryonic microinjection.

of vector mosquitoes is aimed for three major purposes:
i) vector and pathogen control, ii) study of target gene
function and iii) to improve genetic manipulation (44).
We have summarized the successful reports of genome
editing in vector mosquitoes in Table 1.
3.1. Application of ZFN in genome editing of vector
mosquitoes
ZFN has been applied by a few researchers for the
customized genome editing of vector mosquitoes.
DeGennaro et al. targeted the odorant receptor
coreceptor (orco) gene of Aedes aegypti to investigate
the role of orco gene and the odorant receptor pathway
in host identification and sensitivity to chemical
repellent N,N-diethyl-meta-toluamide (DEET) (14).
In this experiment, the designed ZFN was injected
into Ae. aegypti embryos. The orco mutants generated
through this study showed reduced spontaneous activity
and reduced odour-evoked responses when compared
to wild type. Behaviorally, orco mutant mosquitoes
did not respond to human scent in the absence of
CO2. In another study, the ZFN was used to generate
neuropeptide Y-like receptors 1 (npylr1) null mutants
to study the functional genomics. ZFN construct was
injected into Ae. aegypti embryos at a concentration of
200 ng/µL and a homologous recombination vector at
850 ng/µL. The tested npylr1 mutants did not inhibit
the host-seeking behavior and the study concluded
that other peptides may act with npylr1 and regulate
this host-seeking behavior (45). McMeniman et al.
mutated the Ae. aegypti gustatory receptors (AaegGr3)
gene, a subunit of the heteromeric CO 2 receptor by
injecting ZFNs into pre-blastoderm stage embryos
and reported that Gr3 mutant of Ae. aegypti lacked
electrophysiological and behavioral responses to CO2
(46). These studies have confirmed that in spite of

its complexity, ZFN could be successfully used for
generating knock-out mutants in a major vector Ae.
aegypti. May be the foundation laid with these studies
could be utilized for further studies to advance the
genome based control of mosquito-borne diseases using
more convenient genome editing tools like CRISPR/
Cas9.
3.2. Application of TALEN in genome editing of vector
mosquitoes
In addition to ZFN mentioned above, TALEN has also
been used as a potent genome editing tool to mutate the
targeted genes in disease causing mosquitoes. Aryan
et al. designed the TALEN to target the kynurenine
3-monoxygenase (kmo) gene of Ae. aegypti whose
protein product was essential for the production of eye
pigmentation (13). They injected the kmo-targeting
TALEN construct into pre-blastoderm embryos of the
black-eyed Ae. aegypti. Their assay resulted in 2040% fertile survivors and most of them produced more
than 20% white eyed progeny, with some producing up
to 75% eye pigmentation mutants. Further, a detailed
procedure for target selection (kmo gene), assessing
the activity of TALEN, embryonic microinjection and
detection of target site mutations in Ae. aegypti genome
was described by the same group in the following
year (47). In another reverse genetics study, Smidler
et al. reported the targeted disruption of the thioestercontaining protein1 (TEP1) gene using TALEN
in Anopheles gambiae mosquitoes which spreads
malaria. TEP1 is reported to be an immunity gene in
An. gambiae against plasmodium infection (15). The
induced mutations showed reduced protein production
and the resulted TEP1 mutants were hyper-susceptible
to Plasmodium berghei infections. These studies have
demonstrated the TALEN based genome alterations
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in vector mosquitoes. As the designing of TALEN is
easier than ZFN, the former may be utilized in future for
customized editing of more potent genes in mosquito to
control the spread of vector-borne diseases.
3.3. Application of CRISPR/Cas9 in genome editing of
vector mosquitoes
As CRIPSR/Cas9 has emerged as a most popular and
user friendly genome editing tool, it has opened new
avenues for the editing of mosquito genomes with
little effort. Several labs have already attempted this
technique to engineer the genome of vector mosquitoes.
Kistler et al. investigated the efficiency of CRISPR/
Cas9-mediated gene editing system with Aaegwtrw locus to generate mutations via disparate repair
mechanisms and achieved different types of mutations
in several genomic loci of Ae. aegypti mosquitoes (48).
Multiplexed effect of CRISPR/Cas9 was utilized by
Basu et al. targeting 6 different (kmo, loqs, r2d2, ku70,
lig4 and nix) genes using CRISPR/Cas9 tool in Ae.
aegypti mosquito (49). They considered that editing rate
may vary across the genome. Hence they designed 40
additional sgRNAs and evaluated their editing potential
in transient embryo assays and achieved generating
different types of somatic and germline mutations in
Ae. aegypti mosquitoes. These reports opened a new
avenue for mosquito genome editing utilizing CRISPR/
Cas9 system. In another study, Dong et al. used the
CRISPR/Cas9-mediated system to modify enhanced
cyan fluorescent protein (ECFP) gene in Ae. aegypti
mosquito line expressing two different eye markers
(50). Along with Cas9, two sgRNAs were used to target
different regions of ECFP gene with in vitro transcribed
mRNAs for germline transformation and obtained four
different G1 pools with 5.5% knockout efficiency. The
PCR amplification, cloning and sequencing experiments
revealed indels (insertion or deletion) in the ECFP
target gene ranging from 2-27 nucleotides and their
results demonstrated that CRISPR/Cas9-mediated gene
editing could be achievable in Ae. aegypti (50).
Another report in the same year by Hall et al.
demonstrated that knockout of male determining (Nix)
gene has resulted in feminized genetic males with
successful application of CRISPR/Cas9-mediated gene
editing system (51). Further, their investigation on ectopic
expression of Nix gene in genetic females confirmed that
Nix is sufficient to initiate male development and thus
has given a path to convert the female mosquitoes into
harmless male (51). This study may offer the possibilities
of utilizing CRISPR/Cas9 for the customized editing of
vector carrying female mosquito genomes. Studies like
this could definitely lead to more meaningful inventions
that will help combat the spread of deadly diseases
especially in less developed countries. A recent review
by Adelman and Tu also emphasized the importance of
exploiting Nix gene for the control of mosquito borne

infectious diseases (31).
Gantz et al. developed a CRISPR/Cas9-mediated
gene editing system in the Asian malaria vector An.
stephensi (52). This system produced progeny for a small
number of generations that were derived from transgenic
males exhibiting a high frequency of gene alteration
that were consistent with homology-directed repair
(HDR). It has been confirmed that CRISPR/Cas9 system
copied a ⁓17-kb construct from its site of insertion to
its homologous chromosome in a site-specific manner.
The authors used dual anti-Plasmodium falciparum
effector genes with a marker gene for this study and the
gene-drive components were introgressed into ⁓99.5%
of the progeny following outcrosses of transgenic lines
to wild-type mosquitoes. This study provided evidence
for a highly efficient gene-drive system that can spread
anti-malarial genes such as m1C3, m2A10 into the An.
stephensi population (52). This could be utilized in future
for efficient genome editing of An. stephensi which
spreads malaria in less developed countries in Asia.
Hammond et al. targeted three female-fertility genes
viz. AGAP005958, AGAP007280, AGAP011377 of An.
gambiae which were ortholog with Drosophila genes and
made an attempt to disrupt the coding sequence of these
genes using CRISPR/Cas9. They found that reproductive
phenotypes (fertility) of the generated mutants
suppressed mosquito population to levels that did not
support malaria transmission. The role of these genes
occurs at distinct stages of egg production and embryo
development. The fertility assays in G2 progeny showed
that the homozygous mutant females were sterile,
whereas heterozygous females showed normal rates of
egg laying and larval emergence. Homozygous mutant
females carrying disrupted genes either AGAP005958 or
AGAP011377 failed to lay eggs, whereas AGAP007280
gene disrupted homozygous females laid eggs that failed
to hatch (53). Further, the team advanced their study
and described the first functional CRISPR/Cas9 sexdistortion system (CRISPRSD) in the malaria mosquito
An. gambiae. They designed a germline transformation
construct where Cas9 endonuclease coding sequence was
placed in a spermatogenesis-specific β2 tubulin promoter
and the CRISPRSD construct was enclosed in piggyBac
transformation vector. Among four transgenic lines
tested, all the lines showed a strong sex-ratio distortion,
with a male bias progeny ranging from 86.1% to 94.8%
of males and the hatching rates varied between 83.6%
and 93.2% (54).
As the CRISPR/Cas9 has been popularized and
considered as a go to technique for genome editing,
we can expect many more studies with CRIPR/Cas9
to produce knock-out and knock-in mutants in vector
mosquitoes. The production of mutant strains like
nonpathogenic mosquitoes, host seeking disturbed
mosquitoes, production of only male mosquitoes and
production of wingless mosquitoes using CRISPR/
Cas9 would be the near future approaches that might
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Figure 1. CRISPR-Cas9-mediated genetic modifications in mosquitoes. The figure shows two kinds of mutants such as knockout and knock-in mutants produced by CRISPR/Cas9-mediated genome editing. It could be crossed with a wild type mosquito in a
gene drive system to disrupt the particular activity/functions of the vector mosquito and population suppression that leads to disease
eradication. The altered genes could be preferentially inherited by all offsprings when crossed with a wild type mosquito. A Gene
drive technology would quickly spread the altered gene in the target mosquito population with nearly 100% chance. Vg - vestigial
gene.

control/eradicate the spread of deadly diseases by vector
mosquito species (Figure 1). Multiplexing feature of
this tool also offers more possibilities to study the genes
involved in mosquito-parasite interactions.
4. Off-target effects
Off-target mutations and unnecessary chromosomal
translocations are the biggest issues with the genome
editing tools. Especially with CRISPR/Cas9, specificity
of sgRNA caused by off-target binding site mutations and
co-inheritance caused by off-target mutations still need
to be addressed to improve the specificity of genome
editing tools for the successful application in mosquito
control programmes (55,56). Furthermore, the offtarget impacts of phylogenetic similarity, biogeographic
overlap, and ecology, ecological resemblance with other
non-target organisms and behavior of the mutants should
be addressed in controlled small scale field trials (46).
Even though CRISPR/Cas9 is cost effective, the
initial versions of CRISPR/Cas9 system had key
issues due to off-target effects (57,58). Cas9 nickase
(Cas9D10A mutant) was capable of creating single
strand nicks (59,60), which when paired by targeting
a site with two sgRNAs, resulted in a DSB which
helped to overcome off target effects. More recently,
Kleinstiver et al. developed a high-fidelity version of
the Cas9 from Streptococcus pyogenes (SpCas9-HF1)

which was an engineered variant of wild type Cas9 to
reduce non-specific DNA contacts. This novel enzyme
has greatly reduced the off-target effects in human cells
when tested (61). This enzyme could be employed in
genome editing of vector mosquitoes too in the near
future to produce more specific gene alterations. Unlike
ZFN and TALEN, software tools are available to predict
the off-target effects of CRISPR/Cas9 system for each
experiment. A software tool in the name of Digenomeseq was developed by South Korean scientists recently
(62). This in vitro digest yielded sequence reads
with the same 5′ ends at cleavage sites that could be
computationally identified. The group had validated
off-target sites at which mutations were induced with
frequencies below 0.1%, near the detection limit of
targeted deep sequencing. These recent developments
on tools to predict the off-target effects will be helpful
to avoid any undesirable effect of genome editing.
5. Ethical concerns
A great breakthrough was seen in UK recently in
the era of genome editing. Developmental biologist
Kathy Niakan of Francis Crick Institute in London has
received permission from UK authorities to modify
human embryos using the CRISPR/Cas9 gene-editing
technology. Niakan applied for permission to use the
technique to better understand the role of key genes
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during the first few days of human embryo development
(63). This has affirmed the promising results offered by
CRISPR/Cas9 within a short period of its introduction.
However it is really difficult to escape from critics and
the protesters of genome editing. Although the genome
editing is proved to be effective and useful, the editing
rates may vary across the genome and also depend on the
type of tool used. Each method has various disadvantages
in terms of cost, sequence-specificity and off-target
effects (64,65). Hence, genome editing raises many
ethical issues and concerns to humans, other organisms
and environment. Altering a gene in vector mosquitoes
and releasing it in the environment could result in
unknown and undesirable outcomes in the ecosystem.
Many insect ecologists are deeply worried about the
risk of mutated organisms and emergence of new insect
pest. Ledford has also predicted the consequences
and unpredictable effects of genome editing. Thus,
the spread of genome edited strains through wild
populations, would be extremely difficult to detect
and would be challenging to biosecurity measures to
prevent the spread of mutated mosquitoes, if they create
unwanted effects (66). Similarly, the targeted removal
of vector mosquito populations or spreading a genetic
element to wild mosquito populations with CRISPR/
Cas9-mediated gene drive technology may result in
indirect ecological consequences and may raise various
societal and regulatory concerns (67,68). Other concerns
like survival rate of edited mosquitoes in the natural
environment, effects on predatory insects and fishes who
eat genetically edited mosquito larvae and ecological
imbalance caused by vector mosquito population and
eradication are still under debate. It should be carefully
analyzed to produce only positive outcomes in the
ecosystem.
6. The current problems in application of genome
editing techniques in vector mosquitoes
Although user friendly genome editing tool CRISPR/
Cas9 has enabled more rapid and efficient editing of
mosquito genome with little effort, it has also caused
some problems with off-target effects. Several studies
have reported that Cas9 is prone to cutting off-target
sequences that are similar to the target (58,69-71). Any
such off-target effect may cause serious problems in
vector mosquito genome editing. Mosquitoes such as
Ae. aegypti have a very large genome of 1.38 Gb which
may require more precise target site selection due to
the increased number of potential off-target sequences
present. Although many software tools are available to
predict the off-target effects (reviewed in 43), it was not
possible to apply these tools for all mosquito species due
to lack of complete genome in many species. Further,
highly efficient mutation systems need to be explored; in
many studies, only half of the treated populations receive
the desired changes (success rate varies).

There is a serious problem that exists in the gene
drive strategy to eradicate or suppress the vector
mosquito populations using HDR. We have to ensure that
the cut sequence should be repaired using HDR rather
than NHEJ to copy the drive, to have a successful gene
drive. Also, the gene drives should be activated only in
germline cells and only at developmental stages with a
high rate of HDR, but this may be challenging in some
species of vector mosquitoes.
There is also an appropriate concern that spread of
the gene drive in vector mosquitoes will be difficult
to control, and may result in unwanted consequences
beyond the expected level (56,72,73). Releasing
genome edited strain in the environment could result in
undesirable effects in the ecosystem. Further, there is no
method available so far to detect the mutated mosquitoes
in the field condition (66). Even a very efficient
endonuclease gene drive may be vulnerable to the
evolution of drive resistance in the natural population.
If a cut is repaired using the NHEJ pathway instead
of HDR, by error, the result will be typically a driveresistant allele which will bring about undesirable effects.
It has also been predicted that some natural sequence
polymorphisms in the mosquito population may also
prevent the precise cutting. Further, the gene drives
require many generations to spread through populations
to eliminate or suppress the population of mosquitoes.
In practice, after designing the gene drive in
transgenic mosquitoes, they must be allowed to mate
with wild-type individuals in order to begin the process
of spreading the drive through the wild population.
Several critical factors are involved in the successful
spread of gene drive in the ecosystem with wild
populations. The total time required to spread to all
wild mosquitoes depends on several important factors
including the number of drive carrying mosquitoes
released into the ecosystem and efficiency of gene drive.
7. Future directions
Genome editing tools have been shown to have a great
impact on vector mosquito genome modification and
these tools can potentially be used further to study
the functions of target gene, gene indels, inversions,
duplications, genetic network system, polymorphisms
and also to investigate the mosquito-pathogen gene
interactions. In particular, CRISPR/Cas9-mediated gene
editing system may emerge as an efficient tool and may
occupy a predominant position with high frequency of
target specificity to modify genes of vector mosquitoes.
We also need to consider that the CRISPR/Cas9-based
introduction of mosquitoes with modified gene may lead
to alteration in the wild mosquito population and can
result in extinction of the target mosquito species within
a short period. However, it is more important to follow
all the guidelines and strict biosafety measures to prevent
unexpected and undesirable outcome of genome editing.
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According to Webber et al. researchers, resource
managers and policymakers must carefully weigh the
risks of implementation of genome editing technologies
like CRISPR/Cas9 that could threaten rather than assist
a given ecosystem. For example CRISPR/Cas9 approach
can be used as a "silver bullet" to manage highly
threatening invasive alien species. They also suggest
that there are several important factors to take into
account especially compared with classical biological
control methods which offer important insights in this
context (74). The genome editing technology especially
like CRISPR/Cas9 which has been invented recently
and being much popularized has already started raising
debates among the policy makers, governments, nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) and public, like GM
era in the past. However scientists around the world have
the opportunity to make the best use of it to improve
the process and product in their field of research for the
betterment of humankind especially in the control of
vector mosquitoes.
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Summary

Over the past few decades, researchers have paid considerable attention to the relationship
between estrogen and bone metabolism. Nevertheless, few studies have examined the
potential role of chemokines in estrogen regulation of bone metabolism. Chemokines are
members of a superfamily of low-molecular-weight chemoattractant cytokines. Various
chemokines and their corresponding transmembrane G protein-coupled receptors play
distinct roles in the functional regulation and homeostasis of the immune and skeletal
systems. This review summarizes the evidence that chemokines and estrogen display
cooperative behavior in the skeletal system, with a focus on the mechanisms by which
estrogen regulates the chemotactic factors that affect bone metabolism. Chemokines appear
to represent a novel area for further examination in order to develop new therapeutics to
treat disorders of bone metabolism.
Keywords: Chemokines, estrogen, bone metabolism, osteoblast, osteoclast, networks of the
reproductive, endocrine, and immune systems and metabolic processes

1. Introduction
Bone homeostasis requires a balanced relationship
between bone resorption and bone formation. An
upset in bone homeostasis leads to a series of diseases
including osteoporosis, osteomalacia, and osteosclerosis.
Osteoblasts (OBs) and osteoclasts (OCs) are two distinct
cell types that are mainly involved in bone homeostasis;
both are influenced by many factors, such as cytokines,
hormones, and growth factors. The receptor activator of
nuclear factor-κB (RANK), RANK ligand (RANKL)
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and osteoprotegerin (OPG) are the central cytokines
involved in this process and they also affect several
steps in the inflammatory response (1). Estrogen is
a well-known regulator of bone metabolism and is
also involved in immune function. Seventy-five years
ago, Fuller-Albright noted that estrogen deficiency
after menopause is associated with a decline in bone
mineral density (BMD) and osteoporosis (2,3). Estrogen
regulates bone metabolism through various pathways.
Estrogen depletion involves a change in the levels of
cytokines such as TNF-α, IL-1, IL-6, and IL-17, thus
influencing the functioning of OBs, OCs, and T cells and
consequently affecting bone metabolism (4,5).
The effect of cytokines on bone remodeling,
especially those related to estrogen, has been examined
and reviewed in other works, but little is known about
the relationship between chemokines and estrogen in
bone metabolism. This review will focus on the role
and mechanism of chemokines on estrogen-regulated
bone metabolism.
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2. Chemokines and chemokine receptors

3. Chemokines and bone

Chemokines belong to a large family of small
cytokines with a low molecular weight ranging from
7 to 15kDa, and chemokines are named according to
their ability to induce directed chemotaxis of immune
cells throughout the body under physiological and
pathological conditions (6). Chemokines have been
divided into four subfamilies, C, CC, CXC, and
CX3C, according to the presence of four cysteine
residues in the NH2-terminal part of the protein. The
function of chemokines is mediated by the G proteincoupled receptor superfamily (GPCR) with seven
transmembrane domains. Chemokines belonging
to the CC- and CXC-subfamily are the best known
chemokines thus far. The CC chemokine subfamily is
mainly related to monocyte, lymphocyte, and natural
killer cell chemotaxis, while CXC chemokines take
part in the chemotaxis of neutrophils. The best known
function of chemokines is their role in immune cell
homeostasis and in the pro-inflammatory process.
Homeostatic chemokines are generally involved in
lymphocyte trafficking and localization and are usually
produced constitutively. Pro-inflammatory chemokines
are produced during infection, stimulating leukocyte
chemotaxis and inducing the migration of leukocytes to
injured or infected sites or activating cells to enhance
the host inflammatory response (6). However, these
two functions often overlap. Different chemokines
play various roles in immunoreaction via their specific
transmembrane G protein-coupled receptors. For
example, CXCL1(KC) and CXCL2(MIP-2) participate
in the first line of innate immunity by attracting
neutrophils, and CCL5(RANTES) act on monocytes
and macrophagocytes (7). In addition, chemokines
play roles in cell proliferation, differentiation,
activation, immunological tolerance, cell movement,
haematopoiesis, viral or cell interactions,
neovascularization, cancer metastasis, and other
activities (8,9).
Nearly 50 chemokines and 20 chemokine receptors
have been identified thus far. Some chemokines are
able to interact with multiple chemokine receptors
while others interact with one distinct chemokine
receptor. A series of downstream signals emerge after
chemokines bind with their receptors, such as the
activation of extracellular signal-regulated kinases 1
and 2 (ERK1 and ERK2), p21-activated kinase (PAK),
and nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer of
activated B cells (NF-κB). Depending on the type of
inflammatory response and the nature of the pathogen
and due to the dynamic pattern of expression of
chemokine receptors in a temporal and spatial sense,
chemokines are able to mediate complex biological
functions with exquisite specificity (10-37). The
receptors and immune functions of chemokines are
summarized in Table 1.

3.1. Chemokines and OB
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Numerous chemokines have been found to be
involved in the process of bone metabolism (3849), as summarized in Table 2. OBs are derived from
bone marrow mesenchymal stem cells (BMMSCs).
Along with other factors, chemokines play a crucial
role in the process of BMMSCs differentiating into
OBs. Ascorbate, b-glycerophosphate (b-GP), and
dexamethasone (DEX) profoundly influence the
differentiation of OBs. The synthetic glucocorticoid
dexamethasone (DEX) increases the production of
CXCL8 and CXCL1 by human mesenchymal stem cells
(hMSCs) during differentiation into an osteoblastic
lineage. ERK and p38 mitogen-activated protein
kinase (MAPK) pathways are involved in subsequent
activation of G-coupled receptors. A study has reported
that OBs may also secrete CXCL8 and CXCL1,
stimulating the differentiation of OBs and thus playing
an autocrine role in bone metabolism (50). Chemokine
and cytokine expression in MSCs were analyzed with
a protein array during the differentiation of OBs. The
levels of IL-6, MCP-1 (CCL2), and MIP-1B(CCL4)
decreased and the levels of IL-10, IL-12, FGF-basic,
and VEGF all increased with a lineage commitment
towards mature OBs (51).
CXCL10 and CXCL13 were highly expressed in
bone biopsies of patients following trauma. At the same
time, high levels of their corresponding receptorsCXCR3 and CXCR5 were expressed in human OBs.
While CXCR3/CXCL10 and CXCR5/CXCL3 have
little effect on the proliferation of OBs, this finding
suggests their involvement in the maturation of OBs
and bone formation (52).
The receptors for CXCL8, CXCL9, CXCL10, and
CCL20 have been found to be expressed in human
primary OBs. Interestingly, those four chemokines are
found to be elevated in the blood serum of patients with
rheumatoid arthritis (RA) and expression of CCL20 and
CCR6 increases in their OBs (53). However, a study
by Pathak et al. found that CXCL8 and CCL20 did not
significantly inhibit OB proliferation or gene expression
of matrix proteins. Although these chemokines did not
directly enhance osteoclastogenesis, they did enhance
IL-6 gene expression and protein production by OBs
that in turn enhanced OB-mediated osteoclastogenesis
(54). Experimental data suggests that the chemokines
CXCL12 and CXCL13 increase the proliferation of
OBs isolated from patients with osteoarthritis (OA)
and that the expression of these chemokines is found
mainly in areas of bone remodeling, providing another
clue to their function. These chemokines also upregulate the expression of collagen type I (a marker of
OB differentiation) mRNA but they have no effect on
alkaline phosphatase in OBs from patients with OA (55).
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Table 1. The roles of chemokines in the immune system

(continued on next page)

Chemokines

Other Name

Receptor

Receptors/Distribution in immune cells

CXCL1

GROα

CXCR1,
CXCR2

Neutrophils, monocytes, mast cells, basophils, Neutrophil trafficking
dendritic cells, CD8 T cells, natural killer cells

(7)

CXCL2

GROβ

CXCR2

Neutrophils, monocytes, mast cells, basophils, Neutrophil trafficking
dendritic cells, natural killer cells

(7)

CXCL3

GROγ

CXCR2

Neutrophils, monocytes, mast cells, basophils, Neutrophil trafficking
dendritic cells, natural killer cells

(11)

CXCL4

PF4

CXCR3

Basophils, Th1 cells, CD8 T cells, natural killer cells, Monocyte activation
Treg cells

(12)

CXCL5

ENA-78

CXCR2

Neutrophils, monocytes, mast cells, basophils, Neutrophil trafficking
dendritic cells, natural killer cells

(7)

CXCL6

GCP-2

CXCR1,
CXCR2

Neutrophils, monocytes, mast cells, basophils, Neutrophil trafficking
dendritic cells, CD8 T cells, natural killer cells

(13)

CXCL7

NAP-2

CXCR2

Neutrophils, monocytes, mast cells, basophils, Neutrophil trafficking
dendritic cells, natural killer cells

(7)

CXCL8

IL-8

CXCR1,
CXCR2

Neutrophils, monocytes, mast cells, basophils, Neutrophil trafficking
dendritic cells, CD8 T cells, natural killer cells

(14)

CXCL9

MIG

CXCR3

Basophils, Th1 cells, CD8 T cells, natural killer cells, Th1 response, Th1, CD8 and NK (15)
Treg cells
trafficking

CXCL10

IP-10

CXCR3

Basophils, Th1 cells, CD8 T cells, natural killer cells, Th1 response, Th1, CD9 and NK (15)
Treg cells
trafficking

CXCL11

I-TAC

CXCR3,
CXCR7

Basophils, Th1 cells, CD8 T cells, natural killer cells, Th1 response, Th1, CD10 and (15)
Treg cells
NK trafficking

CXCL12

SDF-1

CXCR4,
CXCR7

Widely expressed

Bone marrow homing

CXCL13

BCA-1

CXCR5

Basophils, CD8 T cells

B cell and Tfh positioning in (16)
lymph nodes

CXCL14

BRAK

Unknown

CXCL15

Functions in immunity

Macrophage homing to the skin

Ref.

(17)

Unknown

CXCL16

SR-PSOX

CXCR6

Th1 cells, Th17 cells, natural killer cells, plasma cells

CXCL17

DMC

Unknown

CCL1

I-309

CCR8

Dendritic cells, monocytes, macrophages, Th2 cells, Th2 and Treg trafficking
Treg cells

(19)

CCL2

MCP-1

CCR2

Monocytes, macrophages, Th1 cells, basophils, natural Monocyte trafficking
killer cells

(20)

CCL3

MIP-1α

CCR1,
CCR5

Dendritic cells, monocytes, macrophages, natural Macrophage-NK migration; T (21)
killer cells, Th1 cells, TH17 cells, Treg cells, cell/DC interaction
neutrophils, basophils

CCL4

MIP-1β

CCR5

Dendritic cells, monocytes, macrophages, natural Macrophage-NK migration; T (21)
killer cells, Th1 cells, TH17 cells, Treg cells
cell/DC interaction

CCL5

RANTES

CCR1,
CCR3,
CCR5

Dendritic cells, monocytes, macrophages, natural Macrophage-NK migration; T (22)
killer cells, Th1 cells, Th2 cells, TH17 cells, Treg cell/DC interaction
cells, neutrophils, basophils, eosinophils, mast cells

CCL7

MCP-3

CCR1,
CCR2,
CCR3

Neutrophils, monocytes, macrophages, Th1 cells, Monocyte mobilization
basophils, dendritic cells, eosinophils, Th2 cells, mast
cells, natural killer cells

(23)

CCL8

MCP-2

CCR1,
CCR2,
CCR3,
CCR5

Neutrophils, monocytes, macrophages, Th1 cells, Th2 response
basophils, dendritic cells, eosinophils, Th2 cells, mast
cells, natural killer cells, TH17 cells, Treg cells

(24)

CCL9

MIP-1γ

CCR1

Neutrophils, monocytes, macrophages, Th1 cells, T cell, NK cell, and myeloid cell (25)
basophils, dendritic cells
migration

CCL11

Eotaxin

CCR3

Eosinophils, basophils, Th2 cells, mast cells, dendritic E o s i n o p h i l a n d b a s o p h i l (26)
cells
migration,Th2 response

CCL12

MCP-5

CCR2

Monocytes, macrophages, Th1 cells, basophils, natural Monocyte trafficking
killer cells
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(continued)

Chemokines

Other Name

Receptor

Receptors/Distribution in immune cells

Functions in immunity

CCL13

MCP-4

CCR1,
CCR2,
CCR3

Neutrophils, monocytes, macrophages, Th1 cells, Th2 response
basophils, dendritic cells, eosinophils, Th2 cells, mast
cells, natural killer cells

(26)

CCL14

HCC-1

CCR1

Neutrophils, monocytes, macrophages, Th1 cells,
basophils, dendritic cells

(26)

CCL15

HCC-2

CCR1,
CCR3

Neutrophils, monocytes, macrophages, Th1 cells, Hematopoietic progenitor cell (27)
basophils, dendritic cells, eosinophils, Th2 cells, mast adhesion and migration
cells

CCL16

HCC-4

CCR1,
CCR3

Neutrophils, monocytes, macrophages, Th1 cells, Macrophage activator
basophils, dendritic cells, eosinophils, Th2 cells, mast
cells

CCL17

TARC

CCR4

Th2 cells, Th17 cells, Treg cells, monocytes, Th2 response, Th2 cell migration, (26)
basophils, CD4 & CD8 T cells
Treg, homing to the lungs and
skin

CCL18

PARC

Unknown

CCL19

ELC

CCR7

Dendritic cells (mature), T cells, basophils

T cell and DC homing to lymph (29)
nodes

CCL20

MIP-3α

CCR6

Th17 cells, natural killer cells, Treg cells

T h 1 7 r e s p o n s e , B c e l l a n d (30)
DC homing to gut-associated
lymphoid tissue

CCL21

SLC

CCR7

Dendritic cells (mature), T cells, basophils

T cell and DC homing to lymph (29)
nodes

CCL22

MDC

CCR4

Th2 cells, Th17 cells, Treg cells, monocytes, Th2 response, Th2 cell migration, (10)
basophils, CD4 & CD8 T cells
T reg migration

CCL23

MPIF-1

CCR1

Neutrophils, monocytes, macrophages, Th1 cells, M o n o c y t e a n d m a c r o p h a g e (31)
basophils, dendritic cells
trafficking

CCL24

Eotaxin-2

CCR3

Eosinophils, basophils, Th2 cells, mast cells, dendritic E o s i n o p h i l a n d b a s o p h i l (32)
cells
migration

CCL25

TECK

CCR9

Basophils, dendritic cells

CCL26

Eotaxin-3

CCR3

Eosinophils, basophils, Th2 cells, mast cells, dendritic E o s i n o p h i l a n d b a s o p h i l (32)
cells
migration

CCL27

CTAK

CCR10

T cells, IgA+ plasma cells

T cell homing to the skin

CCL28

MEC

CCR10

T cells, IgA+ plasma cells

T c e l l a n d I g A p l a s m a c e l l (21)
homing to the mucosa

XCL1

Lymphotactin

XCR1

Dendritic cells, CD4+ T cells, NK cells

CD8(+) T cell cytotoxicity

(35)

XCL2

SCM-1β

XCR1

Dendritic cells

Cross-presentation by CD8+ DC

(36)

CX3CL1

Fractaline

CX3CR1

Monocytes, macrophages, Th1 cells, dendritic cells, N K , m o n o c y t e , a n d T c e l l (37)
natural killer cells
migration

Ref.

(28)

Th2 response, marker of AAM, (26)
homing to the skin

3.2. Chemokines and OCs
In vitro, OCs differentiate from bone marrow cells and
they require co-incubation with macrophage-colony
stimulating factor (M-CSF) and receptor-activator of
NF-κB ligand (RANKL) (56). A systematic study by
Chambers et al. found that the chemokine ligands CCL9,
CCL22, CXCL13, and CCL25 and the chemokine
receptors CCR1, CCR3, and CX3CR1 were highly
expressed in OCs and that RANKL strongly induced the
expression of CCL9, CCR1, and CCR3 while inhibiting
the expression of CCR2, CCR5, and CCR7 in OCs (57).
Inflammatory cytokines may stimulate OBs or other
types of active cells and release CCR1 chemokines,
including CCL3, CCL5, and CCL7. These chemokines

T c e l l h o m i n g t o t h e g u t , (33)
thymocyte migration

(34)

stimulate the recruitment and development of pre-OCs
and promote the migration of premature OCs (58). CCL3
also prolongs the survival of mature OCs through NFκB signals (59). CCR5 is also a chemokine receptor
for CCL3, CCL5, CCL7, and CCL8. The amount of
tartrate-resistant acid phosphatase (TRAP)-positive
OCs and the expression of OC markers - cathepsin
K, metalloprotease 13 (MMP13), and RANKL - were
significantly higher in CCR5-deficient mice (CCR5-/) treated for orthodontic tooth movement than in wildtype mice (WT). The expression of two osteoblastic
differentiation markers - runt-related transcription
factor 2 (RUNX2) and OCN - and the expression of
interleukin 10 (IL-10), bone resorption regulators,
and OPG was lower in CCR5 -/- mice. Thus, CCR5
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Table 2. The functions of chemokines in bone metabolism
Chemokines Receptors

Main functions in bone metabolism

Ref.

CXCL1
CXCL2
CXCL5
CXCL7
CXCL8

CXCR1, CXCR2
CXCR2
CXCR2
CXCR2
CXCR1, CXCR2

Recruits osteoclast precursors
Generates osteoclasts (OCs)
Mobilizes HSCs
Stimulates the formation of OCs
Mediates the differentiation of hMSCs into OBs, enhances osteoblast-mediated
osteoclastogenesis

(38)
(39)
(40)
(41)
(50,53)

CXCL9
CXCL10
CXCL11
CXCL12

CXCR3
CXCR3
CXCR3, CXCR7
CXCR4, CXCR7

Stimulates the formation of OCs
Mediates the differentiation of OCs
Reduces osteoclastogenesis
Increases the proliferation of OBs, promotes osteoclastogenesis, mediates the
differentiation of OCs, recruits OC precursors, facilitates the homing of HSC

(42)
(65)
(43)
(50,54,65,68,80)

CXCL13
CXCL16
CCL2

CXCR5
CXCR6
CCR2

(54)
(44)
(51,64)

CCL3

CCR1, CCR5

Increases the proliferation of OBs
Osteoblast migration
Mediates the differentiation of OBs, recruits OC precursors, promotes
osteoclastogenesis
Stimulates the recruitment and migration of premature OCs, prolongs the survival
of OCs, augments the differentiation of osteoclasts, inhibits the differentiation of
OBs

CCL4
CCL5
CCL7
CCL8
CCL9
CCL17
CCL18
CCL19
CCL20
CCL21
CCL22
CCL23
CX3CL1

CCR5
CCR1, CCR3, CCR5
CCR1, CCR2, CCR3
CCR1, CCR2, CCR3, CCR5
CCR1
CCR4
Unknown
CCR7
CCR6
CCR7
CCR4
CCR1
CX3CR1

Mediates the differentiation of OBs
Stimulates the recruitment and migration of premature OCs
Stimulates the migration of premature OCs
Stimulates the migration of premature OCs
Mediates the differentiation of OCs
Recruits osteoclast precursors
Recruits osteoclast precursors
Reduces osteoclastogenesis
Enhances osteoblast-mediated osteoclastogenesis
Recruits osteoclast precursors
Recruits osteoclast precursors
Recruits osteoclast precursors
Stimulates the formation of OCs

(51)
(57)
(57)
(45)
(56)
(46)
(47)
(43)
(53)
(48)
(46)
(49)
(41)

might be an inhibitor of alveolar bone resorption by
down-regulating OC function during orthodontic tooth
movement (60). A study reported finding CCR5 in
osteolysis (61), while treatment with a CCR5 antagonist
resulted in the abrogation of osteolysis induced by
multiple myeloma (62) and improvement of arthritisrelated bone loss (63,64). CCR2 binds to CCL2, CCL7,
CCL8, and CCl3 and is down-regulated during the
differentiation of OCs. The OCs in CCR2-knockout mice
decreased in both quantity and quality, so osteoporosis
did not occur in CCR2-knocknout mice after ovariotomy.
After activation of CCR2 in OC progenitor cells, nuclear
factor-κB (NF-κB) and extracellular signal–related
kinase 1 and 2 (ERK1/2) signaling were activated
while more RANK was expressed by progenitor cells,
making them more susceptible to RANK ligand-induced
osteoclastogenesis (65).
During the differentiation of OCs, the expression
of CXCL10 and CXCL12 and their receptors CXCR3
and CXCR4 increased significantly (66). Stromal
cell-derived factor 1a (SDF-1a), also known as CXC
chemokine ligand 12 (CXCL12), is also produced by
stromal cells, OBs, and OCs in multiple myeloma (MM)
(66-68), and its receptor CXCR4 is a regulator of bone
resorption. A study found that gambogic acid (GA)
down-regulated CXCR4 mRNA expression in MM
cells by suppressing the binding of NF-kB to a CXCR4
promoter. GA inhibits osteoclastogenesis mediated by

(57,58,72)

MM by suppressing SDF1a/CXCR4 signaling pathways
(69). A study by Diamond et al. suggested that the
expression of SDF-1a increased in a murine model of
myeloma, inducing a marked increase in OCs and bone
loss (70). The chemokine CXCL12 may recruit OC
precursors and increase the production of MMP-9 and
increase the bone function of OCs in bone resorption (71)
while CXCL10 in bone plays an important role in OBs
and the recruitment and proliferation of T cells (66).
3.3. Different chemokine axes and bone metabolism
CCR1-CCL3-related signaling pathways (axes) play
a crucial role in bone metabolism. Up-regulated
levels of Runx2, Atf4, Osteopontin, and Osteonectin
in Ccr1 −/− mice resulted in less potential for OB
differentiation. The co-culturing of CCR1−/−OBs with
OC precursors failed to induce OCs. CCR1−/− mice had
impaired differentiation and functioning of OBs and
OCs mainly as a result of the modulation of RANKRANKL-mediated interaction (72). Mice treated with
Met-RANTES, an antagonist of CCR1, displayed
alveolar bone remodeling. CCR1 expression by OBs
is significantly greater in patients with myeloma
bone diseases (MBD) compared to healthy controls.
The chemokine cytokine ligand 3(CCL3), a proinflammatory protein named macrophage inflammatory
protein 1-alpha (MIP-1α), binds to CCR1 and it inhibits
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the differentiation, proliferation, and osteogenic
potential of OBs by impairing mineralization activation,
it decreases levels of OCN, Runx2, and osterix (Osx),
and it stimulates OC activity in MBD. Stimulation
with CCL3 antibody can increase the levels of OCN,
Runx2, and Osx, partially restoring the activity of OBs
(73). CCL3 suppresses the activity of OBs mediated
by ERK activation and a decrease in the osteogenic
transcription factor osterix (74). CCL3 (MIP-1α) is an
osteoclastogenic C–C chemokine, and bone resorption
in CCL3−/− mice decreased with low levels of RANK,
RANKL, and TNF-α after mechanical loading (75).
CCL3 up-regulates the expression of RANKL by OBs, it
increases the transcription of TNF-α, it induces OC–OB
interaction, it augments the differentiation of OCs, and it
consequently increases bone resorption (76). Mechanical
loading, such as orthodontic force, up-regulated the
expression of CCL3 and CCR1 in alveolar bone and
soft periodontal tissues, thus affecting the recruitment,
differentiation, and activation of OC precursor cells and
OBs and resulting in bone remodeling (58,77). However,
CCL3 had no effect on bone loss associated with
periodontal disease (78). CCR5 is another receptor for
CCL3 and is related to up-regulation of infection-related
bone loss in periodontal disease and the prevention of
bone resorption induced by mechanical loading (79,80).
CXCL12/CXCR4 is another important pathway that
plays a key role in maintaining skeletal homeostasis.
CXCR4 and its only ligand SDF-1/CXCL12 are
expressed by many cells types, including stromal
cells, OCs, and OBs. CXCR4 is a type of OB-specific
chemokine receptor. CXCR4/CXCL12 facilitates the
homing of HSC to bone narrow; disruption of CXCR4/
CXCL12 results in a decrease in HSC homing that is
lethal in embryos (81). When CXCR4 is deleted by CreLoxp technology in mature OBs in mice, bone mass
decreases and alterations appear in cancellous bone
structure. In mature OBs, CXCL12-CXCR4 signaling
regulates osteoprogenitor and OC precursor populations,
but it also plays a multifunctional role in regulating bone
formation and resorption in mature OBs (82). In a model
of bone metastasis, mice with CXCR4 null hematopoietic
cells had an increase in bone resorption, the perimeter
of OCs, and bone loss. After the disruption of CXCR4,
the differentiation of OCs accelerated and the resorption
of bone increased (83). The functions of chemokines in
bone remodeling processes differ depending on the agent
or disease that induced their production.

common mechanism resulting in ER gene silencing. The
pharmacologic inhibitors 5-aza 2'deoxycytidine (AZA)
and Trichostatin A (TSA) alter this mechanism by
stimulating ER mRNA and expression of its functional
protein. A study by Keen et al. found that the expression
of two genes - lymphotactin (XCL1) and protein
phosphatase 2A (PP2A) - appeared to be related to ER
expression. PP2A is an upstream determinant of ER
expression, while XCL1 is downstream and responsive
to ER expression. A study found that the expression
of XCL1 was down-regulated in the presence of AZA/
TSA and ICI 182,780 (84). In conclusion, estrogen
receptors suppress XCL1 expression.

4. Estrogen modulates the expression of chemokines

4.3. CXC chemokines

4.1. C chemokines

Estrogen and epidermal growth factor (EGF)
significantly promote the release of the angiogenic
chemokine CXCL8 in human breast carcinoma MCF7 cells. When MCF-7 breast carcinoma cells were cocultured with EGF and estrogen, the expression of
CXCL8 increased up to two-fold in comparison with

A study found that ER-α−/− human breast cancer does
not respond to hormonal therapy and that it generally
has a poor prognosis. Epigenetic regulation, including
DNA methylation and histone deacetylation, is a

4.2. CC chemokines
Estrogen is known to significantly affect immunity and
inflammatory autoimmune-mediated diseases. Estrogen
regulates immunity and inflammatory autoimmunemediated diseases by altering the secretion of chemokines
from activated splenocytes or other lymphocytes.
However, the roles of estrogen differ in different
tissues and cells. Estrogen significantly promotes the
expression of spleen MCP-1 (CCL2), MCP-3 (CCL7),
MCP-5 (CCL12), eotaxin (CCL11), and stromal cellderived factor-1(SDF-1; CXCL12) by endothelial cells
but has little effect on dermal endothelial cells (85).
However, estrogen reduces the levels of MCP-1 in
human coronary artery endothelial cells (HCAECs)
(86). Estrogen significantly increased the levels of some
specific chemokines such as MIP-1a and MCP-1/JE
in mammary cells in vivo and in vitro (87), while the
expression of chemokines MCP-1/JE and MIP-1a did not
change in murine monocytes co-cultured with estrogen
or tamoxifen (88). A study has found that both estrogen
and tamoxifen significantly down-regulate the expression
of CCR2 by murine monocytes and that they downregulate the expression of CXCR3 by murine monocytes
to a lesser extent at the same time (88). Estradiol
inhibited CCL20 secretion at 48 hr in freshly isolated
and polarized uterine epithelial cells of BALB/c mice,
regardless of whether keratinocyte growth factor (KGF)
was present or not (89). Raloxifene is a selective estrogen
receptor modulator (SERMs) and a promising treatment
for experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis (EAE).
In animals with EAE, raloxifene decreased IL-1β and it
induced the expression of CCL20 in reactive astrocytes,
thus promoting Th17 cell migration (90).
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culturing with estrogen or EGF alone, indicating the
additive effects of estrogen and EGF (91). Estrogen is
thought to be a key regulator of CCL20 and CXCL1 in
the upper female reproductive tract since it decreases
the secretion of CCL20 but it directly increases the
levels of CXCL1 in uterine epithelial cells (92).
Estrogen enhances KGF-induced CXCL1 secretion
in freshly isolated and polarized uterine epithelial
cells at 24 hr (89). In Foxp3-deficient mice with EAE,
estrogen (17b-estradiol, E2) suppressed the expression
and proliferation of CCL2 and CXCL2 but it enhanced
the secretion of interleukin-10 (IL-10) and IL-13 by
myelin oligodendrocyte glycoprotein (MOG)-3555-specific spleen cells. E2 treatment suppresses the
expression of CCR6 in spleen and lymph node T cells
while it increases the levels of IL-17, interferon-γ, and
TNF-α, suggesting that E2 could provide protection
against EAE even in the absence of Foxp3+ Treg
cells. E2 treatment increased the expression of several
chemokines and receptors, including CXCL13 and
CXCR5 (93). Theiler's murine encephalomyelitis
virus (TMEV) induces demyelination in susceptible
strains of mice (SJL/J). In this immunopathological
process, increased expression of CXCL10 by astrocytes
is induced by the inflammatory cytokines IL-1α,
IFN-γ, and TNF-α, causing demyelination. However,
17β-estradiol or selective estrogen receptor modulators
(SERMs) combined with estrogen receptor-α inhibited
the expression of CXCL10 in astrocytes (94).

In order to examine the effect of estrogen on the
cytotoxic response to an early-stage infection with the
bronchitis (IB) virus in hen oviducts, Nii et al. designed
an experiment in which they inoculated the oviductal
magnum lumen of White Leghorn hens with attenuated
IB virus (aIBV group) in the egg-laying phase and
with its vehicle (control group) in the molting phase
(95). Twenty-four hours later, the oviductal isthmus
and uterus were collected to examine the expression of
cytokines, including CXCL12, CX3CL1, and IFN-γ.
The level of expression of CXCL12, CX3CL1, and
IFN-γ was significantly higher in the aIBV group in
the egg-laying phase and M-EB hens compared to
the control group. Nii et al. concluded that estrogen
enhanced the expression of CX3CL1 in hen oviducts
infected with the IB virus. Another study suggested
that genistein, a polyphenolic nonsteroidal isoflavonoid
with estrogen-like activity, strongly suppressed TNF-αinduced expression of CX3CR1 in monocytes (96).

level of estrogen receptor alpha (ER-α) 2.9-fold and
it down-regulated the level of estrogen receptor beta
(ER-β) 2.1-fold. In dermal endothelial cells, however,
levels of both ER-α and ER-β decreased. When spleen
endothelial cells were co-cultured with tamoxifen
(one of ER antagonists) or ICI 182,780, none of these
estradiol-mediated effects on splenic chemokines were
noted, indicating that estrogen selectively regulates
chemokines through estrogen receptors (85,97).
In HCAECs, estrogen at a concentration of 10-8M
reduced the levels of MCP-1, down-regulating MCP1 mRNA and protein expression 30% (86). Raloxifene
and tamoxifen also inhibited the expression of MCP1 mRNA and protein. They induced a concentrationdependent inhibition of MCP-1 expression and
production in cultured HCAECs. Treatment with
estrogen or raloxifene and tamoxifen was ineffective
at changing levels of MCP-1 expression in human
umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) (86).
In cultured mammary cells and murine mammary
tissue, estrogen significantly down-regulates the
levels of specific chemokines - MIP-1a and MCP-1/
JE - compared to baseline levels, and estrogen also
suppresses expression of JE/monocyte chemoattractant
protein 1(MCP-1/JE) mRNA in murine macrophage
cells (87). A study by Janis et al. reported no change
in the expression of the chemokines MCP-1/JE and
MIP-1a in murine monocytes, regardless of whether
those cells were co-cultured with estrogen or tamoxifen
(88). However, estrogen may affect the functioning
of chemokines by decreasing the chemotaxis of
monocytes to MCP-1/JE (88). The effects of estrogen
on chemokines, including MCP-1/JE and MIP-1a, seem
to be cell line-dependent. CXCL8 (interleukin-8), a
member of the CXC family, is overexpressed in ERαnegative breast cancer cell lines while a high level of
CXCL8 expression in tumors is closely correlated with
the activating protein-1 (AP-1) pathway and somewhat
correlated with the NF-кB pathway (98). The inhibitory
effect of estradiol or raloxifene on CCL20 secretion and
function was reversed by administration of an estrogen
receptor antagonist designated ICI 182,780 (89,90).
ERα antagonists mediate CCL20 and CXCL1 secretion
while ERβ does not. Several studies have indicated that
treatment of uterine epithelial cells with Y134 (ERα and
ERβ-SERMS) markedly enhanced CCL20 production
and inhibited CXCL1 production, while treatment with
PHTPP (ERβ specific SERMS) had no effect on either
CCL20 or CXCL1 (92). The findings above indicate
that estradiol plays an important role in mediating
chemokine secretion.

5. The mechanism by which estrogen modulates
chemokines

6. The relationship between chemokines and estrogen
in regulation of bone metabolism

In experiments where spleen endothelial cells were
cultured with estradiol, estradiol up-regulated the

Estrogen has been found to down-regulate the
expression of cytokines that are known to enhance

4.4. CX3C chemokines
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osteoclastogenesis, such as IL-1 and IL-6. Estrogen
deficiency also increases the amount of TNF-α producing
T cells, thus promoting the expression of RANKL in
OBs and facilitating osteoclastogenesis (99).
Ovariectomized (OVX) mice are a model that can
be used to examine the effect of estrogen on bone
metabolism. Fat from OVX mice was found to secrete
high levels of MCP-1 (CCL2) and an ovariectomy was
found to induce increased formation of OCs (100).
CCR2 is a receptor for CCL2 that is expressed by
various hematopoietic cells. In OVX mice, CCR2 was
up-regulated in preosteoclasts; when estrogen was
deficient, CCR2 induced the expression of RANK,
thus promoting osteoclastogenesis that led to bone loss.
In contrast, bone loss was inhibited in CCR2−/− mice
after an ovariectomy. The absence of CCR2 increased
the number of preosteoclasts, but these preosteoclasts
did not counteract the protection provided by CCR2,
so CCR2 plays a crucial role in the differentiation of
OCs (65). Estrogen down-regulated the expression of
CCR2 in monocytes and the levels of CCL2, but CCL2
increased after menopause (101,102). An estrogen
deficiency up-regulated the expression of CCR2
preosteoclasts through both nuclear factor-кB (NF-кB)
and extracellular signal–related kinase 1 and 2 (ERK1/2)
signaling and an estrogen deficiency promoted
osteoclastogenesis.
Estrogen is an important immunomodulatory agent
that regulates the immune system, thus affecting bone
metabolism. Regulatory T cells (Treg cells) suppress
bone resorption and the differentiation of OCs in bone
marrow. The CXCL12-CXCR4 pathway is critical to
Treg cells migrating to and staying in bone marrow.
An estrogen deficiency decreases the expression of
CXCR4 in Treg cells and it significantly reduces the
Treg cell population in bone marrow in OVX mice with
little effect on CXCL12. An estrogen deficiency downregulates the Treg cell population in bone marrow by
inhibiting CXCR4 expression in Treg cells and Treg
cell trafficking, thereby preventing Treg cells from
suppressing the differentiation of OCs and eventually
leading to bone loss in OVX mice (103).
In EAE, estrogen down-regulates IL-17 production
and it inhibits Th17 differentiation through estrogen
receptor α (ERα) in T cells (102,104-106). An estrogen
deficiency increases the amount of Th17 cells in bone
marrow and IL-17 levels. IL-17 promotes the expression
of RANL, TNF-α, and IL-6 and TRAP-positive cells
while blocking IL-17 pathways, resulting in little bone
loss in OVX mice (107). IL-17 plays a crucial role
in inflammation-induced bone loss by stimulating
osteoclastogenesis, so IL-17 is thus the driving force in
some autoimmune diseases that involve bone metabolism,
such as RA in particular. IL-17 up-regulates synovial
fibroblasts to produce CXCL8, which attracts neutrophils
to the joints and thus enhances joint inflammation in RA
(108,109). The CCR6-CCL20 pathway is expressed in
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Th17 cells, and this pathway facilitates the migration of
Th17 cells to the site of inflammation (110). Estrogen
augments the expression of CCR6 and CCL20 by Th17
cells in lymph nodes (LNs) through ERα, preventing the
migration of Th17 cells to joints in established arthritis
and resulting a higher level of Th17 cells in LNs and a
lower level in joints (111). Estrogen affects the migration
of Th17 cells via the CCR6 and CCL20 pathways while
Th17 cells produce IL-17 to stimulate the expression of
CXCL8, thus affecting the migration of neutrophils.
7. Conclusion
Chemokines play an important role in estrogenregulated bone metabolism and may serve as a novel
area for further examination in order to develop new
therapeutics to treat diseases of bone metabolism.
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Summary

Anemia is one of the most important complications of HIV infection. In China, the
prevalence, risk factors, and association between anemia and prognosis in HIV-infected
patients are poorly elucidated. We analyzed data from 3452 HIV-infected patients not yet
on combined antiretroviral therapy (cART) attending Beijing Ditan Hospital from June,
2003 to December, 2015. The overall prevalence of anemia was 9.8% (7.6% mild, 1.9%
moderate, and 0.2% severe anemia). Female sex (odds ratio [OR] = 3.71, 95% confidence
interval [CI]: 1.46-6.51, p = 0.003), age 40-59 years (OR = 2.54, 95% CI: 1.59-4.05, p < 0.001),
body mass index < 18.5 kg/m2 (OR = 2.23, 95% CI: 1.31-3.79, p = 0.003), baseline HIV RNA
> 105 copies/mL (OR = 2.79, 95% CI: 1.85-4.20, p < 0.001), baseline CD4 count ≤ 50 × 109/L
(OR = 17.12, 95% CI: 7.70-38.06, p < 0.001) and CD4 count 51-199 × 109/L (OR = 2.81, 95%
CI: 1.32-5.99, p = 0.007) were risk factors for anemia. Age 40-59 years (adjusted hazard
ratio [AHR] = 5.76, 95% CI: 1.62-20.55, p = 0.007), and anemia ‒ mild (AHR = 7.46, 95%
CI: 1.48-37.50, p = 0.015), moderate (AHR = 9.89, CI: 1.35-72.38, p = 0.024), and severe
(AHR = 28.29, 95% CI: 2.75-290.54, p = 0.005) anemia ‒ were associated with an increased
hazard of death. In this cohort, mild anemia was most common. Anemia was associated
with female sex, older age, lower body mass index, lower baseline CD4 count, and higher
viral load. Moreover, anemia was associated with an increased risk of death. These findings
should promote awareness among physicians to make a timely diagnosis of HIV and to help
physicians prioritize prevention and intervention strategies for anemia in HIV-infected
patients.
Keywords: HIV/AIDS, anemia, prevalence, mortality, risk factors
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1. Introduction

§

Hematological abnormalities are one of the most
important complications in HIV-infected patients. In
those with advanced HIV infection, anemia is the most
common manifestation (1). The prevalence of anemia
in the HIV-infected population varies between 18.9%
and 65.5%, dependent on setting and social-economic
conditions (1-3); normocytic anemia is most common.
Different pathogenic factors are associated with HIVrelated anemia, including opportunistic infections such
malaria (4) and parvovirus B19 (5) or Penicilliosis
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marneffei (6) infection, administration of antiretroviral
agents such as zidovudine (7), and myelosuppression
by infiltrative malignancies (8) or infectious pathogens
(6). Other mechanisms for HIV-related anemia included
vitamin B12, folate, and iron deficiencies (9), and HIVdriven impairment of hematopoietic progenitor cells (10).
Anemia can cause negative physiological
functioning, which results in poor quality of life. Some
studies reported that in HIV-infected patients, anemia
was associated with disease progression and poor
prognosis (11). Moore et al. (12) demonstrated that
treating anemia reduced the risk of death and improved
prognosis, indicating the need for periodic screening for
and treatment of anemia, especially among patients not
yet started on combined antiretroviral therapy (cART).
The prevalence of and risk factors for anemia vary
remarkably in different regions in China due to different
socioeconomic conditions. Shen et al. (13) reported
that the overall prevalence of anemia among HIVinfected patients was 51.9% and that anemia was highly
prevalent among Chinese adults newly diagnosed with
HIV-infection, but that severe anemia was less prevalent
in this population. Older age, lower CD4 count, and
minority ethnicity are associated with an increased
risk of anemia: Mijiti et al. (14) reported that 38.9% of
HIV-infected patients in Xinjing Province, China, were
anemic at the time of cART initiation, and that Uyghur
ethnicity, female sex, lower CD4 count, lower body mass
index (BMI), self-reported tuberculosis infection, and
oral candidiasis were associated with a higher prevalence
of anemia.
Despite the availability of cART in China (15),
confirmatory anti-HIV antibody testing is often
performed late, once HIV infection has progressed to
AIDS and CD4 counts are low, as many people are
unaware of HIV infection (16). Both clinically advanced
disease and low CD4 counts are associated with an
increased risk of anemia (17). In China, the prevalence
of anemia varies markedly between different regions
(3), and mild anemia is prone to be neglected in clinical
work. The prevalence of and risk factors for anemia, and
the association between anemia and prognosis in HIVinfected patients are not well documented in China.
Therefore, in this study, we retrospectively studied the
baseline, pre-cART prevalence of anemia; the risk factors
associated with anemia; and its impact on mortality in
HIV-infected patients in Beijing Ditan Hospital, the
largest specialized hospital for HIV-infected patients in
North China. Further, we analyzed the trends of anemia
incidence over the study period, once patients were
established on cART.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Ethical considerations
This retrospective observational cohort study was
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approved by the institutional review board of Beijing
Ditan Hospital, the Capital Medical University, and
complies with principles of the Declaration of Helsinki.
Existing routine clinical and therapeutic data were
anonymously used and were abstracted from the
electronic medical records in Ditan Hospital; hence, the
need for informed consent was waived.
2.2. Patient selection
We conducted the retrospective study in Beijing Ditan
Hospital, the largest designated tertiary care hospital
for HIV/AIDS in North China, from June, 2003 to
December, 2015. Eligible participants were HIV-infected,
confirmed by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
(ELISA) and Western Blot testing; cART-naïve, ready
to initiate treatment; and aged ≥ 18 years. We excluded
patients who received interferon or ribavirin, patients
with cirrhosis, and pregnant women.
2.3. Definitions and outcome
Prior to receiving cART, routine baseline blood tests
were performed. Anemia was diagnosed as a hemoglobin
level < 110 g/L (women) or < 120 g/L (men). Anemia
status was categorized as: mild (hemoglobin 90-109 g/
L [women] or 90-119 g/L [men]), moderate (60-89 g/L),
and severe (hemoglobin < 60 g/L). Baseline leucopenia
was diagnosed as a white cell count < 4.0 cells × 109/L
and thrombocytopenia as a platelet count < 100 × 109/L
in peripheral blood.
After cART initiation, follow-ups were scheduled
at 2nd week, 1st month, 2nd month, 3rd month and every
3 month thereafter. At the time of follow-up, CD4 cell
counts were routinely tested every 3 months, and viral
load was tested every 6 months. The detail data about
enrollment, dead cases and lost to follow-up were shown
in Table supplement 1 (Table S1).
The primary outcome was death. The date of death
was recorded in the electronic medical record system in
Ditan Hospital, which helped to provide time from initial
diagnosis to death.
The National Free Antiretroviral Treatment Program
(NFATP) provides antiretroviral therapy and follow-up
for HIV-infected patients in China (18), and 1-month
antiretroviral regimens are provided to HIV-infected
patients during first 3 months after initiation of cART,
and after that, 3-month regimens are provided to patients,
which helps control periodic follow-up rate in HIVinfected patients in China.
Clinical data about baseline evaluation, followup, lost to follow-up and dead cases are recorded in
electronic medical records and provided to database in
NFATP. Ditan Hospital is an observational sentinel for
NFATP, which serves HIV-infected population in Beijing.
The patients in our cohort are outpatients, who initiate
antiretroviral therapy and receive follow-up in Ditan
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Hospital. Mortality was calculated due to unambiguous
records in database in NFATP.
We also found some patients were withdrawal during
follow-up, and Zhang et al. (19) reported that factors
independently associated with a higher likelihood of
missed visits included female gender, age > 60 years,
HIV transmission via injection drug use or plasma
donation, baseline alanine aminotransferase >100 IU/
L, and having more symptoms at antiretroviral therapy
initiation.

From June, 2003 to December, 2015, we enrolled 3452
HIV-infected patients into our study. Table 1 describes
their demographic and clinical characteristics. The
median age of study subjects was 33.7 (range, 1883) years and 93.7% were men. Sexual contact was
the most common route of transmission (3124 cases,
90.5%); 79.8% was due to homosexual contact (2756
cases) and 10.7% was due to extra-marital heterosexual
contact (368 cases). Overall, 38.1% of study subjects
had a baseline CD4 count < 200 cells × 109/L.

2.4. Data collection

3.2. Prevalence of anemia, overall and stratified by
CD4 count category

Study participants completed scheduled structured
questionnaires, eliciting data on sociodemographic and
clinical characteristics including sex, age, height, weight,
transmission routes, World Health Organization (WHO)
clinical stage, and trimethoprim/sulfamethoxazole
(SMX-TMP) co-administration. BMI was calculated as
weight (kg) divided by the square of height (m). Baseline
laboratory tests were performed to measure CD4 count,
HIV viral load, hemoglobin, white cell count, and platelet
levels, and to detect hepatitis B (HBV) or C (HCV) virus
infection.
2.5. Statistical analysis
Descriptive analysis was conducted, using frequency
and percentages. Bar charts were used to illustrate the
proportion of patients with mild, moderate, and severe
anemia, stratified by CD4 count and outcome. Incidence
rates were calculated as the number of cases of anemia
per 100 person-years, and line charts were used to
illustrate the trends in incidence of anemia during the
follow-up period.
In this study, univariate logistic regression models
were used to determine associations between anemia and
the following variables: sex; age; HIV transmission route;
WHO clinical stage; BMI; baseline CD4, white cell, and
platelet counts; baseline and follow-up HIV viral load;
SMZ-TMP co-administration; and baseline HBV/HCV
co-infection. Statistically significant variables were fitted
into a subsequent multivariate logistic regression models.
Cox proportional hazards models were used to
evaluate the impact of anemia on mortality in HIVinfected patients. Kaplan-Meier survival curves were
computed to evaluate the survival of HIV-infected
patients with and without anemia. Log-rank testing was
conducted to evaluate differences in cumulative survival
between the two groups. All statistical analyses were
performed using SPSS version 19.0 (SPSS Institute,
Chicago IL, USA). Alpha was set to 0.05, and 95%
confidence intervals (CI) were used.
3. Results
3.1. Demographic and clinical characteristics

The overall prevalence of anemia prior to initiating
cART was 9.76% (n = 337), with mild, moderate, and
severe anemia observed in 7.6% (n = 263), 1.9% (n =
66), and 0.2% (n = 8) of patients, respectively (Table 1).
Among patients with CD4 cell counts of ≤ 50, 51-199,
200-349, and ≥3 50 × 109/L the prevalence of anemia
was 43.0%, 11.0%, 2.7%, and 2.1%, respectively
(Figure 1 and Table 1).
3.3. Predictors of anemia in HIV-infected patients
As seen in Table 2, the multivariate logistic regression
model indicated that female sex (odds ratio [OR]: 3.71,
95% CI: 1.46-6.51, p = 0.003), age 40-59 years (OR:
2.54, 95% CI: 1.59-4.05, p < 0.001), age > 60 years
(OR: 2.80, 95% CI: 1.80-7.24, p = 0.034), and BMI <
18.5 kg/m2 (OR: 2.23, 95% CI: 1.31-3.79, p = 0.003,
compared with normal BMI and overweight), were
associated with increased odds of anemia. Laboratory
tests indicated that baseline HIV viral load > 105 copies/
mL (OR: 2.79, 95% CI: 1.85-4.20, p < 0.001), baseline
CD4 count ≤ 50 × 109/L (OR: 17.12, 95% CI: 7.7038.06, p < 0.001), and CD4 count 51-199 × 109/L (OR:
2.81, 95% CI: 1.32-5.99, p = 0.007) were risk factors
for anemia. Anemia was not associated with route of
HIV transmission, WHO clinical stage, baseline HIV
viral load, SMZ-TMP co-administration, or baseline
HBV/HCV co-infection status.
3.4. Mortality, stratified by CD4 count category and by
anemia
Overall, 1.3% (n = 44) of the cohort died. Among
patients with mild, moderate, and severe anemia,
mortality was 7.2% (19 of 263), 10.6% (7 of 66), and
12.5% (1 of 8), respectively (Table 1). Figure 2 displays
mortality stratified by level of immune suppression
(CD4 count category).
3.5. Survival analysis
The multivariate Cox regression model indicated that
age 40-59 years (adjusted hazard ratio [AHR]: 5.76,
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Table 1. Baseline demographic, clinical, and laboratory characteristics of HIV-infected patients
Characteristic
Total
Sex
Male
Female
Age (years)
18-39
40-59
≥ 60
Transmission route
Sexual
Transfusion
Unknown
WHO clinical stage
I
II
III
IV
BMI (kg/m2)a
18.5-24
< 18.5
≥ 24
CD4 count (× 109/L)
≥ 350
200-349
51-199
≤ 50
HIV RNA level (copies/mL)a
< 100,000
≥100,000
White cell count (× 109/L)
≥ 4.0
< 4.0
Platelet count (× 109/L)
≥ 100
< 100
SMZ-TMP co-administration
No
Yes
HBV/HCV co-infection
No
Yes
Anemia
Mild
Moderate
Severe

Deaths

With anemia

Without anemia

3,452 (100)

44 (1.27)

337 (9.76)

3,115 (90.24)

3,233 (93.66)
219 (6.34)

42 (1.30)
2 (0.91)

299 (9.25)
38 (17.35)

2,934 (90.75)
181 (82.65)

2,673 (77.43)
676 (19.58)
103 (2.98)

12 (0.45)
22 (3.25)
10 (9.71)

208 (7.78)
103 (15.24)
26 (25.24)

2,465 (92.22)
573 (84.76)
77 (74.76)

3,124 (90.50)
98 (2.84)
230 (6.63)

30 (0.96)
8 (8.16)
6 (2.61)

284 (9.09)
27 (27.55)
26 (11.30)

2,870 (91.87)
71 (72.45)
174 (75.65)

2,536 (73.46)
212 (6.14)
244 (7.07)
460 (13.33)

16 (0.63)
3 (1.42)
4 (1.64)
21 (4.57)

165 (6.51)
14 (6.60)
25 (10.25)
133 (28.91)

2,371 (93.49)
198 (93.40)
219 (89.75)
327 (71.09)

1,823 (67.10)
300 (11.04)
594 (21.86)

15 (0.82)
6 (0.02)
5 (0.84)

182 (9.98)
98 (32.67)
27 (4.55)

1,641 (90.02)
202 (67.33)
567 (95.45)

813 (23.55)
1,325 (38.38)
879 (25.46)
435 (12.60)

1 (0.12)
7 (0.53)
16 (1.82)
20 (4.60)

17 (2.09)
36 (2.72)
97 (11.04)
187 (42.99)

796 (97.91)
1,289 (97.28)
782 (88.96)
248 (57.01)

2,306 (74.75)
779 (25.25)

16 (0.69)
12 (1.54)

87 (3.77)
178 (22.85)

2,219 (96.23)
601 (77.15)

2,894 (83.84)
558 (16.16)

28 (0.97)
16 (2.87)

180 (6.22)
157 (28.14)

2,714 (93.78)
401 (71.86)

3,315 (96.03)
137 (3.97)

33 (1.00)
11 (8.03)

292 (8.81)
45 (32.85)

3,023 (91.20)
92 (67.15)

3,122 (90.44)
330 (9.56)

39 (1.25)
5 (1.52)

241 (7.72)
96 (29.09)

2,881 (92.28)
234 (70.91)

3,236 (93.74)
216 (6.26)

37 (1.14)
7 (3.24)

312 (9.64)
25 (11.57)

2,924 (90.36)
191 (88.43)

263 (7.62)
66 (1.91)
8 (0.23)

19 (7.22)
7 (10.61)
1 (12.50)

263 (100.0)
66 (100.0)
8 (100.0)

Total

-

Data are presented as n (%); WHO, World Health Organization; BMI, body mass index; SMZ-TMP, Trimethoprim/sulfamethoxazole; aVariable
had missing values: BMI = 735; HIV RNA level = 367.

95% CI: 1.62-20.55, p = 0.007), mild anemia (AHR:
7.46, 95% CI: 1.48-37.50, p = 0.015), moderate anemia
(AHR: 9.89, 95% CI: 1.35-72.38, p = 0.024), and
severe anemia (AHR: 28.29, 95% CI: 2.75-290.54, p
= 0.005) were associated with an increased hazard of
mortality (Table 3). To clarify the effects of anemia on
survival, Kaplan-Meier survival curves were plotted,
stratified by presence or absence of anemia (Figure
3); log-rank testing demonstrated that there was a
significant difference between the two groups (p < 0.05).
Figure 1. Prevalence of anemia in HIV-infected patients
stratified by CD4 count category. The numbers of patients
with CD4 counts of ≤ 50, 51-199, 200-349, and ≥ 350 × 109/
L were 435, 879, 1,325, and 813, respectively. The number of
cases of anemia among CD4 counts of ≤ 50, 51-199, 200-349,
and ≥ 350 × 109/L were 187, 97, 36, and 17, respectively.

3.6. Incidence of anemia, stratified by sex
In this cohort, 79.8% of study participants were men
infected with HIV through homosexual sexual contact.
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Table 2. Risk factors for anemia by logistic regression analysis in HIV-infected patients
Characteristic
Sex
Male
Female
Age (years)
18–39
40–59
≥ 60
Transmission route
Sexual
Transfusion
Unknown
WHO stage
I
II
III
IV
BMI (kg/m2)
18.5-24
< 18.5
≥ 24
Baseline CD4 count (× 109/L)
≥ 350
200-349
51-199
≤ 50
Baseline HIV RNA level (copies/mL)
< 100,000
≥ 100,000
Baseline white cell count (× 109/L)
≥ 4.0
< 4.0
Baseline platelet count (× 109/L)
≥ 100
< 100
SMZ-TMP co-administration
No
Yes
Baseline HBV/HCV co-infection
No
Yes

Univariate OR (95%CI)

p

Multivariate OR (95%CI)

p

299 (9.25)
38 (17.35)

1
2.06 (1.42-2.98)

< 0.001

1
3.71 (1.46-6.51)

0.003

208 (7.78)
103 (15.24)
26 (25.24)

1
2.13 (1.65-2.74)
4.00 (2.51-6.38)

< 0.001
< 0.001

1
2.54 (1.59-4.05)
2.801 (1.08-7.24)

< 0.001
0.034

284 (9.00)
27 (27.55)
26 (13.07)

1
3.99 (2.53-6.28)
1.46 (0.94-2.26)

< 0.001
0.089

1
1.59 (0.55-4.58)
1.16 (0.52-2.56)

0.395
0.719

165 (6.51)
14 (6.60)
25 (10.25)
133 (28.91)

1
1.02 (0.58-1.77)
1.52 (0.96-2.40)
5.96 (4.60-7.72)

0.942
0.075
< 0.001

1
0.58 (0.20-1.67)
0.80 (0.37-1.75)
1.27 (0.79-2.06)

0.310
0.579
0.327

182 (9.98)
98 (32.67)
27 (4.55)

1
4.23 (3.06-5.84)
0.50 (0.32-0.78)

< 0.001
0.002

1
2.23 (1.31-3.79)
0.62 (0.35-1.10)

0.003
0.098

17 (2.09)
36 (2.72)
97 (11.04)
187 (42.99)

1
1.31(0.73-2.34)
5.81 (3.44-9.82)
35.31 (21.06-59.18)

0.368
< 0.001
< 0.001

1
1.01 (0.47-2.15)
2.81 (1.32-5.990)
17.12 (7.70-38.06)

0.987
0.007
<0.001

87 (3.77)
178 (22.85)

1
5.51 (4.19-7.23)

< 0.001

1
2.79 (1.85-4.20)

< 0.001

180 (6.22)
157 (28.14)

1
5.90 (4.65-7.49)

< 0.001

1
2.12 (1.33-3.37)

0.002

292 (8.81)
45 (32.84)

1
5.06 (3.48-7.38)

< 0.001

1
1.71 (0.79-3.72)

0.175

241 (7.72)
96 (29.09)

1
4.87 (3.72-6.39)

< 0.001

1
0.98 (0.60-1.60)

0.940

312 (9.64)
25 (11.57)

1
0.74 (0.75-1.14)

0.173

1
0.68 (0.32-1.47)

0.329

Anemia, n (%)

OR, odds ratio; WHO, World Health Organization; BMI, body mass index; SMZ-TMP, Trimethoprim/sulfamethoxazole.

4. Discussion

Figure 2. Mortality among HIV-infected patients stratified
by CD4 count category. The number of deaths in the CD4
count categories ≤ 50, 51-199, 200-349, and ≥ 350 × 109/L
were 20, 16, 7, and 1, respectively.

Given that the risk factors for anemia differ by sex,
we examined total and sex-specific incidence rates of
anemia (Figure 4). The incidence of anemia in women
was significantly higher than that in men (p < 0.05).

Hematologic abnormalities are reportedly the most
common complications of advanced HIV infection
(20), with anemia being the most common hematologic
abnormality. Anemia affects a large proportion of
those with advanced-stage HIV-infection. Moreover,
anemia is an independent risk factor for morbidity
and mortality in HIV-infected patients (11,15). The
prevalence and incidence of anemia varies in different
socioeconomic conditions and clinical settings. In
Europe and North America, anemia was found in 3565% of HIV-infected patients pre-cART (21,22).
Prevalence rates of 42.9% (3) and 18.9% (1) were
reported in Ethiopia and in a rural Ugandan cohort,
respectively. In a study conducted in China, Shen at
al. (13) reported a prevalence of anemia of 51.9% in
patients newly diagnosed with HIV infection. In our
study, the prevalence of anemia was 9.76%, lower than
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Table 3. Cox proportional hazard regression analysis of mortality in HIV-infected patients
Characteristics
Sex
Male
Female
Age (years)
18-39
40-59
≥ 60
WHO Stage
I
II
III
IV
BMI (kg/m2)
18.5-24
< 18.5
≥ 24
Baseline CD4 count (× 109/L)
≥ 350
200-349
51-199
≤ 50
Baseline HIV RNA level (copies/mL)
< 100,000
≥ 100,000
Anemia
Mild
Moderate
Severe

Univariate analysis HR (95%CI)

p

Multivariate analysis AHR (95%CI)

p

1
0.57 (0.14-2.38)

0.441

1
0.22 (0.03-1.63)

0.139

1
6.17 (3.03-12.55)
13.34 (5.01-35.55)

< 0.001
< 0.001

1
5.76 (1.62-20.55)
4.50 (0.43-46.97)

0
0.007
0.208

1
0.91 (0.21-4.03)
1.93 (0.55-6.76)
5.28 (2.47-11.29)

0.904
0.303
< 0.001

1
0.81 (0.18-3.55)
1.36 (0.38-4.84)
1.63 (0.78-3.75)

0.774
0.663
0.251

1
2.84 (1.03-7.86)
1.30 (0.33-3.20)

0.044
0.956

1
0.86 (0.16-4.66)
1.55 (0.36-6.65)

0.865
0.556

1
1.22 (0.25-6.08)
5.64 (1.31-24.19)
7.71 (1.74-34.18)

0.806
0.020
0.007

1
1.15 (0.23-5.73)
3.35 (0.77-14.55)
2.05 (0.44-9.63)

0.747
0.569
0.112

1
1.58 (0.73-3.43)

0.249

1
0.71 (0.21-2.36)

0.575

13.50 (6.65-27.42)
20.75 (8.35-51.59)
19.13 (2.50-149.34)

< 0.001
< 0.001
0.004

7.46 (1.48-37.50)
9.89 (1.35-72.38)
28.29 (2.75-290.54)

0.015
0.024
0.005

HR, hazard ratio; AHR, adjusted hazard ratio; WHO, World Health Organization; BMI, body mass index.

Figure 3. Survival curve for HIV-infected patients with or
without anemia. Log-rank test p < 0.001.

observed in previous studies. This low prevalence was
remarkable, and may be explained by our study setting:
First, patients were managed in a hospital-based setting
(23). This has some advantages over community-based
treatment models (24) that are commonly applied in
China, including timely diagnosis of HIV infection
and early detection of anemia. Healthcare workers
in the hospital-based HIV treatment model formed a
coordinated team to provide support to individuals
with high-risk exposure or to cART-naïve patients (23),
including counseling, earlier HIV testing of individuals
at high-risk, periodic CD4 cell count measurement,
routine blood tests, and timeous cART initiation.
These interventions significantly reduce morbidity

Figure 4. Incidence of anemia in HIV-infected patients,
stratified by sex. Incidence rates of anemia in female HIVinfected patients were significantly higher than those in male
patients (p < 0.05).

and mortality. Second, we included a high proportion
of urban residents. Ditan Hospital, an observational
sentinel for the National Free Antiretroviral Treatment
Program (NFATP) in China (23), serves urban residents
in Beijing. Urban study subjects may have received
more adequate information about nutrition and routine
blood testing than their rural counterparts. Third,
cART was initiated at higher CD4 count thresholds
than in previous studies. The guidelines for the use of
antiretroviral agents in China (25) recommend initiation
of cART at a CD4 count < 350 × 109/L, or a CD4 count
> 350 × 109/L certain clinical criteria are met. Some
studies documented that a CD4 count < 200 × 109/L
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was associated with myelosuppression and anemia (20).
Thus, initiating cART at a higher CD4 count threshold
reduces the risk of anemia.
Several mechanisms contribute to the
pathophysiology of anemia in HIV-infected patients,
including increased destruction and decreased or
inadequate production of red blood cells (13,26).
Alexaki et al. (27) documented that anemia occurred in
the absence of opportunistic infections, malignancies,
and chemotherapy in HIV-infected patients; hence,
HIV itself must be involved in the pathophysiology of
hematological abnormalities. Anemia may be associated
with three HIV-driven mechanisms (10): i) impaired
proliferation of hematopoietic progenitor cells, ii)
inhibition of differentiation of hematopoietic progenitor
cells into cell lineages, and iii) impairment of stromal
cells. Moses et al. (28) demonstrated that stromal cells
in the microenvironment of the bone morrow can be
infected with HIV, resulting in dysregulation of cytokine
expression and decreased red blood cell production.
Erythropoietin is a glycoprotein hormone that controls
erythropoiesis. Some studies demonstrated erythropoietin
resistance as a pathophysiological phenomenon in HIVinfected patients (9), in which circulating auto-antibodies
against endogenous erythropoietin blunted the normal
physiological cytokine response to anemia. Vanasse et
al. (29) reported that erythropoietin resistance was found
in the hematopoietic stem cells of aging individuals,
and that senescence was related to enhanced expression
of inflammatory cytokines that positively regulated
erythropoietin resistance, leading to anemia in older age.
Older age was found to be an independent risk factor for
anemia in this study.
The most statistically significant risk factors for
anemia in HIV-infected patients in this study were age
≥ 40 years, female sex, BMI < 18.5 kg/m2, and baseline
CD4 count ≤ 199 × 109/L. The higher prevalence of
anemia in women might be due to menstrual blood
loss that drains iron stores. Lower BMI is related
to malnutrition and nutrient deficiencies, including
deficiencies of vitamin B12, folate, and iron, which
directly result in anemia. Similar to prior findings (3,20),
our results found a strong independent association
between CD4 count ≤ 199 × 109/L and anemia; this
association was most pronounced in those with a
CD4 count < 50 × 109/L. We also demonstrated that
higher baseline HIV viral loads were associated with
anemia. Sullivan et al. (30) demonstrated that, as HIV
infection progressed and immune status deteriorated,
HIV viral loads increased, causing cytokine-mediated
myelosuppression and anemia.
Although SMX-TMP administration may cause
drug-induced aplastic anemia, several studies (30,31)
failed to find this association. Keisu et al. (31) found
that SMX-TMP induced anemia, but that this effect was
sporadic. Conversely, Sullivan et al. (30) demonstrated
a negative association between SMX-TMP use and

anemia, explained by the protective effect of SMX-TMP
in preventing infections caused by some opportunistic
pathogens (such as Mycobacterium avium complex)
that can contribute to the development of anemia. In the
present study, we failed to demonstrate an association
between SMX-TMP administration and anemia. We
also we failed to demonstrate an association between
HIV/HCV or HIV/HBV co-infection and anemia.
Such co-infections can cause anemia due to interferonassociated antiviral therapy or decompensated cirrhosis.
That we did not observe this is most likely explained by
our exclusion of those receiving interferon or ribavirin
and of those diagnosed with cirrhosis.
In the multivariate Cox regression analysis, we
found that anemia was the most statistically significant
predictor of mortality in HIV-infected patients.
Similarly, Santiago-Rodríguez et al. (17) reported
that anemia was the strongest predictor of mortality
in a cohort of HIV-infected Hispanics, and that the
risk of mortality was proportional to the severity of
anemia. In a study involving a large urban HIV clinical
practice in the US, Moore et al. (32) indicated that the
development of anemia was associated with decreased
survival, independent of other prognostic factors. In
addition, Mocroft et al. (33) demonstrated that a 10 g/
L decrease in most recent hemoglobin level increased
the hazard of death by 57%, implying that prophylactic
measures against anemia should be instituted in HIVinfected patients with CD4 counts < 200 × 109/L or in
patients with higher HIV viral loads. Such prophylactic
measures would include vitamin B12, folate, and iron
supplementation, and avoidance of myelosuppressive
drugs such as zidovudine. The Chinese national HIV
treatment guidelines (25) recommend the use of
zidovudine in first-line cART regimens. However,
zidovudine should be avoided when initiating cART in
patients with the above-mentioned anemia-related risk
factors, based on baseline evaluation prior to treatment
initiation. Some studies have indicated (3) that use of
cART improves anemia, suggesting that cART should
be initiated as soon as possible in HIV-infected patients
with anemia.
Our study has some limitations. First, this was a
retrospective observational study; hence, it was subject
to the potential biases inherent in the use of observational
data. Second, the study sample selection influenced the
findings. The study population comprised urban residents
in Beijing, who were treated within a hospital-based
HIV treatment model. This limits the generalizability of
our findings, as the study sample does not represent the
HIV-infected population in China more generally, many
of whom are treated within community-based treatment
models. Third, data were obtained from baseline
evaluation prior to initiating cART. This impeded us from
elucidating associations between anemia and variables
that change over time.
In summary, the overall prevalence of anemia
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in cART-naïve patients was 9.76% and mild anemia
was most common. Anemia was associated with
female sex, older age, lower BMI, lower baseline
CD4 count, and baseline higher viral load, but was
not associated with route of HIV transmission, WHO
clinical stage, baseline HIV viral load, SMZ-TMP coadministration, or baseline HBV/HCV co-infection.
Anemia was associated with an increased risk of
mortality in cART-naïve patients. These findings should
be used to promote awareness among physicians to
identify anemia early and to prioritize prevention and
intervention strategies for anemia in HIV-infected
patients.
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Supplemental Table
Table S1: Clinical data about enrollment, dead cases and
lost to follow-up in our cohort
Time for cART
initiation (year)
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

Enrollment
(cases)

Deaths
(cases)

16
18
25
12
62
73
138
142
312
422
598
630
1,004

0
0
0
1
2
0
2
6
7
7
9
4
6

cART, combination antiretroviral therapy.
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Lost to follow-up
(cases)
0
0
0
1
0
2
5
4
16
20
37
51
126
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The expression of miR-124 increases in aged skin to cause cell
senescence and it decreases in squamous cell carcinoma
Miho Harada, Masatoshi Jinnin*, Zhongzhi Wang, Ayaka Hirano, Yukiko Tomizawa,
Tomomi Kira, Toshikatsu Igata, Shinichi Masuguchi, Satoshi Fukushima, Hironobu Ihn
Department of Dermatology and Plastic Surgery, Faculty of Life Sciences, Kumamoto University, Kumamoto, Japan.

Summary

Skin senescence is induced by various factors including intrinsic aging and extrinsic
aging. The current study compared the expression of microRNAs in young facial skin and
senescent facial skin, and this study identified skin aging-related microRNAs. According to
the results from a microRNA PCR Array, miR-124 was the microRNA that increased the
most in senescent skin compared to young skin. Real-time PCR with a greater number of
samples indicated that the increase in miR-124 levels in senescent facial skin was statistically
significant. In situ hybridization was performed, and results indicated that the signal for
miR-124 was evident in keratinocytes of senescent skin but not in those of young skin. The
morphology of cultured normal human epidermal keratinocytes (NHEKs) transfected with
a miR-124 mimic changed to an enlarged and irregular shape. In addition, the number of
NHEKs positive for senescence-associated β-galactosidase (SA-β-gal) increased significantly
as a result of the overexpression of the miR-124 mimic. The expression of miR-124 increased
in UVB-irradiated NHEKs compared to controls in a dose-dependent manner. Expression
of miR-124 in A431, a human cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) cell line, decreased
significantly compared to that in NHEKs. Forced overexpression of miR-124 as a result of
the transfection of a miR-124 mimic in A431 resulted in the significant suppression of the
proportion of cancer cells. The current results indicated that miR-124 increases as a result
of cell senescence and that it decreases during tumorigenesis. The effect of supplementation
of miR-124 in an SCC cell line suggests that senescence induction therapy with microRNA
may be a new therapeutic approach for treatment of SCC.
Keywords: Skin senescence, microRNA, UVB

1. Introduction
Based on the characteristics of aging of the skin
compared to aging of other organs, there appear to be
two different types of aging: intrinsic aging and extrinsic
aging. Intrinsic aging is caused by decreased cellular
functioning of the skin, while extrinsic aging is mainly
induced by UV irradiation. Other factors that affect
skin senescence include smoking, eating habits, stress,
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and oxygen radicals generated by air pollution, but the
mediator of these various factors is still unknown.
The current study focused on the role of microRNAs
(miRNAs) in skin senescence. miRNAs, short
ribonucleic acid molecules an average of 22 nucleotides
long, are small noncoding RNAs that lead to gene
silencing of target mRNAs (1). miRNAs have been
implicated in the pathogenesis of various human diseases
such as cancers and inflammatory disorders. The current
authors previously found that the miR-424 level in senile
hemangioma, the most common vascular anomaly seen
specifically in aged skin, was lower than levels in other
vascular anomalies (2): Decreased miR-424 expression
and increased levels of target molecules (MEK1 and
cyclin E1) in endothelial cells of senile hemangioma may
cause abnormal cell proliferation in the tumor.
The current study identified miRNAs that were
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dysregulated in senescent skin, and it attempted to
clarify the role of miRNAs in skin senescence.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Patient samples
Skin samples were obtained from the facial skin of
6 elderly individuals (range: 80-100 years of age)
and 3 young individuals (range: 0-10 years of age).
Non-exposed parts of the skin of 3 young and elderly
individuals were also collected. These samples were
skin that was routinely discarded as "dog-ears" during
skin surgery, and samples were processed immediately
after removal. This study was approved by an
institutional review board and written informed consent
was obtained from patients in accordance with the
Declaration of Helsinki.
2.2. Cell cultures
Normal human epidermal keratinocytes (NHEKs)
were purchased from Lonza (Walkersville, MD) and
were cultured in growth medium (KGM-Gold Bullet
Kit, Lonza) in a 5% CO2 incubator at 37°C. A human
cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) cell line,
A431, was obtained from ATCC (Manassas, VA), and
cells were cultured in DMEM (Lonza) with 10% fetal
bovine serum (Hyclone, Logan, UT) and AntibioticAntimycotic (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) in a 5% CO2
incubator at 37°C.
2.3. PCR array analysis and real-time PCR analysis of
miRNAs
Small RNAs were extracted from paraffin sections
using the miRNeasy FFPE kit and from cultured cells
using the RNeasy mini kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA) as
described previously (2,3). For the RT2 Profiler PCR
Array (SABiosciences, Frederick, MD), the RNAs
were reverse-transcribed into first-strand cDNA using
the RT2 miRNA First Strand Kit (SABiosciences). The
cDNA was mixed with RT2 SYBR Green/ROX qPCR
Master Mix, and the mixture was added to the 96-well
RT2 miRNA PCR Array (SABiosciences) that included
primer pairs for 88 human miRNAs. PCR was performed
on the Takara Thermal Cycler Dice (TP800) (Takara Bio
Inc, Shiga, Japan) in accordance with the manufacturer's
protocol. The threshold cycle (Ct) for each miRNA was
determined using the Thermal Cycler Dice Real Time
System ver2.10B. The raw Ct values were normalized
using the values for small RNA housekeeping genes.
For quantitative real-time PCR, primers for miR124 or U6 (Qiagen) and templates were mixed with
SYBR Premix Ex TaqII (Takara Bio Inc). DNA was
amplified for 50 cycles of denaturation for 5 s at 95°C
and annealing for 30 s at 60°C. Transcript levels of

miR-124 were normalized to U6 levels.
2.4. In situ hybridization
In situ hybridization was performed using a
representative sample with 5'-locked digoxigenin-labeled
nucleic acid (LNA) probes complementary to human
mature miR-124 and a scrambled negative control
(Exiqon, Vedbaek, Denmark) (1,4). Sections of human
skin were deparaffinized and deproteinized with protease
K for 5 min. The slides were then washed in 0.2%
glycine in PBS and fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde.
Hybridization was performed at 57°C overnight
followed by blocking with 2% fetal bovine serum and
2% bovine serum albumin in PBST for 1 h. The probetarget complex was immunologically detected with a
digoxigenin antibody conjugated to alkaline phosphatase
acting on the chromogen nitro blue tetrazolium/5-bromo4-chloro-3-indolyl phosphate (Roche Applied Science,
Mannheim, Germany). The slides were counterstained
using nuclear fast red and examined under a light
microscope (OLYMPUS BX50; Tokyo, Japan).
2.5. Transient transfection
miRNA mimics were obtained from Qiagen.
Lipofectamine RNAiMAX (Invitrogen) was used as the
transfection reagent. For reverse transfection, miRNA
mimics were mixed with transfection reagent and then
added when cells were plated (5).
2.6. Senescence-associated β-galactosidase (SA- β-Gal)
activity
SA-β-Gal activity was examined using the Cellular
Senescence Assay Kit (Chemicon International Inc,
Billerica, MA). The cells were treated with fixing
solution for 15 min at room temperature and then
incubated with SA-β-gal Detection Solution at 37°C
overnight. Senescent cells with green staining were
counted under a light microscope (6).
2.7. Cell count
Cells were detached from the wells by trypsin treatment
and counted using the Coulter ® Particle Counter
(Beckman Coulter, Fullerton, CA) (2,7).
2.8. Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed with the MannWhitney test for comparison of medians. p values less
than 0.05 were considered significant.
3. Results
3.1. miRNA expression in young and senescent facial skin
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Table 1. Up-regulated miRNAs in senescent facial skin
compared to young facial skin according to a PCR array
ΔCt

young

senescent

let-7a
miR-18b
miR-124
miR-192
miR-196a
miR-206
miR-208
miR-215
miR-219-5p
miR-302c
miR-488
miR-518b

- 0.33
3.80
4.09
2.30
4.87
2.41
4.09
4.88
6.82
7.51
5.75
7.35

- 3.63
- 0.29
- 2.43
- 1.37
- 0.14
- 1.71
0.21
- 1.06
2.07
3.75
2.00
2.96

A mixture of equal amounts of miRNAs from facial skin samples
from 3 elderly individuals and 3 young individuals were prepared, and
the miRNA expression profile in each group in vivo was evaluated
using a PCR array. The raw threshold cycle (Ct) was normalized
using the values for small RNA housekeeping genes. ΔCt (the raw Ct
for each miRNA ‒ Ct for small RNA housekeeping genes) is shown.

statistically significant. In addition, in situ hybridization
using a representative sample indicated that the signal for
miR-124 was evident in keratinocytes of senescent skin
but not in those of young skin (Figure 1B).
3.2. The role of miR-124 in the senescence of keratinocytes

Figure 1. (A) Total miRNA was extracted from samples of
young (n = 3) and senescent (n = 6) facial skin. miR-124
levels were measured with real-time PCR and normalized to
U6 levels. Relative miR-124 levels are shown on the vertical
axis. The minimum value in young skin was set at 1. Bars
indicate medians. p < 0.05. (B) (upper panels) representative
pictures of young and senescent facial skin. (lower panels)
In situ detection of miR-124 in paraffin-embedded, formalinfixed tissues from young skin and senescent skin. Nuclei were
counterstained with nuclear fast red. The miR-124 stained
brown.

As an initial experiment, to determine which miRNAs
are involved in the senescence of facial skin, a mixture
of equal amounts of miRNAs from 3 human facial
skin samples from young individuals (0-10 years of
age) or elderly individuals (80-100 years of age) were
prepared (see Figure 1B). A miRNA PCR array was
used to analyze 88 miRNAs involved in human cell
differentiation and development.
There were several miRNAs that were specifically
overexpressed in senescent facial skin (Table 1). The
current study focused on one of those miRNAs, miR124, since it increased the most in senescent skin
compared to young skin (6.52-cycle difference in
ΔCT method). Because the array was used in a single
experiment, the results were verified with real-time
PCR using specific primers for miR-124 and a greater
number of samples (3 samples of young facial skin and
6 of senescent facial skin). As shown in Figure 1A, the
increase in miR-124 levels in senescent facial skin was

Next, an attempt was made to determine the role of miR124 in the senescence of NHEKs. Cells transfected with
control miRNA had a cobblestone appearance, while the
morphology of cells with overexpression of the miR124 mimic changed to an enlarged and irregular shape,
suggesting cell senescence (Figure 2A). SA-β-Gal
staining indicated that the ratio of positive cells increased
as a result of the overexpression of the miR-124 mimic
compared to that in controls (Figure 2B), and this
increase was statistically significant (Figure 2C). Taken
together, the current results indicated that miR-124 may
be associated with the senescence of keratinocytes.
3.3. The expression of miR-124 in keratinocytes with
UVB irradiation
Based on above results, the expression of miR-124 was
thought to increase in accordance with skin senescence,
which means that miR-124 mediates skin senescence. An
attempt was made to identify the mechanism by which
expression of miR-124 is induced in senescent skin. As
mentioned previously, skin senescence is mainly induced
by both intrinsic factors and extrinsic factors. UV
irradiation is known to be a main cause of extrinsic skin
senescence.
The expression of miR-124 increased in UVBirradiated cells compared to controls in a dose-dependent
manner: The induction of miR-124 expression by 10 mJ
of irradiation was statistically significant (Figure 3A).
In contrast to the results for facial skin, miR-124 levels
in non-exposed parts of the skin of elderly individuals
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Figure 2. (A) Normal human epidermal keratinocytes
(NHEKs) at a density of 6 × 104 cells/well in 24-well culture
plates were transfected with a control miRNA mimic or a
miR-124 mimic. The morphology of NHEKs was observed
using phase-contrast microscopy. (B, C) NHEKs at a density
of 6 × 104 cells/well in 24-well culture plates were transfected
with a control miRNA mimic or an miR-124 mimic.
Histochemical detection of SA β-gal in cells was assessed 7
days after transfection (B) The percentage of cells positive
for SA-β-gal in 3 independent experiments is shown on the
vertical axis. Bars indicate medians. *p < 0.05 compared to
values in cells transfected with the control mimic (C).

varied and did not increase compared to those in young
individuals (Figure 3B). Taking these findings together,
miR-124 levels may increase as a result of UV irradiation
rather than intrinsic aging.
3.4. The connection between miR-124 and SCC
SCC is a malignant skin tumor that is thought to be
closely correlated with UVB. The expression of miR-124
in A431, a human cutaneous SCC cell line, decreased
significantly compared to that in NHEKs (Figure 3C).
Forced overexpression of miR-124 as a result of the
transfection of a miR-124 mimic in A431 resulted in
the significant suppression of the proportion of cancer
cells (Figure 3D). Thus, the current results indicated
that miR-124 increased as a result of cell senescence
but it decreased during tumorigenesis. Furthermore,
the supplementation of miR-124 may suppress tumor
proliferation by inducing the senescence of tumor cells.
4. Discussion
To the extent known, no previous studies have examined
miRNAs in relation to intrinsic or extrinsic aging. Xu

Figure 3. (A) Normal human epidermal keratinocytes (NHEKs)
were exposed to UVB at 5 or 10mJ/cm² every day for 3 days.
After 24 hours, total miRNA was extracted, and the relative
level of miR-124 (normalized to U6) was determined with
quantitative real-time PCR (n = 3). Bars show medians. The
values in untreated cells were set at 1.0. *p < 0.05 compared to
values in untreated cells. (B) Total miRNA was extracted from
non-exposed parts of skin of young or elderly individuals (n =
3), and the relative level of miR-124 (normalized to U6) was
determined using quantitative real-time PCR. Transcript levels
in young skin were set at 1. The minimum value in young skin
was set at 1. Bars show medians. (C) NHEKs and an SCC
cell line (A431) were cultured independently under the same
conditions until they became subconfluent. Total miRNA was
extracted, and the relative level of miR-124 (normalized to U6)
was determined using quantitative real-time PCR (n = 3). Bars
show medians. *p < 0.05 compared to values in NHEKs (1.0).
(D) A431 at a density of 5 × 103 cells/well in 24-well culture
plates were transfected with a control miRNA mimic or a miR124 mimic for 72 h. The proportion of cells is shown on the
vertical axis (n = 3). Bars show medians. The values in control
cells were set at 1.0.

et al. indicated that miR-22 plays roles both in cell
senescence and tumorigenesis (8): the expression of
miR-22 is induced by cell senescence while it is reduced
in various malignant tumor cells. The authors also
indicated that overexpression of miR-22 suppresses the
development of breast cancer in vivo. The current authors
considered the possibility that a similar phenomenon
exists in relation to skin senescence. Based on this
hypothesis, the current study correlated miRNAs with
skin senescence and skin cancer, and this study yielded
three major findings.
First, this study attempted to identify skin agingrelated miRNAs. Analysis was performed with a miRNA
PCR array consisting of 88 miRNAs involved in human
cell differentiation and development, and miR-124 was
identified as the most up-regulated miRNA in senescent
skin compared to young skin. These results were verified
by real-time PCR. Attention was then focused on miR124, and overexpression of miR-124 in NHEKs was
found to lead to cell senescence. Although miR-22 was
included in the miRNA PCR array, it was similarly
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size, the fact that a single experiment was performed,
and the small number of cell lines examined, so further
studies are needed in the future. Analysis with the array
was performed in a single experiment and statistical
analysis could not be performed, but the results were
verified using real-time PCR. In addition, in situ
hybridization was performed using a single sample of
young and senescent skin due to the lack of available
samples. Forced miR-124 overexpression in the SCC
line reduced the proportion of cells, but this does not
mean that decreased expression of miR-124 induces
cell proliferation. The association between miR-124 and
cell proliferation needs to be clarified in more detail in
order to substantiate the hypothesis put forward here.
Figure 4. Diagrammatic representation of the function
of miR-124 in skin senescence and tumorigenesis. In
senescent skin, UVB increases the expression of miR-124,
thus mediating cell senescence. In contrast, the expression of
miR-124 decreases in SCC tumor cells, and this decrease may
correlate with cell proliferation. miR-124 acts as a preventer of
skin carcinogenesis, and miR-124 supplementation may have
therapeutic value in inhibiting the progression of cancer.

expressed in senescent skin and young skin. This may
be due to the tissue specificity of the pattern of miRNA
expression.
Second, the expression of miR-124 in NHEKs
increased as a result of UVB irradiation in a dosedependent manner. UVB is a main extrinsic factor for
the induction of skin senescence and seems to cause
a phenomenon up-stream, resulting in increased miR124 expression in senescent skin. The connection
between UVB and miR-23a, -24, -98, -141 or -365 has
previously been reported (9-13), but the current results
indicated that miR-124 also mediates UVB-induced
skin aging.
Third and last, the expression of miR-124 decreased
in a human cutaneous SCC cell line in comparison to
that in NHEKs, while the overexpression of miR-124
in those cells resulted in the significant suppression
of the proportion of cell numbers. The current authors
previously reported that the miR-124 expression was
down-regulated in cutaneous SCC (14), which results
in the overexpression of ERK as a target molecule
and subsequent cell proliferation. miR-124 was also
reported to be involved in the carcinogenesis of
various cancers such as glioblastoma, gastric cancer,
hepatocellular cancer, breast cancer, and prostate cancer
(15-19), indicating that miR-124 is a key miRNA in
carcinogenesis.
Based on these findings, a hypothetical model
was devised as shown in Figure 4. The current results
indicated the expression of miR-124 increases in
aged skin, causing cell senescence. The effect of
supplementation of miR-124 in an SCC cell line
suggests that senescence induction therapy with miRNA
may be a new therapeutic approach for the treatment
of SCC. Limitations of this study are the small sample
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Summary

Spinal cord injuries (SCIs) can induce primary and secondary injury, resulting in severe
neurological damage and dysfunction in patients. Studies have reported that signal
transducer and activator of transcription 3 (STAT3) plays an important role in the
inflammatory immune response and neural stem cell differentiation. In order to examine
whether a STAT3 inhibitor can prevent worsening of an SCI and promote neural stem cell
differentiation, a rat model of surgically induced SCI was created and rats were treated with
the STAT3 inhibitor S31-201. Tissue from the injured region was harvested and fixed in
formalin and paraffin. H&E staining was used to look for morphological changes. The Basso,
Beattie, and Bresnahan locomotor scale (BBB score), somatosensory evoked potentials (SEP),
and motor evoked potentials (MEP) were examined. Western blotting was used to detect the
expression of β-tubulin ш, vimentin, GFAP, NF-200, and OX-42 protein. Results indicated
that the STAT3 inhibitor S31-201 reduces the extent of SCI and it promotes neural stem cell
differentiation.
Keywords: Signal transducer and activator of transcription 3 (STAT3), spinal cord injury, STAT3
inhibitor

1. Introduction
Spinal cord injuries (SCIs) are a problem worldwide. An
SCI is known to cause direct mechanical damage and
subsequent secondary injury cascades. An inflammatory
immune response starts with an immediate influx of
inflammatory cells into the injured spinal cord, and
cytokines and neurotrophic factors hamper spinal cord
regeneration (1,2). Other factors that affect regeneration
of axons are reactive hyperplasia of astrocytes, microglia,
and oligodendrocytes and the formation of a glial scar
after spinal cord injury (1,2). Therefore, preventing the
inflammatory process, decreasing secondary injury, and
promoting neuron regeneration after an SCI are key
areas in which to treat an SCI in its early stages (3).
Although current clinical approaches to treating an SCI,
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including the use of high doses of methylprednisolone,
surgery, intensive multisystem medical management,
and rehabilitative care, provide some benefits, novel
approaches to treating SCIs need to be developed.
Over the past few years, researchers have begun to use
endogenous neural stem cells (NSCs) to treat SCIs.
Recently, a study reported generating autologous
pluripotent stem cells from skin fibroblasts, thus avoiding
ethical problems and the problem of immune rejection
(4). However, few studies have reported on regulation of
the differentiation of NSCs.
In the early stage of an SCI, interleukin-6 (IL-6)
rises rapidly, promoting and regulating the inflammatory
response, inducing NSCs to selectively undergo
astrocytic differentiation, and aggravating a secondary
SCI (5,6). Signal transducer and activator of transcription
3 (STAT3) plays a crucial role in the inflammatory
response of IL-6 (7). STAT3 inhibits the expression of
Bim1 and Oct4 downstream of STAT3 and it promotes
NSC differentiation (8).
Based on these previous findings, a murine model of
SCI was used to investigate whether inhibiting STAT3
would modify the acute inflammatory response after an
SCI and promote NSC differentiation.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.4. Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining

2.1. Animals and groups

Specimens of spinal cord tissue were observed on day
14 and day 28 after surgically induced SCI. Tissue was
fixed in 10% paraformaldehyde for 24 h, embedded
in paraffin, and cut into sections 5 μm in thickness.
Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining was performed
to observe morphological changes.

One hundred and twenty Sprague-Dawley rats (weight:
180-200 g) were purchased from the Laboratory
Animal Center of the Military Academy of Medical
Sciences (license: SCXK - (People's Liberation Army
of China), 2012-0004) and were housed in individual
cages in the Animal Facility of Tianjin Medical
University with the approval of the Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee. These rats were
randomly divided into three groups: a sham-operated
(SO) group, an SCI group, and an SCI and treatment
with the STAT3 inhibitor S31-201 (SCI+S31-201)
group (40 rats in each group). Rats in each group
were randomly sacrificed at five different points in
time. At each time point, 8 rats from each group were
sacrificed, and 3 outliers were eliminated. All rats
were handled in accordance with the recommendations
of the Guidelines for the welfare and use of animals in
research.
2.2. Creation of a model of SCI
Rats in the SCI group were anesthetized with an
intraperitoneal injection of 1% pentobarbital sodium
(50 mg/kg). Using the T8 spinous process as the center,
a median skin incision was made on the back and
paravertebral muscle at T7-T9 was dissected under
sterile surgical conditions. A laminectomy of the Th8
vertebra was performed. A model of acute SCI was
produced with improved Allen's devices ‒ a 30-g
weight was dropped from a height of 5 cm onto the
exposed dura of the spinal cord. An SCI was induced
at T8. The skin and musculature were then sutured
closed. Whether an SCI was successfully induced was
determined by symptoms such as tail twitches, spinal
cord bleeding and edema, contraction-like twitching of
both hind limbs and the body, and delayed paralysis of
both hind limbs after waking. After surgery, 1 million
IU of penicillin was given daily via subcutaneous
injection to prevent infections. The bladder was
squeezed twice a day to assist voiding until the bladder
reflex returned. All rats were housed in warm, separate
cages. The rats were monitored daily. A laminectomy
was performed on the SO group but an SCI was not
induced.
2.3. Treatment with a specific STAT3 inhibitor
S31-201, a specific STAT3 inhibitor, was dissolved
in dimethyl sulphoxide (DMSO) and injected into the
abdominal cavity at 5 mg/Kg in rats in the SCI+S31-201
group. The other two groups were injected with DMSO
as controls. All of the rats were injected once a day for
a week.

2.5. Somatosensory evoked potentials (SEP) and motor
evoked potentials (MEP)
Somatosensory evoked potentials (SEP) and motor
evoked potentials (MEP) were examined on days 1, 7,
14, and 28 postoperatively.
2.6. Behavioral testing
Neurological function in the hind limbs was evaluated
on days 1, 3, 7, 14, and 28 postoperatively using the
Basso, Beattie, and Bresnahan locomotor scale (BBB
score). Six rats per group were randomly selected for
functional testing. Each rat was placed in an open
field and was scored by two blind observers after an
observation period of 5 min.
2.7. Western blotting
Spinal cord tissue was harvested on days 1, 3, 7, 14,
and 28 postoperatively. One hundred mg of tissue was
treated with 400 μL of RIPA lysate containing PMSF
and 1% protease inhibitor and placed on ice for 30 min.
Produced proteins were stored at -80°C.
Proteins was transferred onto nitrocellulose
membranes for 10% SDS-PAGE gel electrophoresis.
Blots were blocked and incubated with a primary
antibody. Western Lightning ® -ECL, Enhanced
Chemiluminescence Substrate (Perkin Elmer,
NEL100001EA) was used to measure protein expression,
with GAPDH serving as the internal control. Bands were
imaged and analyzed using LABWORKS 4.0.
2.8. Statistical analysis
Data were collected and 3 outliers for each group were
eliminated. Data were analyzed with SPSS.18 and are
presented as the mean ± standard deviation (M ± S.D.).
One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by
the least significance difference (LSD)-multiple range
test were used to analyze the differences between
groups. p < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
3. Results
3.1. Morphological changes
Macroscopic observation: In group 2 and group 3 with
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a surgically induced SCI (SCI group and SCI+S31-201
group), diffuse hyperemia and edema in the dorsolateral
spinal cord were observed. On day 14 and day 28
postoperatively, the formation of an epidural scar
and epidural adhesions were evident. In group 1 (SO
group), epidural scar formation and epidural adhesions
were noted but hyperemia and edema were not noted.
Microscopic observation: On day 14 postoperatively,
the structure of the spinal cord and nerve cells in the
SCI group had been destroyed, liquefactive necrosis
in damaged areas had resolved and was followed by
the formation of a cystic space, and swollen axons and
disordered nerve fibers were noted in white matter
(Figure 1A). On day 28 postoperatively, a long, oval
cavity had formed where the spinal cord was severed
and the vertical axis of the cavity ran parallel to the
long axis of the spinal cord. There are many foamy
macrophages and glial scar in the cavity (Figure 1B).
In the SCI+S31-201 group, the inflammatory response
diminished and the cavity where the spinal cord was
severed had shrunk; on day 28 postoperatively, the
cavity where the spinal cord was severed and the glial

scar had shrunk (Figure 1C). In the SO group, the
structure of the spinal cord was normal and there was
no cavity in the spinal cord (Figure 1D).
3.2. BBB score
As Figure 2 and Table 1 show, the BBB scores for the
SCI group and the SCI+S31-201 group were lower than
that for the SO group. However, the BBB score for rats
treated with S31-201 was higher than that for untreated
rats with surgically induced SCI. Starting on day 14
postoperatively, the BBB scores for the SCI group and
the SCI+S31-201 group differed significantly (p <
0.001).
3.3. SEP and MEP evaluation
As Figure 3 shows, both the MEP (Table 2) and SEP
(Table 3) scores in the SCI group and the SCI+S31-201
group were significantly higher than those in the
SO group. However, the MEP and SEP scores for
rats treated with S31-201 were lower than those for
untreated rats with surgically induced SCI. Starting
on day 14 postoperatively, MEP and SEP scores for
the SCI group and the SCI+S31-201 group differed
significantly (p < 0.001).
3.4. Expression of proteins of interest
OX-42 was used to detect changes in morphology and
the number of microglia. As Figure 4A and Table 4

Figure 1. Microscopic observation. (A), Two weeks after
surgically induced SCI, pathological changes indicative of
liquescence occurred in the area near the injured spinal cord,
and the border of the cavity where the spinal cord was severed
was not clear (SCI group); (B), Four weeks after surgically
induced SCI, the border of the cavity where the spinal cord
was severed was demarcated and the vertical axis of the
cavity was consistent with the long axis of the spinal cord in
the SCI group; (C), Four weeks after surgically induced SCI,
demarcation was less evident in the SCI+S31-201 group than
that in the SCI group; (D), After four weeks, there were no
obvious changes in the structure of spinal cord in the SO group.

Figure 2. BBB scores for individual groups. The score for the
SO group was significantly higher than that for the other two
groups. *p < 0.001, vs. SCI groups. #p < 0.001, vs. SO group. &p
< 0.001, vs. SCI+S31-201 groups (n = 5 points for each group;
n = 15 points for 3 groups).

Table 1. BBB Score
day

group 1

1
3
7
14
28

21 ± 0
21 ± 0
21 ± 0
21 ± 0
21 ± 0

group 2

group 3

F value

0.36 ± 0.03 0.37 ± 0.02 1940061.82
1.05 ± 0.03 1.07 ± 0.05 535833.03
60142.17
2.32 ± 0.09 2.39 ± 0.14
789.31
7.28 ± 0.61 10.62 ± 0.71
105.83
12.53 ± 0.78 16.70 ± 1.30

p

LSD
p
group 1 vs. group 2

*
*
*
*
*

t = 2955.71
t = 1553.60
t = 521.20
t = 65.98
t = 25.20

*
*
*
*
*

n = 5 points for each group; n = 15 points for 3 groups, *p < 0.001.
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LSD
p
group 1 vs. group 3
t = 2953.70
t = 1552.04
t = 519.25
t = 49.92
t = 12.79

*
*
*
*
*

LSD
group 2 vs. group 3
t = 2.01
t = 1.56
t = 1.95
t = 16.06
t = 12.41

p
0.052
0.128
0.058
*
*
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Figure 3. MEP (A) and SEP (B) were measured in rats on days 1, 7, 14, and 28 postoperatively. *p < 0.001, vs. SCI group. #p
< 0.001, vs. SO group. &p < 0.001, vs. SCI+S31-201 group (n = 5 points for each group; n = 15 points for 3 groups).

Table 2. MEP
day

group 1

group 2

group 3

F value

p

1
7
14
28

8.23 ± 0.35
8.28 ± 0.40
8.21 ± 0.32
8.25 ± 0.37

31.51 ± 1.61
28.06 ± 1.12
25.52 ± 0.97
21.77 ± 0.76

31.35 ± 1.00
28.88 ± 1.16
22.29 ± 0.87
17.15 ± 0.82

656.70
671.08
639.32
459.17

*

LSD
p
group 1 vs. group 2
t = 54.55
t = 53.80
t = 58.24
t = 51.63

*
*
*

LSD
p
group 1 vs. group 3
t = 54.17
t = 56.04
t = 47.37
t = 33.99

*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*

LSD
group 2 vs. group 3
t = 0.38
t = 2.23
t = 10.87
t = 17.64

p
0.710
0.032
*
*

n = 5 points for each group; n = 15 points for 3 groups; group 1: SO group; group 2: SCI group; and group 3: SCI+S31-201 group; *p < 0.001.

Table 3. SEP
day

group 1

group 2

group 3

F value

p

1
7
14
28

12.27 ± 0.40
12.53 ± 0.53
12.5 ± 0.48
12.42 ± 0.43

28.85 ± 1.30
26.46 ± 1.30
24.33 ± 0.97
20.09 ± 0.64

28.63 ± 1.52
26.12 ± 0.91
20.51 ± 0.78
15.74 ± 0.61

295.97
306.75
277.90
205.13

*

LSD
p
group 1 vs. group 2

*
*
*

t = 36.74
t = 37.60
t = 40.01
t = 34.98

LSD
p
group 1 vs. group 3

*
*
*
*

t = 36.25
t = 36.69
t = 27.09
t = 15.14

*
*
*
*

LSD
group 2 vs. group 3
t = 0.49
t = 0.92
t = 12.92
t = 19.84

p
0.629
0.364
*
*

n = 5 points for each group; n = 15 points for 3 groups; group 1: SO group; group 2: SCI group; group 3: SCI+S31-201 group; *p < 0.001.

show, the level of OX-42 protein expression increased
significantly as a result of SCI. S31-201 treatment
decreased the level of OX-42 expression. The grayscale
intensity of expression differed significantly (p < 0.001,
Figure 4D).
Glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) is a
component of the cytoskeleton of astrocytes and
vimentin is closely related to gliosis and glial recovery
after brain injury. Western blotting indicated that on day
14 and day 28 postoperatively levels of both vimentin
and GFAP expression were significantly higher in the
SCI group and the SCI+S31-201 group. Moreover, S31201 treatment significantly decreased the level of GFAP
expression on day 28 postoperatively. The significant
difference in vimentin expression caused by S31-201
treatment started on day 14 postoperatively (Figure 4B,
p < 0.001).
Western blotting indicated that expression of
the early neuronal specific marker β-tubulin ш was
downregulated as a result of surgically induced SCI and
that S31-201 treatment upregulated the expression of
β-tubulin ш. The grayscale intensity of blots differed
significantly (Figure 4E, p < 0.001).
The level of neurofilament-200 (NF-200) expression

was lower in the SCI group than in the SO group.
The STAT3 inhibitor significantly upregulated the
expression of NF-200 starting on day 14 postoperatively
(Figures 4C and 4F, p < 0.001).
4. Discussion
SCI often results in devastating permanent neurological
deficits. Glial scar tissue is considered to be a physical
barrier that prevents axonal regeneration by producing
axonal growth inhibitors (9). Pro-inflammatory cytokines
such as IL-6, IL-1b, and tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α)
initiate production of a number of specific molecules and
contribute to secondary damage (10). Expression of IL-6
mRNA has also been observed in motoneurons 24-72 h
after injury, indicating that these inflammatory cytokines
may be involved in promoting axonal sprouting in the
process of SCI. Studies have reported that STAT3 is a
signal transducer of various cytokines and growth factors
and that it plays an important role in IL-6 intercellular
signaling after central nervous system (CNS) injury
(which includes an SCI) (11-13). Activation of the JAKSTAT pathway has previously been reported in CNS
injury and is directly associated with neurogenesis and
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Figure 4. Western blotting and grayscale values for blots. *p < 0.001, vs. SCI+S31-201 group. #p < 0.001, vs. SO group. &p <
0.001, vs. SCI group. (n = 5 points for each group; n = 15 points for 3 groups).
Table 4. Grayscale values for Western blots (relative to GAPDH)
indices

day

group 1

OX-42

1
3

0.23 ± 0.01
0.21 ± 0.00

0.68 ± 0.02 0.43 ± 0.01 548.29
0.96 ± 0.04 0.67 ± 0.02 490.39

*

NF200

7
14

1.11 ± 0.05
1.14 ± 0.05

0.63 ± 0.02 0.63 ± 0.03 148.31
0.46 ± 0.02 0.63 ± 0.02 290.80

*

β-tubulin

14
28

0.91 ± 0.04
0.92 ± 0.02

0.51 ± 0.02 0.72 ± 0.04 92.29
0.64 ± 0.02 0.79 ± 0.03 77.56

*

GFAP

14
28

0.13 ± 0.00
0.31 ± 0.01

0.65 ± 0.03 0.60 ± 0.03 366.59
0.78 ± 0.01 0.65 ± 0.01 1265.13

*

Vimentin

14
28

0.34 ± 0.02
0.81 ± 0.04

1.04 ± 0.04 0.76 ± 0.03 317.19
1.56 ± 0.05 1.06 ± 0.03 206.24

*

group 2

group 3

F value p

*

*

*

*

*

LSD
p
group 1 vs. group 2
t = 57.19
t = 53.80

*

t = 25.91
t = 40.02

*

t = 23.52
t = 21.56

*

t = 42.45
t = 84.30

*

t = 43.35
t = 34.47

*

*

*

*

*

*

LSD
p
group 1 vs. group 3
t = 24.85
t = 32.92

*

t = 25.76
t = 30.38

*

t = 11.21
t = 10.10

*

t = 38.49
t = 61.22

*

t = 25.91
t = 11.18

*

*

*

*

*

*

LSD
group 2 vs. group 3

p

t = 32.34
t = 20.88

*

t = 0.15
t = 9.64

0882

t = 12.31
t = 11.46

*

t = 3.96
t = 23.08

*

t = 17.44
t = 23.30

*

*

*

*

*

*

n = 5 points for each group; n = 15 points for 3 groups; *p < 0.001.

glia scar formation in the injured region (14,15). The
roles of STAT3 in SCI are not yet clear (16). Many
pieces of evidence suggest that this family of cytokines
plays important roles in regulating the immune response,

inflammation, and the CNS.
The current study investigated the effects of the
STAT3 inhibitor S31-201 on the process of SCI. Results
indicated that S31-201 reduced the inflammatory
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response, it reduced secondary injury, and it promoted
regeneration. Glial scar formation is considered to be
major cause of poor regeneration of the adult CNS after
injury (17). According to both macroscopic observation
and microscopic examination, surgically induced SCI
damaged the structure of the spinal cord, an epidural scar
had formed, and there was a long, oval cavity where the
spinal cord was severed. However, these morphological
changes improved significantly as a result of S31-201
treatment. The extent of the decrease in the BBB score
and the increase in SEP and MEP scores decreased as a
result of treatment with the STAT3 inhibitor S31-201.
Western blotting indicated that S31-201 treatment
decreased GFAP, vimentin, and OX-42 expression. The
STAT3 inhibitor significantly upregulated the expression
of NF-200 and β-tubulin ш. A study has reported that
IL-6 and the activity of its signaling partner establish
a positive feedback mechanism with PAR1 that may
promote IL-6-STAT3 signaling to levels sufficient to
elicit fulminant astrogliosis, including increases in
levels of the astroglial intermediate filament proteins
GFAP and vimentin (18,19). The current results
indicated that the STAT3 inhibitor S31-201 decreased
the expression of GFAP and vimentin. In addition, S31201 reduced the extent of the increase in OX-42. Thus,
the STAT3 inhibitor S31-201 presumably attenuates the
inflammatory response after SCI.
NF-200 is an indicator of neuronal differentiation
and β-tubulin ш indicates neural stem cell differentiation
after an SCI in rats (5,20). Western blotting indicated that
the STAT3 inhibitor S31-201 promoted the expression
of NF-200 and β-tubulin ш protein. The current study
indicated that S31-201 stimulates neurogenesis in the
region of an SCI.
In contrast to the current study, other studies
have reported that STAT3 promotes motor neuron
differentiation by collaborating with a motor neuronspecific LIM complex (21). STAT3 performs different
roles during neural stem cell maintenance and motor
neuron differentiation. In summary, the current mouse
model of SCI suggests that early treatment with the
STAT3 inhibitor S31-201 significantly improves
functional recovery and reduces the posttraumatic
inflammatory response and glial scar formation. The
STAT3 inhibitor S31-201 inhibits the inflammatory
action of IL-6 and neural stem cell differentiation, so
S31-201 might be a potential treatment for SCI.
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Summary

The fruit of Evodia rutaecarpa (Juss.) Benth has been used widely in traditional medicine
therapy. Although it has been shown to possess many pharmacological activities, the molecular
mechanisms of its anti-cancer activity have not been clearly elucidated. In the present study, we
investigated the pro-apoptotic effects of an ethanol extract isolated from immature fruits of E.
rutaecarpa (EEER) in HeLa human cervical cancer cells. EEER treatment decreased the cell
viability of HeLa cells in a concentration-dependent manner, which was related to apoptotic
cell death resulting from apoptotic body formation, DNA fragmentation, and an increased
population of annexin V+-positive cells. EEER treatment significantly suppressed anti-apoptotic
Bcl-2 expression, leading to subsequent loss of mitochondrial membrane potential (MMP), while
it did not change expression levels of death receptor (DR)-related proteins. EEER treatment
increased activity of caspase-3 and -9 but not caspase-8, and pretreatment of a caspase-3
inhibitor markedly attenuated EEER-induced apoptosis. Furthermore, EEER activated the
AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK) signaling pathway; however, inhibition of AMPK
markedly abrogated EEER-induced apoptosis. Overall, the results suggest that the apoptotic
activity of EEER may be associated with a caspase-dependent cascade through activation of
the intrinsic signaling pathway connected with AMPK activation. E. rutaecarpa could be a
prospective clinical application to treat human cervical cancer.
Keywords: Evodia rutaecarpa, cervical cancer, apoptosis, caspase, AMPK

1. Introduction
Apoptosis is a well-known type of programmed cell
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death mediated by extrinsic and intrinsic pathways. The
extrinsic pathway is activated by an interaction between
DRs and their ligands at the plasma membrane,
which causes subsequent activation of caspase-8 (1).
The intrinsic pathway, also called the mitochondrial
pathway, is initiated by the loss of MMP (Δψm) and the
release of pro-apoptotic proteins, such as cytochrome
c, leading to the activation of caspase-9 and -3 (2).
In particular, mitochondria are emerging as idealized
targets for anti-cancer drugs. Whereas oncogenes
are frequently mutated in cancers, leading to drug
resistance, mitochondria have proved to be invariant
targets working across all cancer types (3,4). Even
though not absolutely essential for the induction of
apoptosis, mitochondrial disruption results in excessive
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reactive oxygen species (ROS) production and therapyactivating apoptosis in cancer cells (4,5). In addition,
cancer cells produce adenosine triphosphate (ATP)
from mitochondria through oxidative phosphorylation
(OXPHOS) in glucose-deprived conditions, implying
that targeting the mitochondrial bioenergetic pathway
could be an effective strategy to treat cancers (6).
AMPK is a metabolic-sensing protein kinase that
plays a critical role as an energy sensor in ATP-deprived
conditions (7,8). An increased ADP/ATP ratio leads
to AMPK phosphorylation at Thr172, contributing to
activation of ATP-generating catabolic processes, such as
fatty acid oxidation and glycolysis, as well as suppression
of ATP-utilizing anabolic pathways, including glycogen,
protein, and lipid synthesis. Beyond these metabolic
effects, interest in the potential involvement of AMPK
in the regulation of cancer cell growth has gradually
increased since the tumor suppressor liver kinase B1
(LKB1) was identified as the major upstream kinase of
AMPK (9,10). A variety of studies have reported that
AMPK regulates cell proliferation and apoptosis via
multiple signaling pathways, such as phosphorylation
and subsequent stabilization of tumor suppressor p53,
upregulation of cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitors, and
downregulation of the mammalian target of rapamycin
complex-1 activity (7,11). In particular, it has been
demonstrated that activation of AMPK is responsible
for inducing apoptosis via the mitochondrial pathway
(12,13). However, AMPK is also known to play a
protective role in cancer cells under metabolic stressed
conditions by maintenance of energy homeostasis and
modulation of autophagy, making the influence of
AMPK on cancer progression controversial (14,15).
The immature fruit of Evodia rutaecarpa (Juss.)
Benth has traditionally been used in Oriental medicine
to treat headaches, gastrointestinal disorders, and
amenorrhea for thousands of years (16,17). It has
been reported that the extracts of E. rutaecarpa and
its alkaloids exhibit anti-obesity, anti-dementia, antiinflammatory, and anti-oxidant effects (18,19). More
recently, anti-cancer activities of E. rutaecarpa have
been suggested. For instance, G2/M phase cell cycle
arrest was involved in apoptosis of lung cancer cells
induced by evodiamine, which is an E. rutaecarpa
derived alkaloid based substance. The caspase activity
accompanied by c-Jun N-terminal kinase (JNK) activity
inhibition was involved in apoptosis induced in both
ovarian and colonic cancer cells (20,21). In addition,
there have been other reports indicating that inhibition
of the activity of the mechanistic target of rapamycin
(mTOR) signal systems, or insulin-like growth
factor 1, is involved in apoptosis of human cancer
cells exposed to evodiamine (22,23). Furthermore,
it has been reported that the inhibition of human
cancer cell proliferation by evodiamine is associated
with overcoming of multidrug resistance related to
nuclear factor-kappa B signaling pathway inhibition
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and inhibition of invasive activity by calcium/JNK
signaling-mediated autophagy induction and to
increases in the activity of matrix metalloproteinase
(24-26) However, to date no systematic study has been
conducted on E. rutaecarpa extracts per se. In the
current study, we explored the anti-cancer effects of the
ethanol extract of E. rutaecarpa immature fruits (EEER)
in HeLa human cervical cancer cells and investigated
the underlying mechanism. We found that EEER
triggered apoptosis in HeLa cells via the mitochondrial
pathway, indicating that AMPK is a critical regulator of
EEER-induced apoptosis. To our knowledge, this is the
first study suggesting the involvement of AMPK in the
anti-cancer activity of E. rutaecarpa.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Preparation of EEER
For the preparation of EEER, the dried immature fruits
of E. rutaecarpa (100 g) were provided from Dongeui
Korean Medical Center (Busan, Republic of Korea)
and pulverized into a fine powder. The powder was
then extracted in 1 L of 70% ethanol by sonication for
3 h. After filtering and concentrating the extracts, the
remaining powder was dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide
(DMSO, Sigma-Aldrich Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO,
USA) as a stock solution at a concentration of 100 mg/
mL and stored at 4˚C. The stock solution was diluted
with medium to the desired concentration prior to use.
2.2. Cell culture
HeLa human cervical carcinoma cells were obtained
from the American Type Culture Collection (Manassas,
MD, USA) and cultured in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle
Medium (DMEM, Gibco BRL, Grand Island, NY,
USA) containing 10% heat-inactivated fetal bovine
serum (FBS) and 1% penicillin streptomycin (Gibco
BRL) at 37˚C in a humidified atmosphere containing 5%
CO2.
2.3. Cell viability assay
To investigate cell viability, the HeLa cells were
seeded in a 96-well plate at a density of 2 × 103 cells/
well and stabilized for 24 h. The cells were treated
with various concentrations of EEER for 24 h with or
without 1 h pre-treatment with N-benzyloxycarbonylAsp-Glu-Val-Asp-fluoromethylketone (z-DEVDfmk), a caspase-3 inhibitor (CalBiochem, San Diego,
CA, USA), and compound C, an inhibitor of AMPK
(Sigma-Aldrich Chemical Co.). 3-(4,5-dimethyl-2thiazolyl)-2,5-diphenyl-2H-tetrazolium (MTT, SigmaAldrich Chemical Co.) working solution (0.5 mg/mL)
was then added to the media and incubated for a further
4 h at 37˚C. After incubation, the culture supernatant
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was aspirated, and 100 μL dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO,
Sigma-Aldrich Chemical Co.) was added to completely
dissolve the formazan crystals. Absorbance of each
well was measured at a wave length of 540 nm using an
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) reader
(Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA, USA) (27).
2.4. Nuclear staining with DAPI
The HeLa cells were treated with EEER at various
concentrations for 24 h with or without 1 h pretreatment with z-DEVD-fmk or compound C. The cells
were then harvested, washed with phosphate-buffered
saline (PBS), and fixed with 3.7% paraformaldehyde
(Sigma-Aldrich Chemical Co.) for 30 min at room
temperature. After washing twice with PBS, the cells
were attached on glass slides using cytospin (Shandon,
Pittsburgh, PA, USA) and stained with 2.5 μg/mL
4,6-dianmidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI, Sigma-Aldrich
Chemical Co.) solution for 20 min at room temperature.
The stained cells were washed three times with PBS
and analyzed using a fluorescence microscope (Carl
Zeiss, Deisenhofen, Germany).
2.5. DNA fragmentation assay
Following EEER treatment for 24 h at various
concentrations with or without 1 h pre-treatment
using z-DEVD-fmk or compound C, the cells were
lysed in a buffer [10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.4), 150 mM
NaCl, 5 mM ethylendiaminetetra acetic acid (EDTA),
and 0.5% Triton X-100] for 1 h at room temperature.
After centrifugation at 14,000 rpm for 30 min, the
supernatant was collected and incubated with proteinase
K (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) for 3 h at 50˚C. The
fragmented DNA in the supernatant was purified using
the same amount of neutral phenol:chloroform:isoamyl
alcohol solution (Sigma-Aldrich Chemical Co.)
by rotation for 30 min at room temperature. After
centrifugation, the supernatant was added to 0.5 M
NaCl (final concentration) and 1 volume of isopropanol
to precipitate the fragmented DNA and was incubated
overnight at 4˚C. The DNA pellet obtained by
centrifugation was then dissolved in TE buffer (10 mM
Tris-HCl containing 1 mM EDTA) containing RNase
A (Sigma-Aldrich Chemical Co.) and was separated on
1% agarose gels. The DNA fragmentation pattern was
visualized by an ultraviolet light source after ethidium
bromide (EtBr, Sigma-Aldrich Chemical Co.) staining.
2.6. Flow cytometry analysis
Changes in the MMP were measured by flow cytometry
(Becton Dickinson, San Jose, CA, USA) using 5,5′,
6,6′-tetrachloro-1,1′,3,3′-tetraethyl-imidacarbocyanine
iodide (JC-1, Sigma-Aldrich Chemical Co.) and a dualemission potential-sensitive probe. The cells treated with

various concentrations of EEER for 24 h were collected,
washed twice with PBS, and incubated with 10 μM JC-1
for 20 min at 37˚C in the dark. After centrifugation,
the stained cells were washed once with PBS and were
resuspended in PBS. Cells with normal MMP formed
aggregates with a high FL-2 fluorescence after JC-1
treatment. However, the loss of MMP changes the FL-2
fluorescence into FL-1 fluorescence because the dye
shifts from an aggregate to a monomeric state. Therefore,
the increase of FL-1 fluorescence was determined to be
the loss of MMP. For Annexin V-propidium iodide (PI)
double staining, the cells were challenged with EEER
for 24 h with or without 1 h pretreatment with z-DEVDfmk or compound C. Apoptotic cells were quantitatively
identified using an Annexin V-FITC Apoptosis Detection
Kit (Becton Dickinson) containing FITC conjugated
annexin V and PI, according to the protocols provided
by the manufacturer (28). The data were converted to
density plots for presentation using CellQuest software.
2.7. Determination of caspase activity
The activities of caspases were determined using
colorimetric assay kits (R&D Systems, Minneapolis,
MN, USA) containing the synthetic tetrapeptides [AspGlu-Val-Asp (DEAD) for caspase-3, Ile-Glu-Thr-Asp
(IETD) for caspase-8, and Leu-Glu- His-Asp (LEHD) for
caspase-9] labeled with p-nitroaniline (pNA), according
to the manufacturer's instructions. Briefly, EEER-treated
cells were harvested and lysed in the supplied lysis
buffer. Supernatants were then collected and incubated
at 37˚C with the supplied reaction buffer, dithiothreitol
(DTT), and respective substrates. Reaction activities
were evaluated by measuring absorbance at 405 nm
using an ELISA reader.
2.8. Western blotting analysis
To prepare whole cell lysate, cells treated under the
indicated condition were lysed with ice-cold lysis buffer
[25 mM Tris-Cl (pH 7.5), 250 mM NaCl, 5 mM EDTA,
1% Nonidet P-40, 1 mM phenymethylsulfonyl fluoride
(PMSF), 5 mM DTT], including a complete protease
inhibitor cocktail tablet (Roche Diagnostics, Mannheim,
Germany) and phosphatase inhibitors (1 mM Na3VO4,
100 mM NaF, 10 mM NaPP). After centrifugation at
13,000 rpm at 4˚C for 30 min, the supernatants were
collected and protein concentration was determined
using a Bio-Rad protein assay (Bio-Rad Laboratories,
Hercules, CA, USA), according to the manufacturer's
instructions. Equivalent amounts of protein were
resolved using sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)polyacrylamide gels and transferred to polyvinylidene
fluoride (PVDF) membranes (Millipore, Bedford, MA,
USA). The membranes were probed with the specific
primary antibodies and corresponding secondary
antibodies. The protein-antibody complexes were
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detected using SuperSignal West Pico Chemiluminescent
Substrate (Thermo Scientific Pierce, Rockford, IL,
USA), according to the manufacturer's protocol. All
primary antibodies were purchased from Santa Cruz
Biotechnology (Santa Cruz, CA, USA) except for
the antibody against phospho-acetyl-coenzyme A
carboxylase (ACC), which was obtained from Cell
Signaling Technology (Beverly, MA, USA). The
horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated secondary
antibodies were obtained from Amersham Life Science
Corp. (Arlington Heights, IL, USA).
2.9. Statistical analysis
Each result is expressed as the mean ± standard
deviation (S.D.) of data obtained from independent
triplicate experiments. A statistical analysis was
performed using a paired Student's t-test. A p-value <
0.05 was considered statistically significant.
3. Results
3.1. EEER inhibits cell viability and induces apoptosis
in HeLa cells
To investigate the effects of EEER on cell viability,
HeLa cells were treated with various concentrations
of EEER for 24 h. As shown in Figure 1A, EEER
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treatment reduced cell viability in a concentrationdependent manner, with an IC 50 of about 45 μg/
mL (Figure 1A). Morphological changes, including
membrane blebbing, diminished cell density, and an
increased number of floating cells were also observed
(Figure 1B). Because several types of cell death,
including necrosis, apoptosis, and autophagic cell death,
have been reported, we next investigated which type
of cell death is induced by EEER. The results showed
that EEER treatment significantly increased the number
of condensed or blebbing nuclei that generally appear
in apoptosis before nuclear fragmentation (Figure 1C).
DNA fragmentation was consistently observed with
EEER treatment at 20 μg/mL and gradually increased in
a concentration-dependent manner (Figure 1D). EEER
also enhanced the population of annexin V+/PI– cells,
which represent early apoptotic cells (Figure 1E). These
data collectively suggest that EEER suppressed cell
proliferation by inducing apoptosis in HeLa cells.
3.2. EEER modulates the intrinsic pathway leading to
the loss of MMP in HeLa cells
Given that there are two classical pathways in apoptosis
‒ the extrinsic and intrinsic pathways ‒ we examined
which pathway is involved in EEER-induced apoptosis.
The extrinsic pathway is initiated by the interactions
between the DRs and their corresponding ligands.

Figure 1. Inhibition of cell viability and induction of apoptosis by EEER in HeLa cells. Cells were treated with various
concentrations of EEER for 24 h. (A) Cell viability was measured by an MTT assay. Data are expressed as the mean ± S.D. of three
independent experiments. Significance was determined by the Student's t-test (*p < 0.05 vs. untreated control). (B) Morphological
changes were visualized by an inverted microscope (Magnification, ×200). (C) Nuclei were stained with DAPI solution and
photographed with a fluorescent microscope (Magnification, ×400). (D) Cells were collected and DNA was extracted. Fragmented
DNA was separated on 1% agarose gel electrophoresis and visualized under UV light after staining with EtBr. (E) Cells were stained
with FITC-conjugated annexin V and PI for DNA flow cytometry analysis. Percentages of apoptotic cells were determined by
counting annexin V+/PI– cells. Data are presented as mean ± two independent experiments.
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The most well recognized DRs are Fas, DR4, and
DR5. They bind to Fas ligand (FasL) or TNF-related
apoptosis-inducing ligand (TRAIL) to transfer death
signals. Upon ligand binding, an adapter protein
Fas-associated death domain (FADD) or TRAILassociated death domain (TRADD) is recruited to the
death receptor and forms a death-inducing signaling
complex (DISC) to activate caspase-8 (1). Our results
showed that the expressions of TRAIL, DR4, DR5, Fas,
and FasL were hardly changed by EEER treatment,
suggesting that EEER did not regulate the extrinsic
pathway (Figure 2A).
Meanwhile, the intrinsic pathway is initiated through
mitochondrial membrane permeabilization and release
of pro-apoptotic proteins from mitochondria (2). Bcl-2
family proteins, including anti-apoptotic Bcl-2 and BclxL, as well as pro-apoptotic Bax, BAD, and Bak, control
this process tightly, and the ratio between pro-apoptotic
and anti-apoptotic proteins determines the sensitivity
to apoptosis (2). Our results clearly showed that anti-

apoptotic Bcl-2 was markedly downregulated by EEER
treatment, even though the expression of pro-apoptotic
Bax was not changed (Figure 2A). Accordingly, EEER
treatment reduced MMP in a concentration-dependent
manner (Figure 2B). Taken together, our results suggest
that EEER induced apoptosis via the mitochondrial
pathway but not via the DR-related pathway by an
increase of the Bax/Bcl-2 ratio in HeLa cells.

Figure 2. Effects of EEER on expression levels of
apoptosis regulators and MMP values in HeLa cells. (A)
After treatment with various concentrations of EEER for 24
h, cells were lysed and then equal amounts of cell lysates
were separated on SDS-polyacrylamide gels and transferred
to PVDF membranes. Membranes were probed with the
indicated antibodies, and the proteins were visualized using
an ECL detection system. Actin was used as an internal
control. (B) To evaluate the changes of MMP, the cells grown
under the same conditions as (A) were stained with JC-1 dye
and were then analyzed on a DNA flow cytometer. Data are
presented as mean ± two independent experiments.

Figure 3. Activation of caspases by EEER treatment in
HeLa cells. Cells were treated with various concentrations of
EEER for 24 h. (A) Cells were lysed and then equal amounts
of cell lysates were separated on SDS-polyacrylamide gels
and transferred to membranes. Membranes were probed with
the indicated antibodies against caspases, and the proteins
were visualized using an ECL detection system. Actin
was used as an internal control. (B) Activities of caspases
were evaluated using caspase colorimetric assay kits. Data
are expressed as the mean ± S.D. of three independent
experiments. Significance was determined by a Student's
t-test (*p < 0.05 vs. untreated control).

3.3. EEER-induced apoptosis is regulated by the
activation of caspases in HeLa cells
The extrinsic and intrinsic signaling pathways activate
caspase cascades, which is a key hallmark of apoptosis.
In particular, the disruption of mitochondria can trigger
apoptosis through the activation of caspase-9 and -3,
even if it can also induce caspase-independent apoptosis
by the translocation of pro-apoptotic proteins, such
as apoptosis-inducing factor (AIF) and endonuclease
G (endoG), from the mitochondria into the nucleus
(29,30). To examine whether EEER activates caspases,
we investigated the expression and activity of two
initiator capsases of the extrinsic and intrinsic apoptosis
pathways, caspase-8 and -9, respectively, and caspase-3,
a typical effector caspase. As shown in Figure 3A,
EEER treatment apparently suppressed the expression
of pro-caspase-9 and -3, while it hardly affected that
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Figure 4. Suppression of EEER-induced apoptosis by inhibition of caspase-3 in HeLa cells. Cells were pre-treated with 50 μM
z-DEVD-fmk, a caspase-3 specific inhibitor, 1 h before treatment with 50 μg/mL EEER for 24 h. (A) Nuclei were stained with DAPI
solution and were photographed with a fluorescent microscope (Magnification, ×400). (B) Fragmented DNA was separated on 1%
agarose gel electrophoresis and visualized under UV light after staining with EtBr. (C) Percentages of apoptotic cells (annexin V+/
PI- cells) were measured using DNA flow cytometric analysis. Data are presented as mean ± two independent experiments. (D) Cell
viability was measured using an MTT assay. Data are expressed as the mean ± S.D. of three independent experiments. Significance
was determined by a Student's t-test (*p < 0.05 vs. untreated control; #p < 0.05 vs. EEER-treated cells).

of pro-caspase-8. The subsequent increase of cleaved
poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP), a well-known
substrate of caspase-3 (31), was also observed (Figure
3A). The in vitro activity of caspase-3 and -9 but not
of caspase-8 was consistently significantly enhanced
by EEER treatment (Figure 3B). These results are in
agreement with those in Figure 2, which suggest that
EEER regulated the intrinsic pathway without control
of the extrinsic pathway.
To verify whether EEER-induced apoptosis is
caspase-dependent, we next inhibited the activity of
caspase-3 using z-DEVD-fmk. Our results clearly
showed that EEER-induced apoptotic body formation
and DNA fragmentation were absolutely abrogated
by z-DEVD-fmk pre-treatment (Figures. 4A and B).
The increased population of annexin V + /PI – cells
and reduced cell viability were also reversed by the
inhibition of caspase-3 activity (Figures. 4C and
D). Taken together, our results demonstrate that the
activation of caspase cascades following mitochondrial
dysfunction is essential for EEER-induced apoptosis in
HeLa cells.
3.4. EEER induces apoptosis through the activation of
AMPK in HeLa cells
Given that mitochondria are the energy source, we

Figure 5. Activation of AMPK by EEER treatment in HeLa
cells. Cells were treated with the indicated concentration of
EEER for 24 h. Expression levels of p-AMPK, AMPK, p-ACC,
and ACC were detected using Western blot analysis. Actin was
used as a loading control.

hypothesized that the collapse of MMP would disturb
energy homeostasis in HeLa cells. Because AMPK
is a representative enzyme activated under low ATP
states and is recognized as an emerging target of
anti-cancer therapy (7,8), we checked activation of
the AMPK signaling pathway. Interestingly, AMPK
and its downstream target ACC were obviously
phosphorylated by EEER treatment in a concentrationdependent manner, indicating that they were converted
to the activated state (Figure 5). Previous research has
demonstrated that activation of AMPK is responsible
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Figure 6. Suppression of EEER-induced apoptosis by inhibition of AMPK in HeLa cells. Cells were pre-treated with 10 μM
compound C, an inhibitor of AMPK, 1 h before treatment with 50 μg/mL EEER for 24 h. (A) Nuclei were stained with DAPI
solution and were photographed with a fluorescent microscope (Magnification, ×400). (B) Fragmented DNA was separated on 1%
agarose gel electrophoresis and visualized under UV light after staining with EtBr. (C) Percentages of apoptotic cells (annexin V+/
PI- cells) were measured using DNA flow cytometric analysis. Data are presented as mean ± two independent experiments. (D) Cell
viability was measured using an MTT assay. Data are expressed as the mean ± S.D. of three independent experiments. Significance
was determined by a Student's t-test (*p < 0.05 vs. untreated control; #p < 0.05 vs. EEER-treated cells).

for mitochondria-mediated apoptosis (12,13). Therefore,
we next investigated whether AMPK is involved in
EEER-induced apoptosis. Our results showed that the
markers of apoptosis increased by EEER treatment,
including condensed and fragmented nuclei, DNA
ladder, and the increased population of annexin V+/
PI- cells, which were reversed by pretreatment with
compound C, an inhibitor of AMPK (Figure 6AC). Accordingly, an EEER-induced decrease of cell
viability was reversed by the addition of compound C
(Figure 6D). These observations collectively suggest
that AMPK activation played a crucial role in EEERinduced apoptosis in HeLa cells.
4. Discussion
In the current study, we investigated the anti-cancer
activity of EEER and explored the underlying
mechanism in HeLa human cervical carcinoma cells.
Even though a variety of research has already reported
the anti-proliferative effects of E. rutaecarpa and its
alkaloids in various cancer cells, this is the first study,
to our knowledge, to propose AMPK as a critical
molecule mediating EEER-induced apoptosis.
Our results clearly show that EEER induced
apoptotic cell death in HeLa cells. EEER treatment
markedly suppressed the expression of Bcl-2, a

critical component of the mitochondrial pathway, and
subsequently triggered the loss of MMP but did not
modulate the DR-related pathway. The mediators of
mitochondria-mediated apoptosis have been determined
in various preceding reports. The first candidate
released from the mitochondria upon apoptotic
stimuli is cytochrome c, an essential component of
the respiratory chain (2). It forms an apoptosome
with apoptotic peptidase activating factor-1 (Apaf1) and pro-caspase-9 to activate caspase-9 and the
classical caspase cascade (30). Our results consistently
showed that EEER activated caspase-9 and -3, while
it did not influence the activity of caspase-8, thus
supporting our idea that EEER induced mitochondriamediated apoptosis. The other candidates released
from the mitochondria to elicit apoptosis are AIF and
endoG, which are especially involved in the caspaseindependent pathway (29,30). However, based on our
present data showing that z-DEVD-fmk completely
blocked the apoptotic cell death induced by EEER,
we suggest that the role of AIF and endoG in EEERinduced apoptosis might be slight. Notably, several
preceding studies have also reported that evodiamine,
an alkaloid isolated from E. rutaecarpa, induced
mitochondria-mediated apoptosis in several cancer cell
lines (20-26), which supports our current results.
Although the contribution of mitochondria in cancer
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cell survival has been underestimated since Warburg
suggested the significance of anaerobic glycolysis in
cancers in overriding mitochondria as the source of
energy (5,32), mitochondria are still idealized targets
for anti-cancer therapy. When the cancer cells are in a
glucose-depleted condition, they maintain ATP synthesis
through OXPHOS and activate the catabolic pathways,
including the oxidation of fatty acids and amino acids
(6,33). In addition, cancer cells are more vulnerable
to ROS generally generated from mitochondria
compared to normal cells (5,34). Therefore, a broad
range of physical and chemical stimuli causing
mitochondrial dysfunction have been reported. First,
the signals from the death receptor pathway are known
to mediate the mitochondrial pathway. Caspase-8
connects the extrinsic pathway with the intrinsic
pathway via cleavage of Bid, called truncated Bid
(tBid). Binding of tBid to Bcl-2 proteins triggers
release of Bax and Bak from Bcl-2, resulting in their
indirect activation. In addition, tBid directly interacts
with Bax located in the mitochondrial membrane to
promote Bax oligomerization and subsequent loss
of MMP (2,35). However, according to our present
data, EEER treatment did not modulate the extrinsic
pathway, which excludes tBid from the candidates
causing mitochondrial disruption. Second, endoplasmic
reticulum (ER) stress can induce permeabilization of
the mitochondrial membrane via release of calcium into
the cytoplasm (36). Liu el al. (25) demonstrated that
evodiamine induced calcium/mitochondria-mediated
apoptosis in human glioblastoma cells. In addition,
cytosolic calcium is reported to activate AMPK via
the Ca2+/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase kinase
(CaMKK) pathway (37). As we observed that EEER
treatment significantly activated the AMPK pathway,
these studies strengthen the possibility that EEERinduced mitochondrial dysfunction might be the result
of cytoplasmic calcium shifts. Third, accumulating
research now indicates that oxidative stress also triggers
apoptosis via the mitochondrial pathway. Oxidative
stress causes severe damage to the electron transfer
chain found in the inner mitochondrial membrane,
leading to the explosive increase of ROS generation,
referred to as ROS-induced ROS release, and resulting
in the loss of MMP (38). Interestingly, ROS is also
known to be an upstream signal of AMPK (39,40).
Several studies have reported that oxygen deprivation
induces autophagy via AMPK activation in human
cancer cells (41,42). Therefore, the EEER-induced
collapse of MMP might be the result of excessive
generation of ROS.
Communication between mitochondria and AMPK
has been suggested by various studies. When the
cellular ATP level drops, AMPK is activated to inhibit
mTOR signaling, leading to attenuation of protein
synthesis (12,42). Because the mitochondrial electron
transfer chain is the major source of ATP production,
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mitochondrial dysfunction can drive reduction of
ATP synthase, which results in activation of AMPK.
Although AMPK might give cancer cells a survival
advantage by conservation of energy in ATP-depleted
conditions (14), it has been generally considered as
a tumor suppressor based on the following points:
i) AMPK deactivates mTOR, which is commonly
activated in many cancers; ii) most of the tumor
suppressor genes, including LKB1 and phosphatase
and tensin homolog (PTEN), have been identified as
upstream activators of AMPK (43,44); and iii) AMPK
activators, such as 5-aminoimidazole-4-carboxamide
ribonucleotide (AICAR) and metformin, are reported
to inhibit tumorigenesis and tumor growth (45,46).
Notably, metformin and antroquinonol have been
reported to activate AMPK to induce apoptosis by
inducing mitochondrial stress (47,48). Avicin D
also disrupts mitochondrial metabolism, leading to
decreased ATP levels and activation of AMPK, which
is followed by autophagic cell death (41). These results
are in agreement with our present data proposing
AMPK as a key molecule induceing apoptosis in HeLa
cells and supporting the possibility that EEER-induced
loss of MMP leads to ATP depletion and the subsequent
activation of AMPK. However, there are still other
possible activators of AMPK, including ROS generated
from the collapsed mitochondrial respiratory complex
and CaMKK activated by increased cytosolic calcium,
as mentioned above. Therefore, further studies are
warranted to determine the precise upstream activator
of AMPK.
In conclusion, our present results verified the
anti-cancer effects of EEER in HeLa human cervical
carcinoma cells. We suggest that AMPK plays a pivotal
role in mitochondria-mediated apoptosis in response to
EEER treatment. In support of our suggestion, recent
clinical trials have demonstrated that metformin, an
AMPK activator, decreased the incidence of cancer
and cancer-related mortality and improved the disease
control rate by itself or in combination with another
drug (49). Although the active compound of EEER and
the exact mechanism through which AMPK is activated
should be further elucidated, our results suggest E.
rutaecarpa is a prospective clinical option to treat
human cervical cancer.
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Summary

Human DNA is the main unit that shapes human characteristics and features such as
behavior. Thus, it is expected that changes in DNA (DNA mutation) influence human
characteristics and features. Face is one of the human features which is unique and also
dependent on his gen. In this paper, for the first time we analyze the variations of human
DNA and face simultaneously. We do this job by analyzing the fractal dimension of DNA
walk and face during human aging. The results of this study show the human DNA and
face get more complex by aging. These complexities are mapped on fractal exponents of
DNA walk and human face. The method discussed in this paper can be further developed
in order to investigate the direct influence of DNA mutation on the face variations during
aging, and accordingly making a model between human face fractality and the complexity
of DNA walk.
Keywords: DNA mutation, face, complexity, fractal dimension, DNA walk.

1. Introduction
DNA is a molecule that carries most of the genetic
instructions used in the development, functioning and
reproduction of all known living organisms and many
viruses. Eye color (1-2), skin tone (3-4) and face shape
(5) are determined by our genes.
One of the areas of research that has aroused
scientists' interest is to study the relation between human
DNA and face. Liu et al. (6) conducted a genomewide association study for facial shape phenotypes in
multiple discovery and replication cohorts, considering
almost ten thousand individuals of European descent
from several countries. They identified five independent
genetic loci associated with different facial phenotypes,
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suggesting the involvement of five candidate genes
(PRDM16, PAX3, TP63, C5orf50, and COL17A1) in the
determination of the human face. In another research
using bootstrapped response-based imputation modeling
(BRIM), Claes et al. (7) uncovered the relationships
between facial variation and sex, genomic ancestry,
and a subset of craniofacial candidate genes. Results of
their analysis on significant effect of a set of 20 genes
on facial features supported their approach as a mean
to identify genes affecting normal-range facial features
and for approximating the appearance of a face from
genetic markers. They also developed a software that
sketch human face from his DNA. See also (8-9). By
understanding the relation between human DNA and
face, current attempts are going on prediction of human
face using his DNA.
A mutation is a change that occurs in our DNA
sequence. Different factors can cause DNA mutation
that in general can be categorized in two parts. First,
DNA fails to copy accurately. Secondly, external
influences can also cause mutation. For instance,
mutations can be caused by smoking or exposure to
specific chemicals or radiation. These agents cause the
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DNA to break down. This is not necessarily unnatural,
even in the most isolated and pristine environments,
DNA breaks down. Nevertheless, when the cell repairs
the DNA, it might not do a perfect job of the repair.
Thus, the cell would end up with DNA slightly different
than the original DNA and hence, a mutation occurs.
In general, there are many different ways that DNA
can be changed, resulting in different types of mutation
(substitution, insertion, deletion, frameshift).
Since all cells in our body contain DNA, there
are lots of places for mutation to occur. Mutation can
have widely varying individual effects. In some cases,
mutation proves beneficial to an organism by making it
better able to adapt to the environmental factors. In other
situations, mutations are harmful to an organism and for
instance cause diseases such as cancer. In overall, human
DNA is changing during his life due to mutations.
As was mentioned before, human DNA affects his
face shape. Besides all efforts done on analysis of the
variations of DNA and human face, no one has analyzed
the DNA mutation and variations of human face
simultaneously as human gets older. For this purpose, in
this research we use fractal theory in order to analyze the
variations of human DNA and face. Fractal theory has
been used widely in biology and medicine for various
cases such as eye movement (10), EEG signal (1114), bone structure (15), respiration signal (16), human
stride time series (17). A fractal dimension is an index
for characterizing fractal patterns or sets by quantifying
their complexity as a ratio of the change in detail to the
change in scale.
Employing fractal dimension for analysis of human
DNA and face was limited based on literatures. In case
of fractal analysis of human face, most of works have
focused on human face recognition using fractal theory
(18-20). In an extensive work on analysis of fractal
dimension of face according to the age, Yarlagadda et
al. developed a method that classified facial images
into four categories i.e. child image [0-15], young adult
image [15-30], middle-aged adult image [31-50], and
senior adult image (> 50) based on correlation fractal
dimension value of a facial edge image (21).
In case of fractal analysis and modeling of DNA
walk, almost all reported works in literatures focused
on proving the multi fractal nature of DNA walk (2226). In a different work on employing fractal theory for
analysis of DNA walk, we analyzed the complexity of
DNA walk in case of healthy subjects and subjects with
skin cancer using fractal theory. We found out that DNA
walk in case of patients shows higher fractal dimension
than for normal DNA sequences (27). In another work,
considering the diffusion of drugs in cancer cells and
fractality of DNA walks, we developed a model which
analyzed the effect of chemotherapy on cancer cells
using Fractional Diffusion Equation (FDE) (28).
In this research for the first time we simultaneously
analyze the variations of human DNA and face during
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aging. In other words, we study the complexity of human
DNA walk and face by computing the fractal dimension.
We believe that we should see the simultaneous
variations of human DNA and face during aging.
2. Materials and Methods
The goal of this study is to investigate the variations of
human DNA and face during aging. In order to map the
DNA mutation, we used DNA walk as the sequencing
method. DNA walk as a fractal random walk shows
the variations of purine-pyrimidine displacement along
nucleotide distance. In (27) we showed that variations
of DNA affect its DNA walk's fractal dimension. Then,
in order to study the DNA walk and human face, we
considered the complexity phenomenon and used
fractal dimension.
Fractals can be defined as geometric objects whose
scaling exponent (dimension) satisfies the Szpilrajn
inequality:
ℵ ≥ DT

(1)

Where ℵ is the scaling exponent (dimension) of
the object and D T is its topological dimension, i.e.,
Euclidean dimension of units from which the fractal
object is built.
The fractal exponent is based on the entropy concept
for a probability distribution. In case of a DNA walk
with ξmax and ξmin, we can divide the total range into N
bin, where each bin has the size of δξ:
(2)
So, the probability of a value to fall into the i'th bin:
(3)
The fractal dimensions for a DNA walk are defined as:
(4)
where -∞ < q < +∞.
We extracted the DNA sequence of gens in case of
different subjects using a popular method that generates
a planar trajectory of DNA sequences (DNA walk).
Then, we computed the fractal exponent for the DNA
walk. In another step, we computed the fractal dimension
of subject's face. It is noteworthy in order to analyze
the influence of aging we analyzed the complexity of
DNA walk and human face in three and five age periods
respectively, for each subject. So, we will be able to
analyze the variations of DNA and face during aging.
2.1. Data collection
We did the data collection on 200 subjects (100 males
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and 100 females), 30-31 years old. All subjects were
healthy and non-smoker without any record of serious
biological or psychological diseases, also never faced
any radiation exposure such as radiology. These steps
are considered to ensure no unwanted stimulus affects/
damages human DNA. Also, subjects did not have any
scar on their face and never did any operation on their
face. As the environmental changes cause DNA mutation,
we chose the subjects that grew in the same city during
their life. Another important factor in selection of
subjects was that they did not experience any emotional/
psychological impact in their life which may affect their
DNA.
At first, each subject was interviewed by a physician
to describe the nature of study to him/her. Written
informed consent was obtained from all subjects
after the nature of the study was fully explained. All
procedures (experiments, etc.) were approved by the
Internal Review Board of the university and the approval
for experimentation involving subjects was issued by
the university. The methods used in this research were
carried out in accordance with the approved guidelines.
It is noteworthy that the identity of all subjects remains
confidential.
As was mentioned before, we needed the data on
the subjects' DNA and photo in different age periods.
The main difficulty was the DNA of subjects in the age
below one year old and the age of 14-15 years old. For
this purpose, we found subjects that did normal DNA
test in the age of 14-15 years old and the medical center/
hospital stored their DNA sequence. We also found the
hospital they born, and collected their DNA sequence
from there by subjects' permission.
The collection of DNA sequence from subjects in
their current age (30-31 years old) was done in this
research. For this purpose, the subject's blood plasma
was collected. We used 2 mL of the plasma. We prepared
Proteinase K with two wash buffers (WBI) in DNA
sample preparation kit. Then, we mixed the plasma with
260 µL Proteinase K and 2.1 mL DNA PBB (binding
buffer), and incubated it at room temperature for 25
min. After that, we mixed 500 µL isopropanol with the
lysate and then transferred it into the High Pure Extender
Assembly. Then, these assemblies were centrifuged at
4,000 ×g for 1min. The DNA was eluted in 100 µL DNA
EB (elution buffer). The extraction yielded high quality
DNA suitable for further analysis. Totally we had three
DNA sequences in three age periods from each subject
for further analysis.
In order to analyze the influence of aging on human
face more effectively, we did the data collection from
five age groups. As was mentioned before, due to the
difficulty of DNA collection, the DNA data was only
available in three age groups for all subjects. Subjects
provided us with five photos. First to fifth photos belong
to the age below 1 year old, 7-8 years old, 14-15 years
old, 22-23 years old, and 30-31 years old respectively.

The photos were taken in front of a plain white
background while full face view directly the camera with
a neutral facial expression and both eyes open. Subjects
did not wear glasses in photos and male subjects had
shaved face. It should be noted that for further analysis,
we re-sized the photos to have a same size.
2.2. Data analysis
In order to do the analysis, we wrote two sets of code in
MATLAB. One set of code which used for the analysis
of DNA walk, first generated a planar trajectory of DNA
sequences (DNA walk) based on purine-pyrimidine
binary rule (29), and then computed its average fractal
dimension value. The second set of codes computed the
fractal dimension for the subjects' photos. Please note
that in this part, only human face without other parts of
photo such as background and subject's shoulder was
processed. It is noteworthy that computation of fractal
dimension was based on box counting method which is
widely used by researchers (30-31). As fractal dimension
usually is considered for time series, and DNA walk
is variations of purine-pyrimidine displacement along
nucleotide distance, here we used the methodology we
discussed in (29) in order to consider the box counting
method in case of DNA walk.
2.3. Statistical analysis
Mean values for the dependent variables (fractal
exponents of DNA walk and face) were compared
across different age periods with a one-way fixed-effect
ANOVA. Mauchly's test (α = 0.05) was conducted in
order to test for sphericity. Trend analysis was conducted
based on the age increment. For a repeated measures
design, we used Omega squared (ω2) as an unbiased
measure of effect size suitable for small samples; in order
to do pairwise comparisons effect size, r, was used. All
statistical analyses were performed using SPSS software.
3. Results
In this section we present the results obtained from
fractal analysis of subjects' DNA and face. Mauchly's test
indicated that the assumption of sphericity had not been
violated for the outcome variables (fractal dimension
in case of DNA walk and face). Figure 1 shows the
variations of fractal dimension for DNA walk across
three age periods. The results indicate the mean of all
data governed from subjects in each age period.
Considering F crit (2,597) = 3.01 at α = 0.05, the
result of statistical analysis [F(2,597) = 418, p = 0.001]
indicates that there was a significant influence of aging
on the fractal exponent of DNA walk, with an effect
size ω2 = 0.53. In general, aging increase the fractal
dimension of DNA walk. The effect size calculations
between different age periods suggest that the third age
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Figure 1. Fractal Analysis of the DNA walk across three age
periods, for all subjects. Error bars are standard deviations.

Figure 2. Fractal analysis of human face across five age
periods, for all subjects. Error bars are standard deviations.

Table 1. Effect sizes for pairwise comparisons in case of
fractal dimension of DNA walk

Table 2. Effect sizes for pairwise comparisons in case of
fractal dimension of human face

Condition

Condition

Below 1 year old vs. 14-15 years old
Below 1 year old vs. 30-31 years old
14-15 years old vs. 30-31 years old

Effect size (r)
0.67
0.79
0.39

period (30-31 years old) led to the greatest change in
the fractal exponent of DNA walk observed across all
comparisons (Table 1). As fractal dimension indicates the
complexity of the process, the results indicate that human
DNA gets more complex with aging.
Figure 2 shows the variations of fractal dimension for
human face across five age periods. The results indicate
the mean of all data governed from subjects in each
age period. As it can be seen in this figure, male and
female subjects were separated in this study for better
understanding of the age influence on their face.
Considering Fcrit (4,995) = 2.38 at α = 0.05, the result
of statistical analysis [F(4,995) = 455.14, p = 0.001]
indicates that there was a significant influence of aging
on the fractal dimension of human face, with an effect
size ω2 = 0.66. In general, aging increase the fractal
dimension of human face. Trend analysis showed the
significant linear trend (p = 0.001) between different age
groups. This linear trend indicates that the increment
of the subjects' age from the first to the fifth group
is mirrored on the increment of fractal exponent of
human face from first to the fifth group. The effect size
calculations between different age periods suggest that
the fifth age period (30-31 years old) led to the greatest
change in the fractal exponent of human face observed
across all comparisons (Table 2). As fractal dimension
indicates the complexity of process, the results indicate
that human face gets more complex with aging.
Figure 2 also shows that aging has greater influence
on fractal dimension of the female face than the male
face. In other words, the females face gets more complex
than males face, as they get older. It is noteworthy that
the difference between fractal structures of males and
females was not significant.
In summary, by increasing the age more mutations
happen in DNA as the result of different kinds of
stimulations. These mutations increase the complexity
of the DNA. This increase is mapped on increasing the

Below 1 year old vs. 7-8 years old
Below 1 year old vs. 14-15 years old
Below 1 year old vs. 22-23 years old
Below 1 year old vs. 30-31 years old
7-8 years old vs. 14-15 years old
7-8 years old vs. 22-23 years old
7-8 years old vs. 30-31 years old
14-15 years old vs. 22-23 years old
14-15 years old vs. 30-31 years old
22-23 years old vs. 30-31 years old

Effect size (r)
0.46
0.54
0.84
0.89
0.18
0.70
0.82
0.58
0.75
0.42

fractal exponent of the DNA walk. On the other hand,
human face also gets more complex during aging. This
complexity increment was concluded from studying the
fractal structure of human face. We saw that human face
gets more fractal as he/she gets older.
4. Discussion
In this paper we studied the variations of human
DNA and face during aging by analyzing their fractal
dimension. Based on the results we found out that as
more mutations happen in human DNA its complexity
increases. Also, our investigation showed the similar
results in case of human face during aging. Based on
the results, fractal dimension of human face increases as
his/her age increases, which means the face gets more
complex. Based on the work done by Kaur el al. (32),
this face variation can be linked to facial soft tissue
changes with aging. In comparison between male and
female subjects, the results showed that women's face
gets more affected by aging than men's face. This result
agrees with the observed phenomenon in other research
which states a woman's skin ages faster than a man's skin
(33).
This analysis can be further applied in order to study
the variations of DNA and face in case of subjects from
different countries with different living conditions. If so,
we will be able to concurrently analyze the influence of
environmental changes and social living conditions on
variations of human DNA (mutation) and face. In this
case, we can discuss why the face of people in some
countries looks younger.
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We can also use this method for analysis of human
face and DNA during aging in case of patients suffering
from diseases which change their DNA and/or face.
Also, the method discussed in this paper can be further
developed in order to directly investigate the influence
of DNA mutation on the face variations during aging.
In the advanced level, by making a model between the
DNA complexity and face complexity, scientists can
work on changing the fractal pattern of human face by
re-modeling of their DNA using stimulation. In this way
we can benefit from different fractional models (14).
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Summary

Previous studies demonstrated that miR-15a-5p was probably associated with human
hepatocellular carcinoma, while the function of miR-15a-5p in OA (Osteoarthritis) still
remains unknown. Here, we uncovered the potential role of miR-15a-5p on OA pathogenesis
and confirmed its predicted target VEGFA (Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor A).
Measured by RT-PCR, miR-15a-5p expression increased remarkably while VEGFA
expression was significantly decreased in OA chondrocytes compared with normal conditions.
According to Luciferase activity assay, miR-15a-5p directly targeted the 3'-UTR of VEGFA to
inhibit its expression. Functional analysis including CCK-8 assay and flow cytometry revealed
that overexpression of VEGFA or inhibition of miR-15a-5p promoted cell proliferation,
suppressed cell apoptosis and reduced matrix degradation in OA chondrocytes. Moreover,
rescue assays carried out with both expression of VEGFA and miR-15a-5p demonstrated that
miR-15a-5p contributes to cell apoptosis and matrix degradation via inhibiting VEGFA. We
further provided evidence that multiple proteins related to matrix synthesis were regulated by
miR-15a-5p and VEGFA using Western blot and ELISA assays. Taken together, our findings
elucidated an underlying mechanism by which miR-15a-5p regulates viability and matrix
degradation of OA and indicated a new target for OA diagnosis and therapy.
Keywords: Osteoarthritis, miR-15a-5p, VEGFA

1. Introduction
Osteoarthritis (OA), the most prevalent disease of
the articulating joints affecting millions of people
worldwide is a chronic degenerative joint disease
that is characterized by deterioration in the integrity
of cartilage and is coupled with pain, tenderness,
disability and inflammation without systemic effects (1).
Although multiple factors are included in OA etiology,
chondrocytes are crucial to tissue function and dominate
the degenerative process of cartilage if the genes are
expressed inappropriately when compared with adjacent
tissues.
Small non-coding RNAs, namely MicroRNAs, are
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highly conserved and prevalent in human cells. They
are important in especially down-regulating target gene
expression by binding to the 3' untranslated region
of corresponding mRNAs. Meanwhile, they control
significant basic biological functions, including cell
cycle, cellular differentiation proliferation, apoptosis
and so forth. Several recent studies demonstrated their
importance in maintaining cartilage homeostasis and
their effects on promoting the pathogenesis of OA.
For instance, it was claimed in 2016 by Xu Cui and
his group that by targeting PIK3R1, overexpression of
miR-634 can suppress survival and matrix synthesis of
human osteoarthritis chondrocytes (2). It is illustrated
by Tadahiro Sakai and his colleagues that miR125b plays a pivotal role in regulating expression of
aggrecanase-1 (ADAMTS-4) in human osteoarthritic
chondrocytes (3).
VEGFA (Vascular endothelial growth factor A)
is important in regulating growth plate endochondral
ossification. The VEGFA family consists of three
different isoforms, including VEGFA120, VEGFA164,
and VEGFA188, which possess different domains.
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VEGFA120 and VEGFA 164 control heparin-binding
domains, which permit interactions with heparin sulfate,
whereas VEGFA120 only exists in mice. VEGFA seems
to have a few functions during the process of bone
formation. On the one hand, VEGFA is crucial in the
early as well as late stages of cartilage angiogenesis,
since VEGFA conditional knockout (CKO) mice
illustrated both delayed blood vessel invasion and a
delayed shift of terminal hypertrophic chondrocytes. On
the other hand, VEGFA is important for chondrocyte
survival, as the joint and epiphyseal regions of VEGFA
CKO endochondral bones suffer substantially from
abundant cell death (4).Given its important role in
keeping the normal construction of the growth plate and
endochondral ossification, VEGFA would be a potential
target for remedies of Osteoarthritis (5).
MicroRNA signatures have been recently reported
as useful diagnostic tools applied to the treatment of
Osteoarthritis. Just take miR-15a-5p as an example.
According to current research achievements, attention
has been paid to the role of miR-15a-5p in human
hepatocellular carcinoma, and the findings have shown
that by targeting BDNF, miR-15a-5p suppresses cancer
proliferation and division in human hepatocellular
carcinoma (6). Little is known about the effect and
function of miR-15a-5p in other diseases. For the first
time, this article proposes to illustrate the impact of
miR-15a-5p on cell proliferation and matrix synthesis
of the OA chondrocyte and demonstrate the targetrelationship between miR-15a-5p and VEGFA. It has
been illuminated that by suppressing VEGFA, miR15a-5p is able to promote degradation of matrix in OA
chondrocytes. At the same time, miR-15a-5p also helps
to inhibit the activities of the cell and finally leads to
the apoptosis of OA chondrocytes.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Patients
Six normal cartilage tissues from patients without OA
or RA (rheumatic arthritis) history and 15 cartilage
tissues from OA patients were collected from Yiwu
Central Hospital Affiliated to Wenzhou Medical
University.
2.2. Immunohistochemistry (IHC)
Human cartilage tissues were fixed overnight with 4%

paraformaldehyde, decalcified, dehydrated, and then
embedded in paraffin. Tissues were cut into sections
6 mm thick and deparaffinized with xylene, serially
dehydrated in ethanol and washed in PBS. Endogenous
peroxidases was blocked with 5% hydrogen peroxide
in methanol and then digested with 100 mg/mL
hyaluronidase. Nonspecific protein binding was
blocked using a serum blocking solution. Sections
were then incubated with primary antibodies against
VEGFA (ab31745, Abcam, UK), Bcl-2 (ab59348,
Abcam, UK), MMP13 (ab75606, Abcam, UK), TIMP1
(ab38978, Abcam, UK) and TIMP2 (ab180630, Abcam,
UK) overnight at 4°C, followed by biotinylated
secondary antibodies (ZSJB-BIO, China) joined with
3,3'-diaminobenzidine (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, USA)
for 15 min at room temperature. The immune stained
sections were counterstained briefly with hematoxylin.
Negative controls included the use of IgG isotype
controls and secondary antibody only (omission of
primary antibody) controls.
2.3. Cell culture
HEK293T cell lines were purchased from the Chinese
Academy of Sciences (Shanghai, China). Human
articular cartilage tissues were digested with 0.2%
collagenase II in DMEM. Chondrocytes were cultured
in DMEM with 10% FBS at 37, 5% CO2 atmosphere.
2.4. Cell transfection
Lentivirus with human mature miR-15a-5p mimics
(Lenti-miR-mimics), inhibitor (Lenti-miR-in) and
negative control (Lenti-null), were obtained from
SunBio (SunBio Medical Biotechnology, China).
Recombinant eukaryotic expression vector pEGFPVEGFA as well as its negative control (pEGFP-null)
was constructed specifically.
2.5. Real-time Quantitative PCR (RT-PCR)
Total RNA was extracted with Trizol (Thermo Fisher
Scientific, MA, USA). RNA extracts were reversetranscribed into cRNA and then RT-PCR was performed
(Related primers are listed in Table 1). The expression
of VEGFA mRNA and miR-15a-5p was normalized
with GAPDH mRNA and RNU6B respectively
as endogenous control. Relative RNA levels were
determined with the 2-ΔΔCt method.

Table 1. Primer sequences
Items

Forward sequences

miR-15a-5p
VEGFA
RNU6B
GAPDH

5'-TAAGGCACGCGGTGAATGCC-3'
5' -CGAGGGCCTGGAGTGTGT-3'
5' -ACGCAAATTCGTGAAGCGTT-3'
5'-GGAAGGTGAAGGTCGGAGTCA-3'

Reverse sequences
5'-GATCCGCATAATCTGCATGGT-3'
5'-GTCATTGATGGCAACAATATCCACT -3'
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2.6. Luciferase reporter assay
MiRDB and TargetScan were employed to predict miR15a-5p targets. The wild-type sequence of VEGFA3'UTR containing miR-15a-5p binding sites was
inserted into the pmiR-RB-Reporter vector (Ribobio,
Guangzhou, China) and a mutant was used as control
(named as pmiR-VEGFA-wt and pmiR-VEGFA-mut
respectively). HEK293T cells were co-transfected
with the pmiR-VEGFA-wt or pmiR-VEGFA-mut and
Lenti-miR-mimics or Lenti-null using Lipofectamine
2000 (Invitrogen, CA, USA). Luciferase activity was
measured 48 h after transfection.
2.7. Cell proliferation analysis
Cell vitality was evaluated with Cell Counting Kit-8
(CCK-8, Sigma-Aldrich, MO, USA) after cells were
incubated for various periods of time (0 d, 3 d, 6 d, and
9 d). The OD values at 450 nm were measured with
spectrophotometry.
2.8. Cell apoptosis assay
Forty eight hours after transfection, cells were
collected and washed with PBS, and then re-suspended
in binding buffer. Cell apoptosis was evaluated by
flow cytometry with the Annexin V: FITC Apoptosis
Detection Kit I (BD Biosciences, NJ, USA) according
to the manufacturers' protocol.
2.9. Western blot analysis
Forty eight hours after transfection, cells were
washed with cold PBS and lysed with the cell lysis
buffer. Protein extracts were subjected to SDSPAGE, transferred to PVDF membranes and blocked
with 5% nonfat milk in TBST. The membranes were
subsequently incubated with primary VEGFA (ab31745,
Abcam, UK), Bcl-2 (ab59348, Abcam, UK), COL2A1
(ab21291, Abcam, UK), MMP13 (ab75606, Abcam,
UK), β-actin (ab8227, Abcam, UK), and GAPDH
(ab9483, Abcam, UK) antibodies overnight at 4℃.
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Then, the secondary antibodies (ZSJB-BIO, China)
were added and co-incubated with the membranes for 1
h. Chemiluminescent detection was performed using an
ECL kit (Pierce Chemical, Rockford, IL, USA).
2.10. MMP13 ELISA assay
The MMP13 protein level in extracellular matrix was
analyzed with the human MMP13 kit (Sciencell, CA,
USA) according to the procedure supplied by the
manufacturer. The OD values at 450 nm were measured
with spectrophotometry.
2.11. Statistical analysis
The results were represented as means and differences
between two groups were analyzed using the Student's
t-test, otherwise by the One-Way ANOVA method. p <
0.05 indicates significant variation between groups.
3. Results
3.1. The expressions of miR-15a-5p, VEGFA and related
cytokines in OA chondrocytes
According to the RT-PCR assay, Figure 1A showed that
the expression level of miR-15a-5p in OA chondrocytes
was significantly higher than that in normal chondrocytes
(*p < 0.05). On the contrary, the expression of VEGFA
mRNA was suppressed in OA chondrocytes (Figure 1BC, *p
< 0.05). Based on IHC results (Figure 1D), the
numbers of cells that stained positively for VEGFA, Bcl2, TIMP1 and TIMP2 respectively were significantly
lower in OA chondrocytes compared with normal
chondrocytes while the numbers of cells that are stained
positively for MMP13 showed an opposite trend which
is consistant because OA chondrocyte cells possessed a
weak viability and a remarkable pathological apoptosis.
3.2. MiR-15a-5p directly targeted VEGFA
VEGFA 3'UTR contained the miR-15a-5p binding sites
(Figure 2A). To make sure that miR-15a-5p actually

Figure 1. The expression of miR-15a-5p, VEGFA and related cytokines in OA chondrocytes were compared with normal
chondrocytes. (A) MiR-15a-5p in normal and OA chondrocytes measured by RT-PCR. It was normalized by RNU6B. (B) VEGFA
mRNA was detected with RT-PCR in normal and OA chondrocytes. It was normalized using GAPDH mRNA. (C) The VEGFA
expression levels in normal and OA chondrocytes analyzed by Western blot with GAPDH as control. (D) Immunohistochemical
activities of VEGFA, Bcl-2, MMP13, TIMP1 and TIMP2 in normal and OA chondrocytes. Scale bar = 50μm.
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Figure 2. MiR-15a-5p targets VEGFA in human OA chondrocytes. (A) Schematic of the VEGFA 3’UTR containing the miR15a-5p binding sites. (B) The results of Luciferase reporter assay. (C) VEGFA protein levels in OA chondrocytes evaluated by
Western blot analysis with GAPDH as control.

Figure 3. MiR-15a-5p suppressed OA chondrocytes vitality and anti-apoptosis. (A) The proliferation rate of cells measured
by CCK8 assay. (B) The protein level of Bcl-2 was measured by Western blot with β-actin as control. (C-D) Apoptosis measured
by flow cytometry.

targets VEGFA, dual-luciferase analysis was performed
48 h after HEK293 cells were transfected with pmiRVEGFA-wt or pmiR-VEGFA-mut reporter vectors
and Lenti-miR-mimics or Lenti-null, respectively.
As presented in Figure 2B, cells co-transfected with
miR-15a-5p and pmiR-VEGFA-wt vector showed a
significant decrease of luciferase activity in comparison
with NC (negative control), showing that miR-15a5p directly targeted VEGFA (*p < 0.05, versus NC).
Furthermore, the protein levels of VEGFA were
analyzed with Western blot analysis. Figure 2C
displayed that miR-15a-5p inhibitor up-regulated
VEGFA protein level. Consequently, miR-15a-5p

could directly bind the VEGFA mRNA 3'UTR region
and regulate the VEGFA protein level, indicating that
VEGFA could be one of miR-15a-5p targets.
3.3. MiR-15a-5p suppressed viability of OA chondrocytes
by inhibiting expression of VEGFA
The effect of miR-15a-5p on chondrocyte viability was
evaluated with CCK8 assays. The results suggested
that miR-15a-5p inhibitor promoted cell viability
of OA chondrocytes and overexpression of VEGFA
exerted a similar effect (Figure 3A, *p < 0.05, versus
NC). Moreover, the expression level of anti-apoptotic
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Figure 4. MiR-15a-5p promoted matrix degradation of OA chondrocytes. (A) The protein levels of MMP13, TIMP-2, TIMP1 and COL2A1 were analyzed with Western blot (GAPDH as control). (B) The MMP13 protein level in extracellular matrix in
OA chondrocytes was measured by ELISA.

protein Bcl-2 was analyzed by Western blot analysis to
investigate the effect of miR-15a-5p on OA chondrocytes
apoptosis. Figure 3B shows that compared with NC, Bcl2 is overexpressed in OA chondrocytes transfected with
miR-15a-5p inhibitor or pEGFP-VEGFA respectively
while those transfected with both miR-15a-5p mimics
and pEGFP-VEGFA appeared to have little difference.
Meanwhile, the results of cell apoptosis assays by
flow cytometry were consistent with the Western blot
results (Figure 3C-D, *p < 0.05, versus NC). Both
inhibition of miR-15a-5p and overexpression of VEGFA
significantly reduced the apoptosis rate compared with
NC. Overall, miR-15a-5p could suppress the viability of
OA chondrocytes and induce cell apoptosis via targeting
VEGFA.
3.4. MiR-15a-5p promoted matrix degradation of OA
chondrocytes
The expression of matrix synthesis biomarkers
COL2A1, MMP13, TIMP-1 and TIMP-2 in each group
of cells were analyzed via Western blot analysis to
look for the effect of miR-15a-5p on OA chondrocytes
matrix synthesis (Figure 4A). The results indicated that
both inhibition of miR-15a-5p and overexpression of
VEGFA dramatically down-regulated MMP13 protein
level, but on the contrary increased TIMP-1, TIMP2 and COL2A1 expression, indicating suppression
of matrix degradation. In addition, ELISA results
also showed a decrease in MMP13 protein levels in
the extracellular matrix of cells in the Lenti-miR-in
group and pEGFP-null group (Figure 4B, *p < 0.05,
versus NC). Together, we could draw a conclusion
that miR-15a-5p promoted matrix degradation of OA
chondrocytes by regulating VEGFA expression.
4. Discussion
OA is one of the most common joint diseases among
senior citizens, which is characterized by degenerative

alteration of cartilage. Because the joint dysfunction
interferes with daily living and work ability, OA is
considered to be an enormous threat to human function
(7). Recent studies demonstrated that abnormal
expression of miRNAs played a crucial role during
the development of OA, for example, Park et al.
(2014) found that miR-127-5p could regulate MMP13
in human OA chondrocytes and might promote the
progression of OA (8). Kang et al. (2016) demonstrated
that miR-23a-3p was up-regulated in OA chondrocytes
and could suppress ECM synthesis through targeting
SMAD3, which accelerated the development of OA (9).
The aberrant expression of miR-15a has been
reported in several types of human cancers. For
example, abnormal overexpression of miR-15a-5p
was reported to suppress cancer proliferation, induce
cell cycle arrest in human HCC cells, and have a
specific and negative regulating effect on BDNF (6).
In addition, the protein levels of p27, GSK-3beta, Bax,
procaspase3, and active caspase 3 were upregulated
by the overexpression of miR-15a, which inhibited
proliferation and induced apoptosis of CNE1 cells (10).
There were other studies that investigated the role of
miR-15a in OA. In our study, the results of RT-PCR
indicated that miR-15a-5p was up-regulated in OA
chondrocytes compared with normal chondrocytes.
VEGFA is a strong angiogenetic protein with a
selective mitogenic influence on vascular endothelial
cells. It is an important cytokine in angiogenesis, and its
circulating levels were associated with cell proliferation,
migration and organization (11). As a pivotal element,
VEGFA has been identified to act as an essential
characteristic substance in many human cancers, for
example, breast cancer, brain tumor, and cutaneous
melanoma, to name just a few (12-14). On the other
hand, VEGFA is a necessary factor for chondrocyte
growth during skeletal development (4). Brew et al.
(2010) found that VEGFA was downregulated in OA
chondrocytes (15), which was consistent with the results
of our study. The results of RT-PCR and Western blot
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assays indicated that VEGFA was down-regulated in OA
chondrocytes compared with normal chondrocytes.
The protein encoded by the Bcl-2 gene has been
widely implicated in the prolongation of cell survival
by blocking apoptosis and necrosis (16,17). Many
observations confirmed that Bcl-2 in human articular
chondrocyte prevents their apoptosis in osteoarthritis
(18,19). A time-dependent relationship between
p53, Bcl-2 and VEGF protein has been revealed in
esophagus cancer cells (20). In this study, it was
found that the association of VEGFA and Bcl-2 in
osteoarthritis suggests a potential understanding of
VEGFA's function on chondrocyte apoptosis.
Previous studies confirmed that MMP13 is a major
enzyme targeting cartilage for degradation of type II,
IV, IX collagen, proteoglycan, osteonectin and perlecan
(21,22). Overexpression of MMP13 contributes to
cartilage destruction among in both human OA patients
and mice models (23,24). TIMP1 and TIMP2 are two
members of Tissue inhibitors of metalloproteinases
(TIMPs) and act as inhibitors of MMP13. A balance
between MMPs and TIMPs is necessary for the
physiological processes of OA (25). A relationship of
VEGF and TIMP1 has been reported in the diagnosis
of patients with breast cancer (26). To the best of our
knowledge, it's a novel finding that overexpression of
VEGFA promoted the expression of TIMP1 and TIMP2
and repressed the level of MMP13 which supported the
idea that VEGFA fortified the viability of chondrocyte
cells.
The results of RT-PCR and Western blots suggested
that miR-15a-5p was up-regulated in the OA cells
compared with adjacent normal cells, whereas VEGFA
was down-regulated, which inspired us to think that there
was probably a targeting relationship between miR-15a5p and VEGFA. Previously, an analogous outcome has
been confirmed in the study of Yang et al. (27). In our
study, the targeting relation was further verified using
luciferase reporter assays and Western blot assays. The
results of the following experiments demonstrated that
miR-15a-5p could significantly suppress the viability,
promote apoptosis, suppress the synthesis of matrix
and promote the degradation of matrix of the OA
chondrocytes through targeting VEGFA, which was
consistent with Nagata et al. (28) in miR-15a function.
Despite the fact that it is innovative to investigate
the relationship between miR-15a-5p and VEGFA,
as well as their roles in OA, there are still a few
limitations and controversies. Whether there are other
microRNAs that have the same function as miR-15a-5p
of inhibiting VEGFA via a targeted relationship remains
questionable, further investigation should be conducted.
Also Li et al. (2012) found that miR-146a might
promote OA pathogenesis by upregulating VEGF and
by impairing the TGF-beta pathway through inhibiting
Smad4 in chondrocytes (27), which are different views
compared to our study of VEGF function. This needs

further research to explore the complicated mechanism.
In addition, the possibility that miR-15a-5p targets other
growth factors that are also essential for the formation
of the matrix in OA chondrocytes can't be ruled out.
In a nutshell, on the basis of our newly-produced
data, it has been revealed that an excess of miR-15a-5p
can lead to the inhibition of VEGFA, resulting in OA
progression and inhibiting apoptosis of OA chondrocytes.
Therefore, miR-15a-5p may serve as a new target for OA
therapy in the future to relieve the suffering of patients.
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Summary

Recent evidence suggests that the endoplasmic reticulum stress (ERS)-thioredoxininteracting protein (TXNIP)-inflammation chain contributes to diabetic renal injury.
The aim of the current study was to investigate whether total glucosides of peony (TGP)
could inhibit ERS and attenuate up-regulation of TXNIP in the kidneys of rats with
streptozotocin-induced diabetes. TGP was orally administered daily at a dose of 50, 100, or
200 mg/kg for 8 weeks. The expression of glucose-regulated protein 78 (GRP78), phosphoprotein kinase RNA-like ER kinase (p-PERK), phosphor- eukaryotic translation initiation
factor 2α (p-eIF2α), C/EBP-homologous protein (CHOP), and TXNIP was assessed. Results
indicated that TGP significantly decreased diabetes-induced albuminuria and it acted
by down-regulating activation of the ERS-TXNIP-inflammation chain in the kidneys of
diabetic rats. These findings indicate that renoprotection from TGP in diabetic rats possibly
contributed to inhibition of ERS and decreased expression of TXNIP. These findings
also offer a new perspective from which to study the molecular mechanisms of diabetic
nephropathy and prevent its progression.
Keywords: Diabetic nephropathy, endoplasmic reticulum stress, thioredoxin-interacting protein,
total glucosides of peony

1. Introduction
Diabetic nephropathy (DN) is currently prevalent around
the world and accounts for nearly one-third of cases of
end-stage renal disease. In clinical settings, treatments for
DN usually consist of close monitoring of blood glucose
and blood pressure and use of medications such as reninangiotensin system (RAS) blockers. Nonetheless, DN
worsens in many patients, increasing the need for dialysis
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and eventually leading to organ failure (1,2).
Over the past few years, several studies have
indicated that endoplasmic reticulum stress (ERS) plays
a crucial role in the pathogenesis of diabetic vascular
complications (3,4). An ERS response maybe triggered
by a stressful stimulus (e.g., hyperglycemia, oxidative
stress, albuminuria, advanced glycation end products
(AGEs), and activation of RAS (5-8)), that exhausts
or disrupts normal protein folding by the endoplasmic
reticulum, thus causing accumulation of misfolded and/
or unfolded proteins. ERS may also activate the unfolded
protein response (UPR) pathway that is initiated
by glucose-regulated protein 78 (GRP78) and three
endoplasmic reticulum transmembrane sensors - inositol
requiring enzyme 1α (IRE1α), protein kinase RNA-like
ER kinase (PERK), and activating transcription factor
6 (ATF6) (9). Therefore, the overexpression of IRE1α,
PERK, and ATF6 contribute to a modified endoplasmic
reticulum or the continued presence of unfolded proteins,
resulting in insufficient protein folding.
Inflammation plays a leading role in the pathogenesis
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of DN (10,11). A key molecule, thioredoxin-interacting
protein (TXNIP, and also known as vitamin-D3 upregulated protein-1 (VDUP1) or thioredoxin binding
protein-2 (TBP-2)), has been found to link ERS to
inflammation and cell death (12,13). ERS can induce
TXNIP activation through the PERK and IRE1
pathways, it can provoke interleukin 1β (IL-1β) mRNA
transcription, and it can mediate ERS-mediated β
cell death (13). Microarray studies indicated that the
expression of TXNIP mRNA was markedly elevated
in human islet cells and renal tubular cells (14,15).
More recently, studies have found that TXNIP can
induce oxidative stress and increase extracellular matrix
production, causing the development of DN (16). Thus,
the prevention of TXNIP expression may inhibit the
progression of DN (17). Accordingly, the ERS-TXNIPinflammation chain may be a novel target for DN
therapy.
Over the past few years, patients with DN have
become increasingly interested in Chinese herbal
therapies. The dried root of Paeonia lactiflora Pall.
is often used in Chinese herbal remedies, where it is
commonly referred to as white peony root (baishao
in Chinese). Total glucosides of peony (TGP) are
active compounds that can be extracted from the
dried roots of Paeonia lactiflora Pall. Reversedphase high-performance liquid chromatography
(HPLC) has indicated that TGP contain eight principal
components, namely paeoniflorin, oxypaeoniflorin,
benzoylpaeoniflorin, benzoyloxypaeoniflorin,
oxybenzoyl-paeoniflorin, albiflorin, paeoniflorigenone,
and lactiflorin (Figure 1 (18). TGP are considered to have
antiinflammatory, antioxidative, hepatoprotective, and
immunoregulatory actions (19-21). TGP are a diseasemodifying medication for rheumatoid arthritis that was
approved by the State Food and Drug Administration
(SFDA) in 1998. Recently, TGP have been used to
treat chronic nephritis in rats (22), and their action may
involve the regulation of the expression of IL-1 and IL1α mRNA (23). In previous studies, the current authors
experimentally induced DN, and results indicated that
TGP prevented inflammation, oxidation, and macrophage
activation, thus slowing the progression of DN (2426). However, the effect of TGP on the ERS-TXNIPinflammation chain in DN remains unclear. The aim
of the current study was to determine how TGP averts
renal injury in diabetic rats in terms of the ERS-TXNIPinflammation chain.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Reagents
TGP was extracted from the roots of P. lactiflora
Pall. using ethanol reflux, n-butanol extraction, and
macroreticular absorption resin chromatography.
HPLC fingerprinting analysis indicated that the
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Figure 1. Chemical structures of the major components of
total glucosides of peony.

Figure 2. HPLC fingerprinting of total glucosides of peony.
(1) Albiflorin; (2) Paeoniflorin. Column: Supelcosil LC-18 (5
mm, 150 mm × 4.6 mm); Solvent A: Acetonitrile; Solvent B:
H20 (acidified to pH 3.0 with phosphoric acid); Gradient: 10%,
15%, 18%, 30%, 35%, 40%. And 40% of solvent A at 0, 5, 25,
27, 38, 40, and 50 min, respectively. Flow rate: 1.0 mL/min.
Injection volume: 10 mL. Detection: 230 nm.

extract contained 41.1% paeoniflorin (Figure 2)
(27). Streptozotocin (STZ) was obtained from Sigma
Chemical Co. (St. Louis, MO, USA). A microalbumin
assay kit was purchased from Abcam Biotechnology
(Abcam, Cambridge, UK). An immunohistochemistry
kit (PV-9000) was purchased from Beijing Zhongshan
Biotechnology, Inc. (Zhongshan, China). TXNIP and a
GAPDH primer were obtained from Shanghai Sangon
Co. (Shanghai, China). A Trizol Kit was obtained from
Invitrogen (Invitrogen, California, USA). M-MLV
reverse transcriptase and an RNA enzyme inhibitor
were purchased from Promega (Madison, WI, USA).
A SYBR Green PCR Master Mix Kit was obtained
from Bio-Rad Laboratories (Hercules, CA, USA). The
following antibodies were used in this study: rabbit antiGRP78 and anti-TXNIP antibodies were obtained from
Santa Cruz Biotechnology (Santa Cruz, CA, USA), and
anti-p-PERK, anti-p-eIF2α, and anti-CHOP antibodies
were purchased from Cell Signaling (USA). Anti-βactin antibodies, anti-rabbit IgG, and anti-mouse IgG
antibodies conjugated to horseradish peroxidase (HRP)
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were purchased from Wuhan Sanying Biotechnology,
Inc. (Wuhan, China). A bicinchoninic acid (BCA) kit
was obtained from Beyotime Institute of Biotechnology
(Jiangsu, China). A chemiluminescence kit was obtained
from Amersham Life Science (Little Chalfont, UK).
2.2. Animals
Male Munich-Wistar rats (n = 50, weight: 180 to 200 g)
were purchased from the Experimental Animal Center
of Anhui Medical University. Each cage contained 5
animals with free access to food and water. Animals were
housed in a constant environment (temperature of about
24 ± 1°C, 60% humidity, 12:12-h light:dark cycle). This
study was approved by the Animal Ethics Committees
of the Faculty of Anhui Medical University and animals
were treated in accordance with the "Principles of
Laboratory Animal Care and Use in Research" (Ministry
of Health, Beijing, China).
2.3.Experimental design
After ten days of acclimation, rats fasted overnight and
were then injected with 65 mg/kg of streptozotocin in
a citrate buffer (0.1 M, pH 4.5) based on their weight.
Two days later, blood glucose and body weight were
evaluated and only rats with blood glucose levels higher
than 16.8 mmol/L were used in this study. Diabetic rats
were randomly divided into four groups (a diabetic
control group and TGP intervention groups) with
no differences among the groups. TGP intervention
groups were administered TGP daily at a dose of 50,
100, or 200 mg/kg via a stomach tube, while the nondiabetic control group and diabetic control group were
administered an equivalent amount of 0.5% sodium
carboxymethylcellulose (CMC-Na).
2.4. Urinary albumin excretion
Prior to sacrifice, 24-h urine samples were collected
from rats housed in metabolic cages in order to
measurement urinary albumin excretion. Samples
were centrifuged at 10,000 g for 3 min at 4℃ and final
volumes were recorded. Albumin levels were detected
using the Rat Albumin ELISA Kit in accordance with the
manufacturer's instructions.
2.5. Blood samples and tissue collection
After 8 wk of follow-up, rats fasted 12 h, and 10 rats
from each group were euthanized by intraperitoneal
injection of sodium pentobarbital (50 mg/kg). Blood
samples were immediately collected by catheterizing the
right jugular artery and then the rats were perfused with
normal saline at 4℃. After the rats were perfused, one
kidney was fixed in a 10% formaldehyde solution for
immunohistochemical experiments and another kidney

was stored at -80℃ for further analysis.
2.6. Immunohistochemistry
Immunoperoxidase staining for GRP78 was performed
on 10% formalin-fixed paraffin sections (2 µm). Threepercent hydrogen peroxide was used to block endogenous
peroxidase and antigens were retrieved with microwave
heating. Tissue sections were blocked with 10% normal
goat serum for 10 min followed by incubation with
anti-GRP78 antibodies (1:100) overnight at 4℃. The
sections were washed in phosphate-buffered saline and
incubated with the appropriate horseradish peroxidaselabeled secondary antibody for 30 min at 37℃. After
sections were rinsed, reactions were visualized using
3,3-diaminobenzidine (DAB, Sigma), with a brown
color indicating peroxidase activity. Sections were
counterstained with hematoxylin. Immunostaining of
GRP78 was evaluated using the Image-Pro Plus 6.0
image analysis system by quantifying the stained area
of the sections and the entire field of view at the same
light intensity used in microscopy (28). Five fields were
randomly selected from each section for observation at a
high magnification and the ratio of the stained area to the
entire field was calculated.
2.7. Western blot analysis
Tissue samples from each of the 5 groups were
homogenized in radio immunoprecipitation assay (RIPA)
lysis buffer, and Western blot analysis was performed
as described previously (26). Nitrocellulose membranes
were blocked with 5% non-fat milk for 2 h and then
incubated with the primary antibody at 4℃ overnight.
Membranes were then treated with horseradish
peroxidase-labeled secondary antibody. Blots were
developed with enhanced chemiluminescence. The signal
intensity of each band was quantified and analyzed using
the Leica Q500IW image analysis system, and the result
was expressed as a ratio of GRP78, p-PERK, p-eIF2α,
CHOP, and TXNIP to housekeeping protein-actin in
optical density units.
2.8. RNA extraction and real-time PCR
Total RNA was extracted from kidney tissue with the
Trizol reagent in accordance with the manufacturer's
instruction. Real-time PCR was performed using the
SYBR Green PCR master mix kit as previously described
(26). The primers used in this study were as follows:
TXNIP, 5'-TCAGTCAGAGGCAATCACATTA-3',
and 5'-GGAGCCAGGGACACTAACATAG-3 and
GAPDH, 5'-ACAGCAACAGGGTGGTGGAC-3', and
5'-TTTGAGGGTGCAGCGAACTT-3'. The relative
expression of mRNA was analyzed using 2_∆∆Ct, and
expression of the mRNA of interest was normalized to
GAPDH.
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Table 1. Characteristics of the rats clinical and metabolic parameters
Groups
Normal
Diabetic control
Diabetic + TGP

Dose
(mg/kg•d)

50
100
200

Blood glucose
(mg/dlL)

Body weight
(g)

123.53 ± 29.19
469.07 ± 74.58**
445.04 ± 77.43
470.49 ± 75.47
484.16 ± 75.65

Kidney weight/ body weight
(g/100g BW)

458 ± 27.47
271.75 ± 16.86**
281.75 ± 25.01
266.4 ± 27.87
318.0 ± 17.8

Albumin excretion ratea
(mg/24 h)
0.38 ×/÷ 1.3
1.87 ×/÷ 1.1**
1.32 ×/÷ 1.1#
1.15 ×/÷ 1.1#
0.65 ×/÷ 1.1##

0.30 ± 0.04
0.56 ± 0.05*
0.52 ± 0.02
0.50 ± 0.06
0.50 ± 0.04

Data areexpressed as means ± S.E.M. aShown as geometric mean ×/÷ tolerance factor. Number of rats in each group was 10. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01,
compared with normal group; #p < 0.05, ##p < 0.01 compared with diabetic control group.

2.9. Statistical analysis
Data obtained from this study are expressed as the mean
± S.E.M. unless otherwise specified. For statistical
analysis, ANOVA was performed using SPSS 16.0. The
difference between groups was tested using the LSD
test and Levene's test for homogeneity of variance,
where p <0.05 was considered to indicate a significant
difference. Since the rate of urinary albumin excretion
followed a skewed distribution, log transformation was
used prior to statistical analysis of this parameter.
3. Results
3.1. TGP attenuated an increase in albuminuria in
diabetic rats
TGP treatment did not cause any significant changes
in body weight, blood glucose levels, and the ratio of
the kidney weight to body weight among the diabetic
groups. Accumulated evidence has indicated that
albuminuria is a leading risk factor for the progression
of renal disease (29,30). TGP significantly attenuated
the high level of albuminuria in all of the diabetic
groups (Table 1). Although that attenuation was dosedependent, the levels of albuminuria were still higher
than those in normal control rats. This finding suggests
that TGP can potentially protect the kidneys and
prevent the development of DN.
3.2. TGP inhibited the expression of GRP78 in the
kidneys of rats with STZ-induced diabetes
GRP78 is a marker of ERS and has been implicated in
the pathogenesis of diabetic complications (9). GRP78
was noted in the glomerulus and tubulointerstitium.
There was minimal staining for GRP78 in the kidneys
of normal rats, while GRP78 was abundantly expressed
in the kidneys of diabetic rats. Overexpression of
GRP78 was more limited in diabetic rats treated with
TGP (Figure 3 and Table 2). Densitometric analysis of
Western blots revealed that the level of GRP78 protein
was markedly higher in control diabetic rats than in
normal rats. As shown in Figure 4, TGP at a dose of 50,
100, or 200 mg/kg significantly down-regulated renal
expression of GRP78 protein in diabetic rats according

Figure 3. Immunostaining of GRP78 in the kidney. (A)
normal; (B) control diabetic; (C) diabetic + TGP 50 mg/kg; (D)
diabetic + TGP 100 mg/kg; (E) diabetic + TGP 200 mg/kg.
Original magnification ×400.
Table 2. Semiquantitative assessment of GRP78 immunohistochemisty staining in five groups of rats
Groups
Normal
Diabetic control
Diabetic + TGP

Glomeruli (%)a Tubulointerstitum (%)a
Dose
(mg/kg•d)

50
100
200

0.75 ± 0.53
12.42 ± 5.56**
9.46 ± 1.83#
5.79 ± 1.89##
4.89 ± 2.26##

5.05 ± 0.77
18.93 ± 1.67**
15.60 ± 2.07##
12.33 ± 3.46##
10.25 ± 3.27##

Data areexpressed as means ± S.E.M. aShown as the median. Number
of rats in each group was 10. **p < 0.01, compared with the normal
group; #p < 0.05, ##p < 0.01, compared with the control diabetic group.

to Western blot analysis.
3.3. TGP reduced the expression of p-PERK and p-eIF2α
in the kidneys of rats with STZ-induced diabetes
ERS caused abnormal levels of p-PERK and p-eIF2α
expression . As indicated by densitometric analysis
of Western blots, the levels of p-PERK and p-eIF2α
expression were significantly higher in diabetic rats
than in normal rats. However, TGP treatment caused the
levels of p-PERK and p-eIF2α expression to decrease
markedly (Figure 4).
3.4. TGP attenuated the expression of CHOP in the
kidneys of rats with STZ-induced diabetes
CHOP (or GADD153) is an integral component of
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Figure 5. Quantitative real-time PCR of TXNIP in the
kidney. Values are expressed as the mean ± S.E.M from at
least three independent experiments. **p < 0.01 vs. normal, #p
< 0.05 vs. control diabetic.

Figure 4. Western blot analysis of GRP78, p-PERK, p-eIF2
a, CHOP, and TXNIP in renal tissue from five groups of
rats. (1) normal; (2) control diabetic; (3) diabetic + TGP 50
mg/kg; (4) diabetic + TGP 100 mg/kg; (5) diabetic + TGP 200
mg/kg. Densitometric data were normalized to β-actin levels
and values for each control group were arbitrarily defined as 1.
Results are expressed as the mean ± S.E.M from at least three
independent experiments. **p < 0.01 vs. normal, #p < 0.05, ##p
< 0.01 vs. control diabetic.

ERS-induced apoptosis; importantly, CHOP is also
a component of the inflammatory response (10). In
order to investigate whether TGP was involved in the
pathogenesis of DN via the inflammatory response, the
level of CHOP expression was determined using Western
blot analysis. The level of CHOP protein was markedly
higher in control diabetic rats than in normal rats. Like
the findings mentioned earlier, the activation of CHOP
diminished dramatically as a result of treatment with
TGP at a dose of 50, 100, or 200 mg/kg (Figure 4).
3.5. TGP attenuated the expression of TXNIP in the
kidneys of rats with STZ-induced diabetes
The current study focused on TXNIP, which is an
important link between ERS and inflammation (12,13).
The current results indicated that TXNIP tended to
increase in rats with STZ-induced diabetes. As shown
in Figure 4, the level of TXNIP expression decreased
markedly with administration of TGP at a dose of
50, 100, or 200 mg/kg. The level of TXNIP mRNA
expression in the renal tissues of rats with DN was
significantly higher than that in the control group, and
that level of expression decreased markedly as a result
of treatment with TGP (Figure 5).
4. Discussion
Previous studies by the current authors indicated that
the weight of the kidney, the glomerular volume,
the tubulointerstitial damage index, and the rate of
urinary albumin excretion improved markedly 8 weeks

after diabetes was induced with STZ; however, TGP
ameliorated albuminuria and it attenuated glomerular
and tubulointerstitial injuries without changing blood
glucose levels (24,25,31). This suggested that TGP
might prove to be a useful therapy for DN. The current
results suggested that type 1 diabetes mellitus induced
with STZ was associated with activation of the renal
ERS response and upregulation of TXNIP. Previous
studies have indicated that the protective effects of TGP
in diabetic rats were related to its antiinflammatory and
antioxidative action. The current study further identified
the effects of TGP on ERS and TXNIP in diabetic rats.
Diabetes has been characterized as a chronic
inflammatory disease (31,32) and is associated with
abnormal secretion of numerous inflammatory factors.
The increased UPR in diabetes reveals the existence of
ERS (33), including upregulation of nuclear transcription
factors such as PERK. Fang et al. reported that ERS
appeared to play an important part in albuminuriaprovoked inflammasome activation and elimination of
ERS via tauroursodeoxycholic acid (TUDCA), which
might represent a novel avenue for attenuating kidney
epithelial cell damage caused by albuminuria (34). The
UPR is a homeostatic response that allows the cells to
cope with stressful conditions associated with increased
misfolded or unfolded protein loads; failure of this
mechanism is referred to as the ERS response (9).The
ERS response has been found to play a key role in a
growing number of pathological conditions such as DN
(10,34,35), and the ERS response is considered to be a
cause of chronic inflammation (36). The current results
verified the hypothesis that DN is related to ERS via
dysregulated expression of GRP78, p-PERK, p-eIF2α,
and CHOP.
Recent experimental evidence suggests that TXNIP
occupies a critical node in signaling that connects
ERS and IL-1β production. TXNIP expression was
induced by ERS via the IRE1α and PERK-eIF2α
pathways of the UPR. Carbohydrate response element
binding protein (ChREBP) and activating transcription
factor 5 (ATF5) regulate TXNIP expression at the
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transcriptional level (12,13), while IRE1α regulates
TXNIP expression at the posttranscriptional level (12).
Consequently, cell death is induced by IL-1β production
caused by TXNIP through the initiation of IL-1β
mRNA transcription. Transcriptional activation of IL1β might explain the upregulation of TXNIP caused by
ERS (37). TXNIP is also considered to be as a crucial
signaling molecule that connects oxidative stress and
inflammasome activation (38). Studies of endothelial
cells have indicated that activation of the ERS-TXNIPinflammation chain was responsible for endothelial
dysfunction (39,40). Suppressing ERS, regulating
TXNIP expression, and inhibiting inflammation have
proven beneficial in the management of cardiovascular
disease in obese individuals and diabetics (39,41).
TGP are isolated from the roots of P. lactiflora
Pall. and are used in clinical settings to alleviate an
inflammatory reaction. The roots of P. lactiflora Pall.
have long been used as a treatment for rheumatoid
arthritis. Recent studies in China had reported that TGP
cure nephritis, including Heymann nephritis and IgA
nephropathy. Together with previous results indicating
that TGP treatment reduces the expression of tumor
necrosis factor α (TNF-α) and IL-1β (26), the current
results indicated that TXNIP might be a critical hub
between ERS and IL-1β. Numerous stress signaling
pathways may converge at TXNIP, contributing to
inflammasome activation and pro-inflammatory cytokine
production. An important finding is that TGP may
inhibit the upregulation of TXNIP and ERS in diabetic
kidneys via the attenuation of pro-inflammatory cytokine
production. Therefore, TGP could possibly play a pivotal
role in the treatment of DN.
Together with the results of recent studies, the current
findings indicated that there are close ties among ERS,
glucose toxicity, oxidative stress, and inflammation
in DN, suggesting that a therapeutic strategy targeting
TXNIP might be effective in treating DN. However,
the specific mechanism by which TGP acts on ERS and
TXNIP is not yet fully understood. This topic will be
examined in further studies in the future.
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Summary

Management of recurrent hepatitis C following liver transplantation still remains a challenge.
Here, we report five patients who achieved viral responses following combined treatment with
ledipasvir and sofosbuvir. All the patients received tacrolimus for immunosuppression. No
dose adjustment was made before the ledipasvir and sofosbuvir therapy. All completed the
intended 12-week treatment course with the full dose of ledipasvir and sofosbuvir. There were
no significant adverse events greater than grade 2. During the study period, no acute rejection
episodes were detected. The trough levels of tacrolimus were maintained stably. Hepatitis C
virus RNA was not detected at week 12 in any of the patients. Based on the findings from this
pilot study, combined ledipasvir and sofosbuvir therapy for 12 weeks is effective and safe for
living - donor liver transplantation recipients with recurrence of hepatitis C virus.
Keywords: Liver transplantation, living donor, hepatocellular carcinoma

1. Introduction
In the United States, Europe, and Japan, cirrhosis
following hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection is the most
common indication for liver transplantation (1). Liver
transplant recipients with HCV infection have a poorer
prognosis than those without HCV infection (2) when
the virological response is not enough (3). Up to 30%
of HCV-infected living-donor liver transplantation
(LDLT) recipients develop cirrhosis within 5 years
after transplantation (4-6). The interferon-based therapy
(pegylated interferon and ribavirin with/without HCV
protease inhibitor, such as simeprevir or telaprevir) for
recurrent HCV is less effective for inducing an antiviral
response in liver transplant recipients.
A sustained virologic response (SVR), indicating
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HCV eradication following anti-viral therapies, is
associated with an improved clinical outcome in LDLT
recipients (5,7). Treatment for HCV infection has been
limited to pegylated interferon and ribavirin, which
results in poor SVR rates (< 50%) and is accompanied
by frequent adverse events, including flu-like symptoms,
pancytopenia, hemolysis, and psychologic disorders (
e.g., depression) (8).
New interferon - free direct-acting antiviral therapies,
however, produce high SVR rates in patients after liver
transplantation with a lower incidence of side effects
and consequent improved tolerability (9). Direct-acting
antiviral therapies, e.g., sofosbuvir (nucleotide NS5B
polymerase inhibitor) plus ledipasvir (NS5A replication
complex inhibitor) or daclatasvir (NS5A replication
complex inhibitor), and ombitasvir (NS5A replication
complex inhibitor) plus paritaprevir (NS3/4A protease
inhibitor) and ritonavir have demonstrated higher
safety and efficacy in patients with recurrent HCV after
transplantation (10-12).
Here we report five post-transplant patients
with recurrent HCV. They achieved an SVR for
more than 12 weeks by ledipasvir and sofosbuvir
treatment with minimum effect on trough levels of the
immunosuppressive agents.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.4. Ethics statement

2.1. Antiviral treatment regimen and patients

The study protocol was approved by the Postgraduate
School of Life Science at the Kumamoto University of
Research Ethics Committee.

Between December 1998 and May 2016, adult-to-adult
LDLT was performed in 315 patients at Kumamoto
University Hospital. Of these 315 patients, the 93 patients
were indicated for HCV cirrhosis. In the patients who
underwent LDLT for HCV after the end of 2013 when
the ledipasvir and sofosbuvir were available in Japan, the
therapy was indicated for the first line therapy (n = 1). In
the patients who underwent LDLT for HCV before the end
of 2013, 41 patients were non -responders after interferon
based therapy. Of these four were alive with sustainably
positive HCV-RNA at the time of inclusion in this study.
Totally 5 patients were the subjects of the study.
Liver biopsy was performed at 3, 6, 12, 24, and 36
months after transplantation. The combined ledipasvir
and sofosbuvir therapy was started when hepatitis
recurrence was diagnosed on biopsy, along with the
HCV RNA and transaminase levels. Patients received 90
mg of ledipasvir and 400 mg of sofosbuvir as a fixeddose combination tablet (ledipasvir-sofosbuvir) once
a day for 12 weeks. No patients received ribavirtin
with ledipasvir and sofosbuvir. Patients with estimated
glomerular filtration rate [eGFR] < 30 mL/min/1.73 m2
were excluded from the treatment.
2.2. Blood analysis and histological assessment
Laboratory assessment for the patients with posttransplant hepatitis was performed when necessary. The
eGFR was calculated using the following formula: 194
× serum creatinine (-1.094) × age (-0.287) × 0.739 (if
female), Japanese equation (equation 4; 12). HCV RNA
levels were measured using a COBAS TaqMan HCV
assay (Roche Diagnostics K.K., Tokyo, Japan). The
HCV genotype was determined before transplantation.
The interleukin 28B (IL28B) genotype rs8099917
was checked with the Invader assay (Third Wave
Technologies, Madison, WI) (13). The NS3 and NS5A
regions of HCV were evaluated as resistance-associated
variants using direct - sequencing methods before the
induction of the therapy. Liver biopsy was done which
was evaluated by a pathologist based on the Metavir
score (14).
2.3. Immunosuppression
The strategy after the transplantation comprised steroid
induction with tacrolimus or cyclosporine. The dose of
each drug was gradually tapered over 6 months after
LDLT. The methylprednisolone dose was tapered from
3 mg/kg on the first postoperative day to 0.05 mg/kg at
the sixth postoperative month. All the five patients are
continuing to use methylprednisolone with a maintenance
dose (2-4 mg).

2.5. Statistical analysis
The SPSS 17.0 statistical software was used (SPSS Inc.,
Chicago, IL) to analyze the relevant data. The effect
of treatment on eGFR and immunosuppressant trough
levels were analyzed by the Mann-Whitney U test. A
p-value < 0.05 was considered significant.
3. Results and Discussion
The characteristics of the recipients are shown in detail
(Table 1). The model for end-stage liver disease score
was 15 in median (range 9-23). One case received an
ABO ‒ incompatible liver graft. None were co-infected
with HIV. Two (40%) had hepatocellular carcinoma
which was satisfying the Milan criteria. The HCV profile
are shown also in Table 1. All the patients completed the
therapy. The HCV load became undetectable at week 2
(n = 1), 4 (n = 3), and 8 (n = 1; Table 1). No remarkable
adverse events were observed. There was no significant
change in eGFR before (median 68 [range 65~90] mL/
min/1.73 m2) or after the therapy (median 70 [range
57~90] mL/min/1.73 m2; p = 0.78). No patients needed a
dose reduction, blood transfusion, or granulocyte-colony
stimulating factor. None exhibited increased bilirubin
levels. Immunosuppression was not changed before the
therapy, and the immunosuppessant trough levels did not
change significantly before (median 5.8 [range 2.1~8.4]
ng/mL) or after (median 5.8 [range 1.9~7.7] ng/mL)
introduction of the therapy (p = 0.24). No episodes of
acute or chronic rejection were recognized during the
treatment.
The introduction of pegylated interferon and ribavirin
improved the virological efficacy for recurrent HCV
in post-transplant patients. Although the SVR rate for
liver transplantation patients with a history of HCV
genotype 1 infection was improved to 30-50% (5,15,16),
more than 50% of the recipients suffered from recurrent
HCV infection. The use of protease inhibitors in
LDLT recipients is limited due to strong drug-todrug interactions. Here we report the experience with
five patients treated with combined ledipasvir and
sofosbuvir for recurrent post-liver transplantation
hepatitis caused by HCV genotype 1.
Ledipasvir is a potent inhibitor of HCV NS5A.
NS5A is a viral protein with an important role in viral
replication. Sofosbuvir is a nucleotide analog inhibitor of
NS5B polymerase. NS5B is the key enzyme mediating
HCV replication. Combined therapy with the two agents
produces a high virological response in patients with
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Table 1. Patinets' characteristics
Patients
Age (years)
Gender
Height (cm)/weight (kg)
Donor age (years)
Donor relationship
Calcineurin inhibitor
MMF
Splenectomy at LT
Pretreatment activity†
Pretreatment fibrosis†
Baseline clinical chemistry at the therapy
Total bilirubin (mg/dL)
Alanine aminotransferase (IU/mL)
Creatinine (mg/dL)
eGFR (mL/min)
Prothrombin time (International normalized ratio)
Hemoglobin (g/dL)
Leukocytes (/µL)
Platelets (/µL)
HCV genotype
NS5A mutation
NS3 mutation
IL28B Recipient
Pretransplant antiviral therapy
Baseline HCV RNA pre-LT (log10 IU/mL)
Pre-treatment (mo) since LT
HCV RNA at the therapy (log10 IU/mL)
HCV response for the therapy
HCV RNA at w1
HCV RNA at w2
HCV RNA at w4
HCV RNA at w8
HCV RNA at w12

1

2

3

4

5

57
Male
176/87
49
Spouse
FK
Yes
Yes
A2
F1

57
Female
157/46
29
Child
FK
No
Yes
A1
F1

50
Male
159/45
36
The third party*
FK
Yes
Yes
A3
F3

66
Female
147/42
62
Spouse
FK
No
Yes
A1
F1

58
Male
169/69
29
Child
FK
No
No
A1
F1

2.1
631
0.62
> 90
1.15
11.1
6,000
18.9
1b
No
No
TT
None
4.3
4
6.5

1.3
888
0.71
65
0.85
9.8
7,400
36.5
1b
No
No
TT
None
3.9
3
7.5

0.4
306
0.96
66
1.12
10
5,600
16,6
1a
No
No
GG
Relapse
5.5
83
5.9

1
690
0.47
> 90
0.98
12
4,900
12
1b
No
No
TG
Relapse
6.1
81
6.2

1
257
0.86
68
0.99
14
4,800
16
1b
No
No
TT
None
2.7
109
6.1

3.3
LLOQ
UD
UD
UD

3.1
2.3
UD
UD
UD

ND
UD
UD
UD
UD

ND
1.5
LLOQ
UD
UD

2.1
LLOQ
UD
UD
UD

FK, tacrolimus; eGFR, estimated glomerular filtration rate; LLOQ, lower limit of quantification (LLOQ), < 1.2 log10 IU/mL; ND, no data; UD,
not detectable. *that of domino transplantation. †as per Metavir.

genotype 1 HCV infection (10). Currently, in Europe,
treatment with ledipasvir-sofosbuvir plus ribavirin
for 24 weeks is indicated for genotype 1 patients
with decompensated cirrhosis and/or those who have
undergone liver transplantation. Findings from the
SOLAR-1 (10) and SOLAR-2 (11) trials suggest that 12
- week treatment with ledipasvir-sofosbuvir is sufficient
for almost all patients with genotype 1 HCV recurrence
after liver transplantation.
In the 2015 HCV treatment guidelines, the European
Association for the Study of the Liver (EASL)
recommend a 12 -week treatment with ledipasvirsofosbuvir plus ribavirin as a first-line option for HCV
genotype 1 patients with advanced liver disease which
includes those with decompensated cirrhosis before
or after liver transplantation (17). As another firstline therapy, EASL guidelines recommend a 12-week
treatment with sofosbuvir plus daclatasvir with ribavirin
for 12 weeks in HCV genotype 1-infected patients with
decompensated cirrhosis and/or after liver transplantation
(18). The Infectious Diseases Society of America and the
American Association for the Study of Liver Diseases
(19) have made the same recommendations.
The small size of the study cohort and the

retrospective design were limitations of the present
study. This is the first study, to our knowledge, to provide
such detailed insight into the combined treatment with
ledipasvir and sofosbuvir for LDLT recipients.
In conclusion, combined treatment with ledipasvir
and sofosbuvir is effective for recurrent HCV infection
in patients after liver transplantation. The 12 -week
treatment should become a standard of care for patients
with recurrent genotype 1 chronic hepatitis C after liver
transplantation.
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Summary

Retinal pericytes play an important role in the maintenance of retinal microvascular
homeostasis. We performed a secretory peptidome of primary human retinal pericytes. Using
liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry analysis in the culture medium of retinal
pericytes, we identified 256 peptides derived from 114 proteins, and identified a novel partial
fragment Leu163-His183 (termed ΔADT) of adrenotensin (ADT). To elucidate the role of
ΔADT as a soluble mediator of pericyte-endothelial cell interactions, we investigated the
bioactivity of ΔADT in human retinal microvascular endothelial cells (HRMVECs). The cell
proliferation assay indicated that the proliferation of HRMVECs was promoted by ADT or
ΔADT. Moreover, ΔADT had a greater growth promoting effect than ADT in HRMVECs and
induced migration and tube formation of HRMVECs. We also observed actin reorganization
and that the levels of phosphorylated focal adhesion kinase in ΔADT stimulated HRMVECs.
These results showed that ΔADT induces profound actin reorganization and increases the
levels of phosphorylated focal adhesion kinase. Collectively, our study showed that ΔADT
has an angiogenic activity, and suggested that ΔADT is a novel angiogenic peptide.
Keywords: Retinal pericytes, secreted peptides, peptidomics, angiogenic peptide, adrenotensin

1. Introduction
Retinal capillaries are composed of microvascular
endothelial cells, pericytes, and basement membrane.
Retinal pericytes fulfill important roles in a range of
functions, including angiogenesis, vessel stabilization,
endothelial cell regulation, and maintenance of the
blood-retinal barrier. In vitro pericyte and endothelial
cell co-culture experiments have suggested that
pericytes inhibit endothelial cell proliferation in a
contact-dependent manner (1) and may increase the
barrier function established by endothelial cells (2),
a process to which transforming growth factor β1 (3)
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and angiopoietin 1 (Ang1) (4) contribute. Angiogenesis
involves endothelial cell proliferation, migration, and
tube formation. The pericytes provide paracrine signals
that promote vascular stability. Ang1-Tie2 signaling
of endothelial cells is important for angiogenesis and
vascular remodeling and has been suggested to be
required for vascular stabilization and maturation (5).
The Tie2 receptor is specifically found on endothelial
cells, whereas Ang1 is mainly expressed in pericytes.
This finding demonstrated that pericyte-endothelial cell
interactions are mediated by soluble factors. However,
the soluble factors mediating pericyte-endothelial cell
interactions are not completely understood. Further
studies are required to clarify the mechanism of the
interaction.
Peptidomics has been advocated for the comprehensive
study of peptides cleaved from precursor proteins by
endogenous proteases (6,7). These naturally occurring
peptides are beyond the reach of current proteomics
examining trypsin-digested peptides, and should be
analyzed in their native forms. Unlike proteomics,
peptidomics has the potential to uncover processing sites
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of precursor proteins (8).
In the present study, we searched for novel peptides
that may play a role in endothelial homeostasis and as a
novel molecular target for retinal vascular diseases. We
identified secretory peptides in human retinal pericytes
using liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry
(LC-MS/MS) based peptidomics, and identified an
angiogenic partial fragment of adrenotensin (Leu163His183, termed ΔADT).
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Cell cultures
Primary human retinal pericytes (passage 2) and
primary human retinal microvascular endothelial cells
(HRMVECs, passage 3) were purchased from the
Applied Cell Biology Research Institute (Kirkland,
WA), respectively. Pericytes were cultured on polyD-lysine-coated cell culture dishes in CSC Complete
Serum-Free Medium Kit with RocketFuel. HRMVECs
were cultured on type I collagen-coated cell culture
dishes in EGM-2 MV medium (EBM-2 supplemented
with EGM-2 MV SingleQuots; Lonza, Walkersville,
MD). These cells were used at passages 7-9.
2.2. Preparation of the fraction of secreted peptides
from retinal pericytes
Semi-confluent retinal pericytes were washed
twice with pre-warmed Dulbecco's Modified Eagle
Medium (DMEM)/Ham's F-12 medium without
phenol red. Subsequently, the cells were cultured
in the same medium for 24 h. After incubation, the
medium was collected and filtered through a 0.22
µm filter. The solution was then acidified to pH 3.0
with trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) and subjected to a
C18 solid phase extraction cartridge (Empore 10
mm/6 mL; 3M Company, St. Paul, MN) equilibrated
with 2% acetonitrile and 0.1% TFA (buffer A). The
cartridge was washed with buffer A, and the fraction
of crude peptides was eluted with 80% acetonitrile and
0.1% TFA (buffer B). The eluent was evaporated in a
vacuum concentrator and dissolved in 100 µL of 30%
acetonitrile and 0.1% TFA (buffer C). The sample was
separated by gel filtration column chromatography
(TSKgel G2000SWXL; Tosoh, Tokyo, Japan) in buffer
C at a flow rate of 1 mL/min. Corresponding peptide
fractions (from the 8th to 11th fractions) were collected,
combined, and then loaded onto a strong cation
exchange spin column (MonoSpin SCX; GL Science,
Tokyo, Japan). The peptide sample was washed twice
with buffer B, eluted with 4% NH4OH in MeOH, and
evaporated to dryness. Samples were reconstituted in
50 mM ammonium bicarbonate and analyzed for total
peptide concentration using BCA protein assay kit
(ThermoFisher Pierce, Rockford, IL).

2.3. Detection and identification of peptides released
from retinal pericytes
Reduction of 2 µg of pericyte derived peptide samples
was performed with 10 mM dithiothreitol for 1 h. The
samples were then alkylated with 40 mM iodoacetamide
in the dark for 1 h. The reaction was halted by the
addition of 40 mM dithiothreitol for an additional 1 h.
The reductive alkylation peptides were purified with a
MonoSpin C18 spin column (GL Sciences) to remove
any unreacted compounds. All reductive alkylation
procedures were performed at room temperature. Nano
LC-MS/MS was performed using a Paradigm MS4
system (Michrom BioResources, Auburn, CA) coupled
to a QSTAR Elite Q-TOF mass spectrometer (Sciex,
Framingham, MA) as described previously with minor
modification at the nano liquid chromatography step
(9). Peptides were eluted with mobile phases of A (2%
acetonitrile, 0.1% formic acid) and B (90% acetonitrile,
0.1% formic acid) as follows: 0-30% B for 120 min,
30-40% B for 10 min, and 40-95% B for 15 min at
a flow rate of 300 nL/min. Peptide identifications
were acquired by matching raw spectra data against
human protein from the International Protein Index
(IPI) database using ProteinPilot software (version 3.0,
Sciex) with the Paragon algorithm.
2.4. Synthesis of peptides
Peptides (ADT; SLPEAGPGRTLVSSKPQAHGAPAP
PSGSAPHFL and ΔADT; LVSSKPQAHGAPAP
PSGSAPH) were synthesized by Biosynthesis
(Lewisville, TX) and were obtained at > 98% purity.
The peptide purity was verified by analytical reverse
phase high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)
and matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time-offlight mass spectrometry. Peptides were solubilized in
endotoxin-free water at a concentration of 10 mM and
correctly diluted when used in the assays.
2.5. Endothelial cell proliferation assay
HRMVECs were seeded at a density of 1 × 104 cells/
well in a 24 well plate. After 24 h incubation, different
concentrations of ΔADT and ADT (10 nM, 100 nM,
and 1 µM) were added to the wells and incubated for
an additional 20 h. The cells were then trypsinized and
counted against a control well.
2.6. Endothelial migration assay
For the endothelial migration assay using wound
healing, transendothelial electrical resistance was
measured by an electric cell-substrate impedance
sensing (ECIS) Zθ instrument (Applied Biophysics,
Troy, NY) as described previously (9). Briefly,
HRMVECs were plated at confluence in 8W1E gold
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electrode culture plates (Applied Biophysics) precoated
with type I collagen in EGM-2 MV medium. On the
following day, the medium was changed to serum
starvation medium (EBM-2 with 0.5% fetal bovine
serum), and the cells were incubated for an additional
16 h. The peptides were added to a final concentration
of 1 µM. After 1 h treatment, cells were submitted to
an elevated voltage pulse frequency of 60 kHz, 1,400
µA amplitude, and 20 s duration. This led to the death
and detachment of cells present on the small active
electrode, resulting in a wound that was normally
healed by cells surrounding the small active electrode
that had not been submitted to the elevated voltage
pulse. Wound healing was then assessed by continuous
impedance measurements at 16 kHz for 12 h.
2.7. In vitro endothelial tube formation assay
An endothelial tube formation assay used Matrigel
(BD Biosciences, Bedford, MA) according to the
manufacturer's protocol. Matrigel was thawed and 250
µL aliquots were transferred into an eight well chamber
slide and incubated at 37°C for 30 min. HRMVECs
were seeded in quadruplicate (1 × 105 cells/well) in
the presence of 100 nM ΔADT and incubated for 16
h at 37°C. At the end of the incubation period, cells
were stained with calcein AM (BD Biosciences) and
imaged by the IN Cell Analyzer 6000 (GE Healthcare
Biosciences, Buckinghamshire, UK). The branch
point and total length of tubes for each condition were
measured using the IN Cell Analyzer.
2.8. Immunoblot analysis
Serum-starved HRMVECs were exposed for 5-120
min to 100 nM ΔADT. SDS-PAGE was performed by
using standard procedures on 7.5% tris-glycine gels
under reducing conditions. Proteins were transferred
to Immobilon-P (Merck Millipore, Bedford, MA).
The blots were incubated with rabbit anti-human focal
adhesion kinase (FAK) antibody (1:1,000; Cell Signaling
Technology, Beverly, MA) or rabbit anti-human
phospho-FAK pTyr397 antibody (1:1,000; Cell Systems
Technology). The immunoreactive protein was visualized
using a SuperSignal West Femto reagent (ThermoFisher
Pierce).
2.9. Filamentous actin staining
HRMVECs were plated on a type I collagen-coated
eight well chamber slide (BD Biosciences) at 1 × 104
cells/well in EGM-2 MV. On the following day, the
media was replaced with serum-free basal media (EBM2, 2% BSA). After 6 h incubation, 100 nM ΔADT was
added to the wells and incubated for an additional 5,
30, or 90 min. Subsequently, cells were washed twice
in PBS, fixed in 0.4 mL of 4% paraformaldehyde at
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room temperature for 20 min, and washed with PBS.
The cells were blocked and permeabilized with PBS
containing 1% normal horse serum and 0.4% Triton
X-100 overnight at 4°C. Cells were subsequently
washed and incubated with Alexa Fluor 488 phalloidin
(Molecular Probes, Carlsbad, CA) and 4',6-diamidino2-phenylindole (DAPI; Dojindo, Kumamoto, Japan)
in the aforementioned blocking buffer for 1 h at room
temperature. The slides were washed twice in PBS,
mounted on a microscope slide and FluoroSave reagent
(Merk Millipore), and observed under a fluorescence
microscope.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. LC-MS/MS analysis of retinal pericytes derived
from secreted peptides
To identify the secreted peptides from retinal pericytes,
the peptide fractions were prepared from the culture
fluid using column chromatography. We performed
shotgun peptidomics experiments to investigate the
bioactive peptides in the conditioned media of the
cells. The LC-MS/MS data were submitted through
the ProteinPilot software and searched against the
human database with a decoy database to apply a false
discovery rate. Using this technique, the 256 peptides
originating from 114 genes could be identified with
a confidence level of at least 95%. The 44 peptides
originating from 15 genes that were identified at least
twice in three independent experiments are listed in
Table 1 (each peptide shows the results of the highest
peptide score). The 42 peptides were identified with
a confidence level of 99%, except for two peptides
of thymosin β-10 with a confidence level of 97%.
Interestingly, we identified Ala65-Ala96 and Ala65Glu103 of reticulon-4, which play a role in inhibition
of neurite outgrowth and cell spread (10). This finding
indicates that since retinal pericytes are located outside
retinal capillaries, they may interact with optic nerve
cells. However, these 44 peptides included a fragment
of cytoskeleton proteins, such as actin and vimentin.
We selected five genes encoding an extracellular
protein categorized as "secreted protein" in the UniProt
database, namely ADM, annexin A1, annexin A2,
interstitial collagenase, and vasorin.
The identified peptide of interstitial collagenase was
only pro-peptide domain (11). Vasorin is predominantly
expressed in vascular smooth muscle cells, and its
expression is developmentally regulated. Vasorin is a
transforming growth factor β-binding protein and has
been shown to modulate the activity of growth factors
(12). However, the peptide of vasorin identified in the
present study was in the membrane spanning region.
Annexin A1 is a member of the annexin family of
calcium-lipid binding proteins, which are structurally
defined by a highly conserved protein core domain
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Polymerase I and transcript release factor
Reticulon-4

Spectrin α chain, non-erythrocytic 1
Thymosin β-10

Vasorin
Vimentin

Q6NZI2
Q9NQC3

Q13813
P63313

Q6EMK4
P08670

Fructose-bisphosphate aldolase A
Interstitial collagenase

P04075
P03956

Plectin

Actin, cytoplasmic 1/Actin, cytoplasmic 2
ADM
Annexin A1
Annexin A2

P60709/P63261
P35318
P04083
P07355

Q15149

Actin, cytoplasmic 2

P63261

Microtubule-associated protein 4

Actin, cytoplasmic 1

P60709

P27816

Protein

Uniprot ID
M.[acetyl-]DDDIAALVVDNGSGMCKAGFAGDDAPRAVFPSIVG.R
M.[acetyl-]DDDIAALVVDNGSG[ox-]MCKAGFAGDDAPRAVFPSIVG.R
M.[acetyl-]DDDIAALVVD[dea-]NGSGMCKAGFAGDDAPRAVFPSIVG.R
M.[acetyl-]EEEIAALVIDNGSGMCKAGFAGDDAPRAVFPSIVG.R
M.EEEIAALVID[dea-]NGSGMCKAGFAGDDAPRAVFPSIVG.R
V.APEEHPVLLTEAPLNPK.A
T.LVSSKPQAHGAPAPPSGSAPH.F
M.[acetyl-]A[ox-]MVSEFLKQAWFIENEEQEYVQTVK.S
M.[acetyl-]STVHEILCK.L
M.[acetyl]-STVHEILCKLS.L
M.[acetyl-]STVHEILCKLSLEGDH.S
M.[acetyl-]STVHEILCKLSLEGDHSTPPSA.Y
M.PYQYPALTPEQKKELSDIAHR.I
T.LETQEQDVDLVQKYLEKYYN.L
S.FPATLETQEQDVDLVQKYLEKYYN.L
M.[acetyl-]ADLSLADALTEPSPDIEGEIKRDF.I
M.[acetyl-]ADLSLADALTEPSPDIEGEIKRDFIAT.L
M.[acetyl-]ADLSLADALTEPSPDIEGEIKRDFIATLE.A
E.AEVAPVKDMAQLPETEIAPAKDVAPSTVKEVG.L
P.VPASELLASGVLSRAQFEQLK.R
D.APVPASELLASGVLSRAQFEQLK.R
S.DEAVEVEEVIEESRAERIK.R
S.AAPVPTAPAAGAPLMDFGNDFVPPAPRGPLPA.A
S.AAPVPTAPAAGAPLMDFGNDFVPPAPRGPLPAAPPVAPE.R
[acetyl-]MDPSGVKVLETAEDIQERRQQVLD.R
A.DKPDMGEIASFDKAKLKKTETQE[glygly-]KNTLPTKETIEQEKRSEIS.M.[acetyl-]ADKPDMGEIASFDKAKLKKTETQEKNTLPTKETIEQEKRSEIS.V.TQAREGNLPLLIAPALAA.V
L.ADAINTEFKNTRTNEK.V
F.SLADAINTEFKNTRTNEK.V
V.DVSKPDLTAALRDVRQ.Q
D.VDVSKPDLTAALRDVRQQYE.S
D.VDVSKPDLTAALRDVRQQYES.V
D.VDVSKPDLTAALRDVRQQYESVA.A
D.[acetyl-]VDVSKPDLTAALRDVRQQYESVA.A
D.VDVSKPDLTAALRDVRQQYESVAAK.N
D.VDVSKPDLTAALRDVRQQYESVAAKNLQ.E
E.SVAAKNLQEAEEWYKSKFADLS.E
E.SVAAKNLQEAEEWYKSKFADLSE.A
L.[pyro-]QEAEEWYKSKF.A
L.[pyro-]QEAEEWYKSKFADLSE.A
R.[pyro-]QQYESVAAKNLQEAEEWYKSKFADLS.E
K.TVETRDGQVINETSQ.H
K.TVETRDGQVINETSQHHDDLE.-

Peptide sequence

Table 1. Identification of peptides secreted by primary human retinal pericytes

1183.89
1189.23
1184.24
1202.59
1189.23
619.01
499.02
1035.51
564.79
664.85
627.31
807.40
621.84
840.10
978.82
882.12
977.17
1057.88
823.44
748.42
804.46
558.29
1028.21
936.74
933.48
823.42
823.28
910.04
617.98
684.69
595.33
768.41
797.42
854.12
868.13
690.62
779.42
838.76
881.78
714.34
971.94
1015.83
838.92
808.38

(m/z)obs
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
3
2
2
3
3
4
3
3
3
3
3
4
3
3
4
3
4
3
6
6
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
3
3
2
2
3
2
3

z
3548.66
3564.65
3549.64
3604.72
3565.63
1853.99
1992.02
3103.48
1127.56
1327.68
1878.91
2419.17
2483.28
2517.23
2933.43
2643.29
2928.46
3170.59
3289.71
2242.23
2410.32
2229.11
3081.57
3742.92
2797.39
4934.52
4933.52
1818.04
1850.91
2051.03
1782.96
2302.19
2389.22
2559.33
2601.34
2758.46
3113.65
2513.24
2642.29
1426.64
1941.86
3044.44
1675.80
2422.10

Mtheor
0.00
0.02
0.04
0.02
0.97
0.03
0.02
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.03
0.04
0.01
0.05
0.03
0.02
0.04
0.01
0.02
0.02
0.04
0.03
0.01
-0.02
0.09
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.04
-0.03
0.02
0.01
0.02
0.02
0.00
0.03
0.02
0.02

ΔM
25
17
20
17
17
15
14
20
15
16
22
20
18
20
22
17
23
18
17
21
15
16
16
15
19
15
14
15
14
15
14
15
16
16
17
16
18
21
15
14
16
22
16
16

Score
1,3
1,3
1,3
1,3
1,3
2,3
1,2
2,3
1,3
1,3
1,2,3
1,3
1,2
1,2
1,2
2,3
2,3
1,2,3
1,2
1,2
1,2,3
1,2
1,2
1,2
1,2,3
2,3
2,3
2,3
1,2
1,3
1,2
1,2,3
1,3
1,2,3
2,3
1,2
1,2
1,2,3
1,2
2,3
1,2
1,2
1,2
1,2,3

Run No.

yes
no

no
no

no
no

no

no

no
yes

yes
yes
yes

no

no

Secreted
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harboring calcium ions, phospholipid binding sites, and
an N-terminal region that is unique for a given annexin
(13). The anti-inflammatory activities elicited by
exogenously applied annexin A1 are mediated through
its unique N-terminal domain. Moreover, the identified
peptide of annexin A1 was the N-terminal annexin 1
peptide, which is able to activate the human N-formyl
peptide receptor (FPR) family members, FPR, FPRlike 1, or FPR-like 2 (14). All identified peptides (9-22
residues) of annexin A2 were in the N-terminal regions,
for which physiological conditions have never before
been reported. The N-terminal domain regulates the
properties of the AnxA2 core by binding to S100A10
(15). The ADM gene encodes for a preprohormone of
185 amino acid residues, which is post-translationally
modified to generate four peptides: proadrenomedullin
N-terminal 20 peptide (Ala22-Arg41), mid-regional
pro-adrenomedullin (Glu45-Val92), adrenomedullin
(Tyr95-Tyr146), and adrenotensin (ADT) (Ser153Leu185) (16). In a search for novel regulators of
retinal microvascular endothelial cells, we focused
on a peptide derived from the ADT region of ADM
gene products, because ADT has an endotheliumdependent vasoconstriction effect (17), and antagonizes
the stimulatory effect of adrenomedullin during the
generation of endothelial nitric oxide (18). Moreover,
its function remains largely unknown. In particular,
the identified peptide was a partial fragment of
ADT lacking ten residues of the N-terminus and two
residues of the C-terminus. The truncation mechanism
of ADT is unknown; however, detection of this
truncated peptide was reproducible in independent
experiments. Therefore, we named the peptide ΔADT.
A representative ΔADT peptide identified by LC-MS/
MS is shown in Figure 1.
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3.2. ΔADT stimulates angiogenesis in cultured HRMVEC
We investigated whether ΔADT could activate the
proliferation of HRMVECs compared with ADT and
control vehicle (water). To investigate the effect of
ΔADT on HRMVECs, we assayed proliferation by
cell counting. Figure 2A shows that ΔADT increases
the proliferation of HRMVEC in a dose-dependent
manner. Moreover, the cells that were treated with
the ΔADT showed increased cell growth compared
with ADT treated cells. The maximal effect of ΔADT
was significantly lower at 100 nM than that of ADT
at a concentration of 1 µM (p < 0.05). This result
indicates that ADT and ΔADT are able to stimulate
the proliferation of endothelial cells, and suggests that
ΔADT has a higher proliferation rate than ADT. In
addition, this finding is consistent with reports showing
the effects of ADT on upregulated proliferation in rat
mesangial cells and pulmonary arterial smooth muscle
cells (19,20).
Next, we performed HRMVEC migration assay by
early wound healing using ECIS. As shown in Figure
2B, ΔADT-treated cells exhibited nearly complete
healing of the wound after 2 h, although control
vehicle-treated cells remained in half recovery. This
result indicates that ΔADT increases endothelial cell
migration. To evaluate the effect of ΔADT on the ability
of endothelial cells to form tube-like structures, an in
vitro tube formation assay was performed. HRMVECs
treated with ΔADT increased compared with control
vehicle angiogenic tube formation, as quantitatively
evaluated by branch point numbers and total tube length
(Figure 2C). Considered together, our data showed
that ΔADT derived from retinal pericytes is a novel
angiogenic peptide in HRMVECs.

Figure 1. Typical tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) spectrum for the identification of a truncated peptide of
adrenotensin (Leu163-His183) (ΔADT) in culture fluid of human retinal pericytes. The MS/MS spectrum of precursor ion
ΔADT (LVSSKPQAHGAPAPPSGSAPH) with an identified m/z of 499.02 (z = 4).
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Figure 2. Promoting effect of a truncated peptide of adrenotensin (ΔADT) on proliferation, migration, and tube formation
of human retinal microvascular endothelial cells (HRMVECs). (A) Cell proliferation assay of HRMVEC incubated with
ΔADT (solid line), ADT (dashed line), and control vehicle (water) for 20 h. Cell number was determined by direct counting
of trypsinized cell suspensions. (B) Cell migration dynamics during wound-healing assay. After 1 h treated with 1 µM ΔADT
(solid line) or control vehicle (dotted line), HRMVECs were submitted to electrical wounding. Post-wound migration of cells
was measured by real-time monitoring using electric cell-substrate impedance sensing (ECIS). (C) ΔADT increases in vitro tube
formation in HRMVECs compared with the control vehicle. Fluorescence imaging, counting of branch point number (n = 4; p <
0.05), and measurement of tube length (n = 4; p < 0.05) were conducted by IN Cell Analyzer.

Figure 3. ΔADT induced actin reorganization and phosphorylation of focal adhesion kinase (FAK) in HRMVEC. (A)
After treatment with 100 nM truncated peptide of adrenotensin (ΔADT) for 0, 5, 30, and 90 min, human retinal microvascular
endothelial cells (HRMVECs) were representative cells at filamentous actin and nuclei were stained with Alexa Fluor 488
phalloidin and 4',6-diamidino-2phenylindole (DAPI), respectively. Yellow arrow; filopodia, white arrow; membrane ruffling, red
arrow; stress fiber. (B) ΔADT induces FAK phosphorylation on Tyr397 in a time-dependent manner. Representative images of
western blots are shown.

To determine whether the ΔADT signaling pathway
plays a role in regulating the polarization of the actin
cytoskeleton, we evaluated the immunocytochemical
location of actin in HRMVEC treated with or without
ΔADT. Figure 3A shows representative images
of the reorganization of the actin cytoskeleton
induced by 100 nM ΔADT. In unstimulated serumstarved cells, actin filaments were localized mainly
in the cortical region of the cells (0 min). After 5
min of stimulation with 100 nM ΔADT, the cells

formed filopodia and membrane ruffling. Following
prolonged treatment, the cells displayed prominent
stress fibers related to cell contraction across the cell
body (30 and 90 min). Focal adhesion kinase (FAK)
is the pivotal molecule that controls the formation of
focal adhesions, thereby providing the platform for
cells to generate the locomotive force. Endothelial
FAK is essential for vascular morphogenesis and
vascular repair due to its central role in endothelial
cell migration (21,22). To clarify whether FAK is
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activated through autophosphorylation at Tyr397 by
ΔADT stimulation, we performed an immunoblot
analysis with the HRMVECs after ΔADT treatment.
As shown in Figure 3B, tyrosine phosphorylation
of FAK was increased in a time-dependent manner,
and the levels of phosphorylation peaked at 30 min.
This finding suggests that ΔADT activates tyrosine
phosphorylation of endothelial FAK, and implies that
this leads to the formation of focal adhesion complexes.
These results indicate that ΔADT induces alterations
in actin cytoskeleton dynamics and focal adhesion in
endothelial cells.
In the present study, we identified ΔADT derived
from human retinal pericytes by LC-MS/MS analysis,
and suggest that ΔADT is a novel angiogenic peptide
in endothelial cells. ΔADT may play a role in
angiogenesis as a novel factor of pericyte-endothelial
cell interactions. At present, ADT and ΔADT receptors
remain unknown, but future research should provide
further elucidation of these molecules. Within the
context of retinal disease therapy, the above findings
suggest that administering ΔADT receptor antagonist
or using antibodies against ΔADT peptide may be
effective for the treatment of retinal angiogenesis.
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Summary

Non-invasive ampullary tumors, may be treated with endoscopic (EA) or surgical
ampullectomy (SA). However, evidence on the morbidity of these techniques remains limited.
This pilot study aimed to assess and compare morbidity of EA and SA. Patients undergoing
EA or SA for non-invasive ampullary tumors were retrospectively analyzed and compared.
Outcomes were postoperative complications graded with Clavien Classification and
Comprehensive Complication Index (CCI), and length of stay (LoS). A review of the literature
was performed to propose an evidence-based algorithm to treat ampullary tumors. A total of
11 EA and 19 SA were identified and analyzed. EA was associated with shorter intervention
(51 vs. 191 min, p < 0.001) and decreased blood loss (0 vs. 100 mL, p < 0.001). Postoperative
complications were more frequent after surgery compared to endoscopy (9% vs. 68%, p
= 0.002). Surgical patients showed a higher CCI (0 vs. 8.7, p < 0.001). LoS was reduced in
patients undergoing endoscopy (0 vs. 14 days, p < 0.001), with comparable readmissions rates
(p = 0.126). Necessity of subsequent treatment was more frequent after endoscopic, compared
to SA (5 vs. 1, p = 0.016). EA was associated with lower morbidity than SA and appeared as an
appropriate first-line treatment for non-invasive ampullary tumors. SA remains a valuable
alternative after EA failure.
Keywords: Ampulloma, ampullectomy, endoscopy, postoperative complications, morbidity

1. Introduction
Ampullary neoplasms are rare tumors accounting
for 0.5% of gastrointestinal tumors, and displaying
distinctive features related to their anatomical and
pathological singularities (1). There is strong evidence
for the risk of benign lesion to transform into malignant
carcinoma (2). As a consequence, the indication
to resect ampullary neoplasms, regardless of their
grade, is widely accepted (1). Strikingly, no dedicated
guidelines for the treatment of these tumors have been
proposed so far. Although pancreaticoduodenectomy
(PD) has been evidenced as the treatment of choice for
invasive ampullary tumors (1,3), its high morbidity and

mortality may not be justified for non-invasive tumors.
(4-6). Indeed, less invasive techniques such as surgical
ampullectomy (SA) and endoscopic ampullectomy (EA)
have been acknowledged as appropriate approaches for
this indication (7-11). While a few studies comparing
SA vs. EA have been reported, the morbidity related to
these techniques has not been thoroughly assessed and
compared (7,12).
This study thus aimed to provide a comprehensive
assessment and comparison of the morbidity induced
by EA and SA. In addition, it sought to generate
a decision-making algorithm to treat ampullary
neoplasms, primarily based on the available evidence
from the literature.
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registered under www.researchregistry.com (UIN: 577).
2.1. Patients and procedures
Patients undergoing EA or SA over the last 10 years (from
2005 to 2015) were identified from our prospective
databases. Age < 18 years, immunosuppressive treatment
and emergency surgery were considered as exclusion
criteria. EA and SA were performed according to
techniques described previously (7,12). Non-invasive
ampullary tumor was defined as adenoma or in situ
adenocarcinoma.
2.2. Data collection
Relevant demographics, comorbidities, preoperative
assessment, details of the procedure and clinical
outcomes were prospectively collected and anonymized
in a computerized database. Operation duration
was measured from incision to skin closure by the
anesthetists. Intraoperative blood loss was estimated
measuring the volume of aspirated fluid and soaked
gauzes, jointly by the anesthetists and the surgeons.
Postoperative complications were assessed by both the
Clavien Classification (13) and the Comprehensive
Complication Index (CCI) (14) within 30 postoperative
days. Briefly, CCI is a score - ranging from 0 (no
complication) to 100 (death) - that sums each
postoperative complication. By avoiding underreported
minor complications, CCI is a robust metric to assess
morbidity. Length of stay (LoS) was calculated from day
of surgery until discharge. Readmissions were considered
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within 30 postoperative days.
Electronic search was performed using MEDLINE/
PubMed, Embase, Web of Knowledge, and The
Cochrane Library. The search strategy was applied
between January 1990 and June 30th 2016. Terms used
were ampullectomy, ampulloma, ampullary tumor. Data
from this systematic search were used to generate an
algorithm for decision-making (Figure 1).
2.3. Statistical analysis
Normal continuous and categorical variables were
compared using Student's t test and Chi-squared,
respectively. A p value < 0.05 was considered to be
statistically significant. Data analyses were performed
using SPSS v20 statistical software (Chicago, IL).
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Patients demographics and tumors characteristics
A total of 30 ampullectomies – with 11 EA and
19 SA - involving 24 patients were identified and
analyzed. In term of demographics, the 2 groups were
comparable for most variables (Table 1). On average,
surgical patients were 4 years older than endoscopic
patients (65 vs. 69 years, p = 0.024). None of the other
demographics and comorbidities showed significant
difference between the groups.
Tumors also displayed comparable characteristics in
the 2 groups, with no difference in term of histological
type (p = 0.573) or size (p = 0.953) (Table 1).

Figure 1. Decision-making of the treatment of ampullary tumors: an algorithm based on the evidence in the literature. EGD:
Esophagogastroduodenoscopy. ERCP: Endoscopic Retrograde Cholangio-pancreatography. EUS: Endoscopic Ultrasound. niCa:
Non-invasive Carcinoma. iCa: Invasive Carcinoma. Tis: Adenocarcinoma in situ. R0: Negative resection margins. R1: Positive
resection margins. M0: Absence of distant metastasis. CT-scan: Computed Tomography. EA: Endoscopic Ampullectomy. SA:
Surgical Ampullectomy. PD: Pancreaticoduodenectomy.
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Table 1. Characteristics of patients and tumors
Items
Median age (years)
Gender (female)
ASA I/II
Median BMI (kg/m2)
Diabetes
Smoker
Severe heart disease
Severe pulmonary disease
Immunosuppression
FAP
Type of tumor
Inflammatory
Adenoma
Adenocarcinoma (Tis)
Median Tumor size (mm)

Endoscopic ampullectomy (n = 11)

Surgical ampullectomy (n = 19)

65 (52-74)
7 (64)
8 (80)
25 (21-27)
0
3 (27)
3 (27)
1 (9)
0
3 (27)

69 (67-81)
12 (63)
14 (74)
25 (21-28)
1 (5.3)
7 (37)
6 (32)
3 (16)
0
1 (5.3)

1 (10)
8 (80)
1 (10)
15 (9-20)

2 (11)
12 (63)
5 (26)
14 (10-19)

p-value
0.024
1.000
1.000
0.667
1.000
0.702
1.000
1.000
0.126
0.573

0.953

EA: Endoscopic Ampullectomy. BMI: Body Mass Index. SA: Surgical Ampullectomy. FAP: Familial Adenomatous Polyposis. Tis: Adenocarcinoma
in situ.

Table 2. Outcomes
Items
Median duration (min)
Median blood loss (mL)
Postoperative complications
Overall
Minor I-II
Major III-IV
Grade V
CCI
Median length of stay (days)
Readmission
Further treatment requested

Endoscopic ampullectomy (n = 11)

Surgical ampullectomy (n = 19)

p-value

51 (29-71)
0

191 (181-210)
100 (0-200)

< 0.001
< 0.001

13 (68)
10 (53)
6 (32)
0
9 (0-34)
14 (10-30)
1 (5)
1 (5)

0.002
0.023
0.061
‒
< 0.001
< 0.001
0.126
0.016

1 (9)
1 (9)
0
0
0
0
3 (27)
5 (45)

EA: Endoscopic Ampullectomy. SA: Surgical Ampullectomy. CCI: Comprehensive Complication Index.

3.2. Preoperative assessment
All of the patients underwent an endoscopic examination
with either an Esophagogastroduodenoscopy (EGD),
Endoscopic Retrograde Cholangio-pancreatography
(ERCP) or Endoscopic Ultrasound (EUS) with
subsequent biopsies. No further assessment is
recommended for patients without invasive cancer
and macroscopic features of malignancy (6). Patients
who do not meet these two criteria should undergo a
Computed Tomography scan (CT-scan) to exclude a
metastasize disease, which will indicate the necessity of
a palliative care.
Tumor size was assessed either by CT-scan or
EUS. A cut-off of 2 cm was used to allocate treatment,
namely EA or SA.

(9% vs. 68%, p = 0.002). Minor complications were
significantly increased in the surgery group (9% vs. 53%,
p = 0.023), whereas a trend was observed for major
complications (0% vs. 32%, p = 0.061). Consistently,
surgical patients showed a higher median CCI (0 vs.
8.7, p < 0.001). LoS was reduced in patients undergoing
EA (0 vs. 14 days, p < 0.001), without increasing the
readmissions (27% vs. 5%, p = 0.126). The proportion of
patients necessitating subsequent treatment was higher
in EA compared to SA (5 vs. 1, p = 0.016). Four patients
initially treated with EA had to undergo SA for technical
resectability reasons, while 1 patient underwent 2 EA
procedures before necessitating SA; of note, the patient
had familial adenomatous polyposis (FAP). In the SA
group, 1 patient subsequently underwent PD because of
recurrence.

3.3. Outcomes

3.4. Conclusions

Intra- and postoperative outcomes are summarized
in Table 2. Endoscopy was associated with shorter
intervention (51 vs. 191 min, p < 0.001) and decreased
blood loss (0 vs.100 mL, p < 0.001). Overall, surgical
patients experienced more postoperative complications

EA was associated with more favorable outcomes than
SA, in this cohort of patients treated for non-invasive
ampullary tumors. Patients undergoing EA indeed
showed lower complications rate and reduced LoS, in
comparison to patients treated with SA.
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Comparative studies on these less invasive
alternatives reported that EA was associated with lower
morbidity compared to SA (7,12). The comparison with
previous studies is somehow awkward since they did
not focus on postoperative complications, but rather
reported overall morbidity without using a validated
grading system (7,12). Notwithstanding, a landmark
study by Ceppa et al. showed an overall morbidity of
18% for EA compared to 42% for patients undergoing
surgery (p = 0.006) (7); these findings are indeed
consistent with the present results.
Some drawbacks of the study need to be addressed.
The study is mainly limited by its retrospective design
and the small sample size, which may potentially
influence the findings. Although it was not the aim of
this study, assessing prognosis of patients undergoing
EA vs. SA would enable to decipher whether one
approach could offer longer survival than the other.
There is an imperative need to design multicentric
prospective studies in patients with ampullary tumors,
to answer questions such as long-term survival, in this
field. Nevertheless, the present study precisely detailed
the landscape of complications after EA and SA. One
could argue that the 2 groups were different for age;
although significant, this difference was minor (65 vs.
69 years, p = 0.024) and is thus unlikely to be the only
cause of the difference observed in outcomes. This
report may serve as a tool to preoperatively provide
precise risk rates to the patients.
Strikingly, there is a clear unmet need to define
a clear consensus for the treatment of ampullary
tumors. With this in mind, Figure 1 aimed to propose
an algorithm to guide the decision-making for the
preoperative assessment and for the treatment of
ampullary neoplasms, primarily based on the evidence
from the literature (3,7,8,12,15). This algorithm may
be particularly pertinent to help gastroenterologists
and hepatopancreatobiliary surgeons, to tailor their
decision-making for the treatment of patients with noninvasive ampullary tumors. Patients frequently present
with obstructive jaundice (20% in this cohort), but a
variety of other unspecific symptoms may also occur,
such as: abdominal pain, fatigue, weight loss or acute
pancreatitis. The first step is to exclude gallstones,
typically by abdominal ultrasound (US). The following
measure is to perform tissue biopsies, which is critical
for diagnostic purpose. This may be achieved either by
ERCP/EGD or by EUS. The latter demonstrated a high
sensitivity and is particularly accurate for the T staging
which is key element since it determines the therapeutic
modality (1,16-18). Further investigation with an
abdominal CT-scan, should be performed if the preoperative biopsies reveal an invasive carcinoma and/or
if macroscopic malignant characteristics are observed
during EGD/ERCP/EUS. These findings include
features such as friable, ulcerative or hemorrhagic
lesion, Oddi's sphincter invasion and extension to
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common bile duct or pancreatic duct (1,7,15). In case
of systemic disease, palliative care such as stenting
could relieve patient's symptoms. The presence of
invasive patterns is an indication for PD, unless the
patient has contraindication for major surgery, in
which case SA appears as a reasonable option (17).
In case of non-invasive tumor, EA would be first
considered given its lower morbidity, as confirmed by
the present results. Nonetheless, SA is an alternative
after EA failure or if EA is not amenable (8,15,18,19).
The EA failure rate is indeed substantial, both in this
series and in the literature. In this context, SA offers
an appealing alternative that is efficient and safer than
PD (19). If remaining malignancy is evidenced by
the pathological analysis after either EA or SA, PD
is further recommended. Conversely, if no evidence
of malignancy is found, a follow-up with endoscopic
surveillance is appropriate.
In summary, the present results suggest that EA may
be associated with lower morbidity than SA, and may
be considered as a first-line treatment for patients with
non-invasive ampullary tumors. SA remains however
a useful option after EA failure, or in patients with
contraindications for EA or PD.
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